Questions without Notice

7 May 1985

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 7 May 1985
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 3.3 p.m. and read the
prayer.

LIQUOR CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. D. R. WHITE
(Minister for Health), was read a first time.

W ATER (ADVANCES) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. D. R. WHITE
(Minister for Health), was read a first time.

MOTOR CAR (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. J. H.
KENNAN (Attorney-General), was read a first time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

VICTORIA PROJECT
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province)-Firstly, is the Attorney-General
and/or his department supervising the paper work involved in negotiations between the
Government and EKG Developments Ltd on the development of the Victoria project on
the Museum station site? Secondly, will the honourable gentleman advise whether the
documentation will be executed between the parties by the due date that has been announced by the Government-Wednesday of next week?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I have previously indicated to the
House that I have made inquiries and have a certain responsibility as Attorney-General
on legal aspects of the matter. Those issues are still within my purview and I shall continue
to have regard to them.

FLUORIDATION
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-Is the Minister for Health
aware that the fluoridation of town water supplies in Bendigo and Mildura has been held
up by the action of various unions? Is he also aware of the fact that this action does not
seem to have encountered any opposition amongst local communities? What action will
the Government take on this matter and will it reconsider its policies in the light of the
events?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The Government has had a longstanding commitment to the fluoridation of water supplies, which has had a significant and
positive effect in the community, especially for young people and in areas where people
did not previously have access to adequate dental services. I pay tribute to the Australian
Dental Association and the dental profession for their strong support for the fluoridation
of water supplies when it was clear that there was no initial short-term benefit for them in
offering that support.
I, as do all members of the Government, remain open to examining the merits of any
case in which a person or persons believe a long-term, harmful risk is likely to be associated
with a public activity. The matter has been considered over a long time and, to date, no
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evidence of any significance has been brought forward to suggest that any harm is being
done or has been done by the fluoridation of water supplies.
I look forward to meeting with representatives of the Electrical Trades Union of Australia and the Municipal Officers Association of Australia at the earliest possible date to
examine the merits of their case. Until such time as substantial evidence is available to
show that there is some harmful effect to the Victorian water supply, the Government is
strongly committed to fluoridation.
-

INTER-COUNTRY ADOPTIONS
The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia Province)-Can the Minister for Community Services
advise the House of the Government's policy on the adoption of children from overseas
countries and of any action being taken to expedite those types of adoptions?
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-I imagine that almost
every honourable member in this House would have had some experience of constituents
wishing to adopt children from overseas. They would be aware of the difficulties being
encountered with State bodies, the anomalies that exist between the States and the general
problem associated with assessment, both of the suitability of the couples who wish to
adopt and of the children living overseas and their legal status.
As the number of children available for adoption in Australia becomes smaller, I believe
more and more people will wish to adopt children from overseas, particularly as there is a
realization that some children in orphanages overseas would undoubtedly benefit from
the life that can be provided for them by prospective adoptive couples in this country.
The Government's policy is to assist couples who wish to adopt children from overseas
while also protecting the interests of both parties, the adoptive parents and the child to be
adopted. That means that there must be some assessment of the prospective adoptive
family, which includes an undertaking by that family that the child's cultural heritage, so
far as possible, will be fostered, and also an assessment of the legal availability of that
child. That assessment is required because, already in several cases in this country, Australian couples have adopted children from overseas in good faith, only to discover that they
were the innocent victims of a racket-the grey market, as it is known-and that those
children were really not available for adoption.
Obviously, many difficulties have been associated with this topic in the past and the
general community perception has been that Governments, both State and Commonwealth, had closed minds on the subject.
I am pleased to inform the House that this subject was raised on Friday last at the
welfare Ministers' conference. The welfare Ministers of the States and Territories and the
Federal Minister agreed to establish a joint committee, with the approval of the Federal
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, to examine all the concerns I have mentioned-the concerns of adoptive parents, the status of the child, the use of the Department of Foreign Affairs and other appropriate bodies to conduct negotiations with overseas
countries, and any other approaches that may be deemed appropriate.
The important point about the committee is that it will publicly invite submissions
from interested parties as part of its consideration of the issues, and I believe that is an
innovation; it has not occurred before. I thank the honourable member for her interest in
the matter.

VICTORIA PROJECT
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-Is the Minister for Planning and
Environment aware of any commitments made by the Government in relation to the
EKG Developments Ltd development, known as the Victoria project, either to take office
space therein or to provide financial or other support guarantees or assistance? If the
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Minister is aware of any such commitments, will he outline to the House the general
nature of those commitments?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning and Environment)-I have no knowledge of arrangements of any such kind as the honourable member suggests.

DAIRY INDUSTRY
The Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western Province)-I refer the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs to his news release of 22 April which is headed, "Assistance Package for
Dairy Farmers", in which he stated that one of the major features of the package was to
be:
Legislation to give the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs discretionary power to approve new dairy
licences, taking into account the over-all situation ofthe industry including regional and economic factors.

As I understand it, the Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs, Mr Crabb, gave
an undertaking before the State election on 2 March that future admissions to the industry
would be restricted. I, therefore, ask the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs whether
new dairy licences have been issued since the State election and, if that is the case, how
many have been issued. Also, will the Minister immediately introduce legislation to
provide discretionary restriction on admissions to the industry and, if he will not do so,
why?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I am pleased
the honourable member asked the question because an hour ago I issued a press release
advising that draft legislation has been prepared and approved by Cabinet and will be
introduced into the House at the earliest opportunity. I indicated in the press release that
I hoped the proposed legislation would be introduced and, with the assistance of all parties,
passed this sessional period.
The proposed legislation gives the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs discretionary power with respect to licences. With respect to the other parts of the honourable
member's question, since 26 February, which was, I think, the date on which the Minister
for Employment and Industrial Affairs met with the so-called rebel dairy farmers, I
understand about fourteen new licences have been applied for. About four licences have
been issued and, I think, two licences are in the process of being issued.
I should indicate that the over-all picture is somewhat different. During March and
April a net decrease of about 128 licences or licensed dairy farmers took place. I should
also explain that in my discussions last week with the representatives of the dairy farmers,
I made it clear that, in the exercise of the discretions that will come with the proposed
legislation, I shall take advice from a group of dairy farmers that I intend to put together.
The group will comprise four dairy farmers and one officer from the Department of
Agriculture. That will be done on the basis that I believe dairy farmers should advise,
where special cases exist, whether a licence should be issued.
As honourable members will realize, it is not easy to say that no new licences will be
issued. The situation will arise where a father surrenders a licence and it would be improper if the licence were not renewed to the son on the same property. In some cases new
licences should be issued, and the dairy farmers agree with that.
I have established-and will establish again during the second-reading speech-that,
when the proposed legislation is introduced, the dairy farmer advisory group is to be
established. I have asked the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria to prepare a panel of names
for consideration by me. I have asked the association when considering names for submission to me to take into account not just members of the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria
but all dairy farmers who currently hold licences and to provide me with a series of names
from which I can select four representatives. That same group will be useful in advising
me on other matters to do with the industry, particularly when they relate directly to the
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welfare of dairy farmers. I thank the honourable member for the question because I was
well prepared to answer it and he has done ·the Government a favour by having asked it.

SOIL CONSERVATION RESOURCES
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong Province)-Did the Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands see the article in last week's ·Weekly Times attributing comments to the
former Chairman of the Soil Conservation Authority that soil conservation resources
have been reduced and that the subject was given a low priority in Victoria? Is there any
foundation to those assertions?
The PRESIDENT-Order! I advise the honourable member that it is not in order to
ask whether a newspaper report is correct or false and, indeed, the way in which the
honourable member asked the question renders it out of order. I invite the honourable
member to ask the Minister to explain or comment on the matter rather than ask whether
the article is correct or false.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW - Thank you for your guidance, Mr President. I ask the
Minister whether there has been any reduction in the resources provided for soil conservation.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I thank the
honourable member for his question and I thank you, Mr President, for your assistance.
I have great admiration, as I am sure have all honourable members, for Mr Alex
Mitchell, the former chairperson of the former Soil Conservation Authority. However, in
this case I have to dispute his comments. The resources for soil conservation have been
increased, not reduced. In the last Budget of the former Liberal Government in 1981-82,
soil conservation expenditure was a little more than $6 million.
During the Labor Government's two terms thus far, it has authorized an increase of 36
per cent in expenditure on soil conservation, bringing expenditure in that area to a record
amount of $8·5 million in the last Budget. As honourable members would know from its
electoral campaign promises the Government intends to increase that amount by the
allocation of a further $32 million to salinity, as well as other initiatives.
The Government has also worked with the Federal Government on two major initiatives, one being the national soil conservation program, a $3·25 million program established in the first year of the Federal Labor Government. It is unfortunate that, under the
Fraser Administration, the importance of land degradation and of taking action to arrest
and rectify the problems, was allowed to run down to the detriment of both agricultural
landowners and the general public.
The PRESIDENT-Order! The Minister is starting to debate the matter. I was of two
minds about allowing the question to proceed in any event, and I ask the Minister to
round offher remarks.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER-The Victorian Government has supported the Australian
Government's proposal for a Soil Conservation Ministerial Council. We will continue to
work also with landowners, through land protection committees, to obtain appropriate
advice on soil conservation matters.

VICTORIA PROJECT
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-Is the Minister for Planning
and Environment prepared to deny that he requested the Melbourne City Council's Labor
caucus not to object on planning grounds to the Museum station project?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning and Environment)-Ifl understand
the honourable member's question correctly, he is asking me to deny that I requested the
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Melbourne City Council's Labor caucus not to object to the Victoria project, on planning
grounds.
The Hon. F. J. Granter-That's right.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-If I have it correctly, I am willing to indicate that I did not
ask the Labor caucus of the Melbourne City Council to refrain from objecting on planning
grounds to the Victoria project. My relationship with the Labor caucus of that council is
not such that I could necessarily expect it to accept my advice. Far be it from me to say
that it might equally have taken the opposite view.

DAIRY INDUSTRY
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-Is it a fact that the Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs late last week discussed a number of proposals with dairy
farmer groups, including a proposal to seek the vesting of control of all Victorian milk in
a State authority, thus allowing the State to determine the prices to be paid to farmers, and
possibly assist them in that way? Did the discussions also include a proposal for an interest
subsidy to assist needy dairy farmers similar to that used during the recent drought and
other times of rural crisis? What is the Government's response to both of those proposals,
given that the plan put to the dairy farmers and rejected by them at the week-end involved
no additional Government finance?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I had discussions with representatives of the two groups of dairy farmers, and vesting was discussed.
However, I indicate that I told this House in debate a week ago that I had asked a working
group to begin work on the vesting of all milk in the Victorian Dairy Industry Authoritynot just market milk, but all milk-and I gave 30 days for that work to be done. I received
a preliminary report after ten days, and 1 expect a full report from that group in approximately two and a half weeks' time.
I had discussions last week with dairy farmer representatives about the effect that would
have, and I indicated that I personally favour that approach. Nevertheless, I will await the
report of the working group before determining my advice to Cabinet on the position that
the Government should take.
I indicate that I do not believe a proposal for an interest subsidy was discussed. I
certainly have no recollection of discussing an interest subsidy.

PROPOSED TOURIST DEVELOPMENT AT LORNE
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne Province)-I raise with the Minister for Planning
and Environment a question concerning a controversy that is developing around a proposed tourist development at Lorne where, I understand, local residents are objecting
strongly to the demolition of the old Cumberland guest house and the relocation of the
post office.
I ask the Minister whether he is aware of the controversy and, if so, whether he is
satisfied that the planning procedures that have occurred so far have dealt with it adequately and whether he himself is prepared to be involved.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning and Environment)-There is signincant controversy, of which I am sure all honourable members are aware. I have received
several letters on the subject and requests have been made for me to take action. The
proposal at Lorne is a time-share resort-honourable members will understand what that
is-covering an area of about 1·6 hectares along the main street of Lorne.
It involves the demolition of the old Cumberland guest house and the relocation of the
post office, with the construction of approximately 100 time-share units, 16 shops, a
restaurant, a conference auditorium, a cinema, a gymnasium, a pool and an underground
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car park for 148 cars. The initial application was approved by the council of the Shire of
Winchelsea in November 198J. Three objectors then appealed to the Planning Appeals
Board. Their appeal was heard in March last year. The board disallowed the appeal and
directed that a permit be issued for the development.
Plans were then revised, increasing the original 80 units to 100 units. Those plans were
later submitted to the council. The council did not formally advertise these plans but, I
gather, made them available for some time at the Water Board office at Lorne.
The question to be considered by the council as required under the Town and Country
Planning Act concerned section 18B (1) of the Act of which honourable members, particularly those with local government experience, will be aware. The question was whether
the development "may cause a substantial detriment to any person other than the applicant". The council has discretion on whether applications should be advertised. In this
case, the council determined not to advertise the new application, and the intended
increase in the number of units, on the basis of section 18B (1).
I have received a petition from residents and others with an interest in the future of the
township asking me to review the matter. Many Lorne residents are upset by the development. However, I have very little power to do that. As honourable members will
understand, once a permit is issued, particularly when it has been the subject of an appeal
to the Planning Appeals Board, there is no capacity for the public to appeal further other
than on a matter of law to the Supreme Court, and very few powers are available for me
to intervene.
I am reluctant to do so because the matter was decided twice by the responsible authority. In this instance, the local council has made its decision on the information available
to it and has issued a permit enabling the development to proceed.
Mr Pullen asks a number of questions inherent in his major question. I am also loath at
this point to express my opinion on the merit of the development since I have not been
fully briefed on it and I have not been to Lorne to investigate the situation personally, and
it would be improper for me in this House to say what I felt about the development. I am
reluctant to use what would be draconian measures to overturn a properly made decision
of the local council.

DAVID DOMINGUEZ
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-I ask the Attorney-General: Is
it a fact that David Dominguez, who died on 29 April of a drug overdose in Pentridge
Prison, was found in someone else's cell? If so, what action has the Attorney-General
taken to ascertain how this was allowed to happen?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-David Dominguez was found in someone else's cell. It was prior to lock up and there was no irregularity about that. However,
the question of availability of drugs in Pentridge Prison is of serious concern to me.
As I have indicated, last week I moved to establish a joint task force headed by Commander Phil Bennett. The task force has already performed some very encouraging work
in relation to that matter, and I expect further encouraging results in the future.

CORPORATE LAW REQUIREMENTS
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I ask the Attorney-General to
inform the House not as to what he is doing to amend regulations regarding cruise boating
on the bay but as to what he is doing to reduce the paper work needed to comply with
company law requirements?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-Apparently Mr Arnold is trying to
refrain from rocking the boat. The Government has a commitment to reduce unnecessary
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regulations, to cut through red tape and reduce paperwo'rk. The Government is particularly concerned with the area of corporate regulation.
In conjunction with the National Companies and Securities Commission the Government has raised this matter at Ministerial councils, and, in the past year, it has had some
success. I refer to the development of a short-form prospectus, which, in 1984, was an
initiative of the Victorian Government. A number of finance institutions are now eligible
to use the short-form prospectus. The Australian Finance Conference was recently advised
that that change alone would, this year, save more than $2 million in printing expenses.
The second Victorian proposal adopted last week in Hobart was for exempt proprietary
companies to file a short-form annual return of key financial data instead of having to
launch full company accounts. It is not proposed that that process be applied to exempt
proprietary companies which have audited accounts-some 15 per cent of companies fall
into that category-but it will bring about enormous savings. The level of paper work
necessary will be reduced by 1 million to 1·5 million pages.
The third and most recent proposal accepted at the Ministerial Council meeting relates
to groupings. That proposal was developed by the National Companies and Securities
Commission with the full support of the Government. It provides for groups of companies
to be exempted from preparing and filing separate accounts and reports for wholly-owned
subsidiary companies, providing that the debts of the wholly-owned subsidiaries are
guaranteed by the parent companies. The commission is expected to issue a class order
later this year regarding that matter.
Comments made on Friday by the new Chairman of the National Companies and
Securities Commission regarding the move towards a review of financial-regulations in
this country and further deregulation in this area are fully supported by the Government.
A number of moves will occur after the Ministerial Council meeting to be held during the
year, and that will give further impetus to the deregulation thrust.

LAND AT ELTHAM
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra Province)-I refer the Minister for Health to
the Government's decision reported in today's Age about the purchase of land adjoining
the Montsalvat property, and I ask the honourable gentleman why, in a letter dated 29
April, he indicated that no decision would be made on this issue until the Victorian
Tourism Commission had made known its view, despite the fact that at a meeting on 26
April between the Premier, the Minister for Planning and Environment and the Minister
for Health, a firm decision was made to sell the land. How does the Minister explain this
misleading advice?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-Last week, advice was sought by the
staff of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet regarding this issue. Advice was given
regarding the matter, on which, presumably, the Department of the Premier and Cabinet
has acted.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General), by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1982 to enable certain functions
and powers of the Director of Public Prosecutions to be referred to the Attorney-General
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
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ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to permit certain incorporated associations to trade, to amend the Associations Incorporation Act 1981 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid
on the table by the Clerk:
Dried Fruits Board-Report and statement of accounts for the year 1984.
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust-Report and accounts for the year 1983-84.
Law Reform Commissioner-Report for the period 1 July 1983 to 3 December 1984.
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968-Minister's response to recommendations in Natural Resources and
Environment Committee's first report upon the augmentation of Geelong's water supply.
Police Service Board-Determination Nos 423, 424 and 425.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982-No. Ill.
Groundwater Act 1969-No. 116.
Pipelines Act 1967-No. 114.
Police Regulations Act 1958-No. 112.
Supreme Court Act 1958-Administration and Probate Act 1958-No. 108.
Supreme Court Act 1958-Credit (Administration) Act 1984-No. 107.
Supreme Court Act 1958-Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984-No.' 104.
Water Act 1958-Declaration of Governor in Council of Traralgon flood mitigation proposal as approved
scheme for purposes of Local Government Act 1958.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered
that the papers tabled by the Clerk, with the exception of the determinations, statutory
rules and the declaration under the Water Act, be taken into consideration on the next day
of meeting.

PSYCHOLOGISTS BILL AND THERAPEUTIC GOODS AND
COSMETICS BILL
The PRESIDENT announced the receipt from the Assembly of the following resolution
with which they desired the concurrence. of the Council:
That the proposals contained in the Psychologists Bill and the Therapeutic Goods and Cosmetics Bill introduced into the Assembly last session, be referred to the Social Development Committee for inquiry, consideration and report.

It was ordered that the resolution be taken into consideration later this day.

MINISTERIAL STATEMEN'T
Plain English Legislation
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attomey-General)-I desire to make a Ministerial statement on the matter of plain English.
In his monograph in the Fontana Modem Masters series Raymond Williams said that
George Orwell had the happy knack of saying what he wanted to say very clearly. Indeed,
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in an autobiographical note written in 1940, Orwell said that the modem writer who
influenced him mQst was Somerset Maugham "whom I admire immensely for his power
of telling straight-forwardly and without frills."
In recent years there has been a growing concern in this country and more especially in
other countries about the inability of legislators, bureaucracies and large corporations to
tell their stories simply and without frills. In the mid-l 970s the plain language movement
developed as an outgrowth of the consumer movement in the United States of America,
Canada, Britain, Sweden, Norway, West Germany, Austria and France. The plain language movement has been particularly concerned to analyse the way in which language
factors impede citizens' access to goods and services. It has sought to institute linguistic
reforms to promote the likelihood of citizens' rights being enhanced.
Orwell, in his essay, "Politics and the English Language" written in 1946, said that:
... modem writing at its worst does not consist in picking out words for the sake of their meaning and inventing
images in order to make the meaning clearer. It consists in gumming together long strips of words which have
already been set in order by someone else and making the results presentable by sheer humbug. The attraction of
this way of writing is that it is easy.

Later in the same essay, he set out some simple rules which remain valid:
(i) Never use a metaphor, simile or other figure of speech which you are used to seeing
in print;
(ii) never use a long word where a short one will do;
(iii) if it is possible to cut out a word, always cut it out;
(iv) never use the passive where you can use the active;
(v) never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word or a jargon word if you can think of an
everyday English equivalent; and
(vi) break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright barbarous.
There has been some intensive work done in the United States of America, especially in
the last ten years, to implement plain English usage. In 1974 Citibank New York redrafted
its consumer loan forms in plain English. In 1978 President Carter issued an Executive
Order calling for clear and simple English in Federal regulations. Since then many States
have passed laws requiring that consumer contracts and insurance contracts be "as simple
and clear as possible." As a result of that order, many agencies in the United States
employed consultants and full-time editors to improve the readability of their documents.
Financial institutions have also rewritten their standard forms in a clearer format. Similarly, law firms have hired editors to ensure that their lawyers' prose was readable. Seminars have been held for judges on how judicial opinions can be written in a clearer form.
Public interest groups like "Plain Talk Incorporated Inc." and "Simply Stated" have
sprung up. Corporations have been established which will rewrite documents in plain
English at a fee; More than 30 State legislators have enacted plain English legislation
specifying standards and procedures for the readability of consumer contracts.
Considerable reliance has been placed in measuring readability on readability formulas.
The most well-known author of readability formulas is Rudolph Flesch. In 1949 he
published a book entitled The Art of Readable Writing and in 1979 published How to
Write Plain English. He has devised a formula by correlating the number of words per
sentence with the number of syllables per word. Essentially, an acceptable plain English
score of 60 on the Flesch chart is not more than 20 words per sentence nor more than 1·5
syllables per word.
In a study done by Lyons and Tanner published in the Legal Service Bulletin at page
283 in 1977, an application of the Flesch scale locally resulted in the following:
90-100-Comics and children's books.
80-90-Some popular fiction.
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60-70-The Herald, The Sun.
50-60- Time magazine, Small Claims Tribunal information pamphlet.
40-50-0rdinary Default Summons, Bertrand Russell The History of the Western Philosophy.
30-40-The Age editorials, The Bulletin.
20-30-Police Standing Orders.
10-20-Cross, R. Evidence.
0-10-Small Claims Tribunal Act 1973.
10-0-Bail Act 1977.
The Flesch formula has been criticized as measuring reader sophistication rather than
document readability but it is at least a useful and consistent guide-see discussion of
plain English legislation-"On Legalities and Linguistics: Plain English Language Legislation" Stephen M. Ross (1981) 30 Buffalo Law Review 317.
Similarly, there has been developed in the United States a fog index calculator. This has
been developed by the Gunning-Mueller Clear Writing Institute in New York. It uses the
number of vowels per word and the number of words per sentence to calculate the level of
comprehensibility of the text examined.
In fact, the figure derived is supposed to represent the number of years of schooling an
average American would require to understand the text. The fog index has now been
computerized and will operate on Word Star files. Happily, this software is compatible
with computer equipment used in the Law Department. It is, therefore, possible to submit
all material prepared by the Law Department to a fog index calculation.
In recent years, there has also been a concern in Australia to introduce plain English in
official forms. In 1978 the then Victorian Government published a Plain English booklet.
The Australian Law Reform Commission in its report on Insurance Contracts-ALRC 20
(1982)-recommended that insurance policies be written in simpler language. Certainly
many insurance companies in Australia in recent years have introduced simplified forms
and information leaflets for their customers. The Federal Department of Special Minister
of State is engaged in a "Plain English" review of all Federal Government forms.
However, we have failed to make headway in either passing a law requiring plain English
drafting or, more importantly, making an endeavour to see that our legislation is drafted
in simpler language. In February 1983, Dr Guy Powles, in his submission to the Senate
Standing Committee on Education and the Arts-Inquiry into National Language Policy,
said:
It is submitted that there is a grave need for a major study oflegal English in Australia to determine how much
is gobbledegook, mere professional jargon or pompous officialese; how much is designed, wittingly or unwittingly,
to obscure meaning or even to deceive; what are the language requirements of an effective and fair legal system;
and what are the policies and action needed short term and long term to meet these requirements?

Dr Powles proposed that it was in the national interest for the Federal Government to
take action to establish a policy for legal English; that a national task force to commission
research and co-ordinate consultation should be established; that State Governments,
branches of the legal profession and commercial and other interest groups should be
invited to form their own study committees; that educational bodies and law schools in
particular should consider the lan$uage implications of their curricula and that consultation should lead to recommendatIons to Federal and State Governments for legislation
and national guidelines.
It is the policy of the present Government that legislation be drafted as clearly as
possible. Some very important work has been done by a committee drafting a plain English
Residential Tenancies Bill. I have been concerned to investigate ways in which all Victo-
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rian Bills may be drafted more clearly. Some improvements have already been made with
the encouragement of the Legal and Constitutional Committee of the Victorian Parliament in its Report on the Interpretation Bill 1982. Clearer rules of interpretation are now
set out in the Interpretation of Legislation Act. Bills and Acts appear in a clearer format
with a clear table of provisions and bold headings.
I have previously indicated, in answer to a question without notice in the Legislative
Council on 3 April, that Professor Kelly, the Secretary of the Law Department-who
worked on the insurance contracts reference of the Australian Law Reform Commissionhas been working with a consultant, to assist the Law Department in its plain English
drafting endeavours. In particular, considerable work has been done on the drafting of a
new Coroners Act in clear English. As a result of the work done so far, Parliamentary
Counsel has been instructed to adopt a new format for the drafting of Bills. This format
will apply to Bills introduced from the next session of Parliament onwards. I have referred
to the format as the process of Kennanization. These changes are as follows:
1. TITLES
There will no longer be a long title, nor will there be a provision concerning the citation
of the Bill by a short title. There will simply be a title of the Bill at the top of the Bill in a
short form, that is, Coroners Bill or Coroners Act.
2. OBSOLETE FORMS
The use of Latin in Bills will be discontinued. There will be no reference to regnal years.
Acts will be numbered following the growth model in annual and numerical sequence
alone, that is, No. 31 of 1985.
3. THE ENACTING WORDS
As Parliament is defined in section 15, Constitution Act, as the Queen, the Council and
the Assembly, the enacting words will simply be: "The Parliament of Victoria enacts as
follows:"
4. PURPOSES/OBJECTS
The very first section of any Bill will be a statement of the purposes/objects of the Bill.
5. COMMENCEMENT
Wherever possible, there will be a set commencement date. Where that is not possible,
the Act should commence on a day or days to be proclaimed. There will be no reference
to "several provisions" or to "by proclamation or proclamations".
6. NUMBERING
There will be an attempt to avoid the use of Roman numerals and an endeavour to
ensure that Bills are numbered decimally.
7. DEFINITIONS
The term "Definitions" will replace "Interpretation", as a heading. Definitions in the
form of "Reference in this Act . . ." should be rephrased as ordinary definitions. The
phrase "in this Act, unless inconsistent with the context or subject matter", will be deleted.
8. TERMS
The term "must" will replace the term "shall", as consistent with section 45, Interpretation of Legislation Act, wherever "shall" is used to impose an obligation. The term
"where" or "in circumstances where" should not be used as a synonym for "if'.
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9. AND/OR
Where a set of criteria or conditions are set out in successive paragraphs, whether they
are cumulative or alternative, they will be made clear by the use of "and" or '~or" between
each of the paragraphs.
10. UNNECESSARY QUALIFICATIONS
The phrases such as "notwithstanding anything in this Act", "subject to this Act" and
"subject to section ... " will be used only if absolutely essential.
The impact of these initial changes may be seen in appendix I to this Ministerial
statement which sets out the first 18 clauses of a new draft Coroners Bill in comparison
with the same clauses drafted in the old style. It will be seen that the impact is very
substantial. The wording is easy to follow. The number of words is substantially reduced.
Similarly, we are working on a draft of some plain English rules to be used pursuant to the
Penalties and Sentences Act. Appendix 2 contains a draft of these rules. Again, it will be
seen that things can be stated simply and shortly in a way which at once makes them easier
to understand and does not diminish their legal effectiveness.
It is argued from time to time that one must treat differently language used in statutes.
It is said that legal language has evolved through generations of case law and that certainty
is to be gained from retention of the same phrases. It is said that chaos would result in
rewriting statutes in plain English.

An American author has dealt with these arguments in the following terms:
These claims for "legalese" do not hold up well under analysis. The vast history of litigation spawned by
ambiguous wording belies the claim that traditional legal language is more precise than ordinary English.
"Precision" especially in standard legal forms, is often more a matter of repeating words and phrases once
litigated in a past factual dispute, than it is of tailoring language to present circumstances. Complicated rhetoric
can create an illusion of complex thought obfuscating simpler ideas underlying an issue. Complex legal ideas can
and should be expressed plainly especially in documents intended for readers who are not lawyers.

In my experience, anyone drafting legislation has traditionally been apprehensive of a
perverse interpretation by a court. It is argued that unless language is couched in the most
cautious terms and hedged about with all possible qualifications, a lawyer may argue
successfully before some unnamed perverse judge at a future time for a meaning that was
never intended. For instance, the qualifying words, "In this Act" in every interpretation
clause are inserted in Acts purely in case someone suggests that the definitions which
appear in a particular Act are definitions for all purposes and not for the purposes of that
Act only. If this abundance of caution is needed, it could be solved in any event by a
simple amendment to the Interpretation of Legislation Act, but it is an example of drafting
by fear.
Interestingly, Flesch recounts a similar fear in the United States of America. He describes the mythical perverse judge as "Judge Fiendish". He says that he has been warned
by lawyers that "you have to draft legal documents in such a way that no 'Judge Fiendish'
will be able to trip you up." Flesch's response to the "Judge Fiendish" argument is:
Let's forget about Judge Fiendish, let's write so that no reasonable person will misinterpret what we are trying
to say.

I believe we should also forget about "Judge Fiendish" for the purpose of Parliamentary
drafting in this State. Much can be achieved by thinking about amendments to the
Interpretation of Legislation Act to cover some of these situations. Much has already been
achieved by the Interpretation of Legislation Act which requires courts to look at the
underlying purpose of an Act and allows courts to look at extrinsic materials in order to
ascertain the underlying purpose or object of the Act. One would hope, therefore, that the
opportunities for "Judge Fiendish", should he or she exist in Victoria, will substantially
diminish in the future.
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In a sense, however, the steps which have been taken so far represent only the tip of the
iceberg or, as Gore Vidal once said in relation to an Australian political crises, "the tip of
the ice-cube". What needs to happen now is to have a process whereby Parliamentary
Counsel draft Bills and le~slation officers draft subordinate legislation from the outset in
plain English. This reqUIres a radical departure from tradition and a break with the
thinking of the past. It requires imagination, a spirit of adventure and a boldness not
normally associated with the practice of law or with the drafting of legislation or subordinate legislation. I am confident, however, that under the leadership of the Chief Parliamentary Counsel we have cause for optimism in Victoria.
One of the more exciting developments is the development in the United States of
America of computer software material for the purpose of writing plain English documents, including legislative documents. The main work has been done by the IBM corporation, which has developed a package appropriately called "Epistle". The Bell group has
also been working on a package called "Writers Workbench". The Law Department is
obtaining further information on the current developments in the United States of America.
In the next twelve months it is my intention to ensure that one or more plain English
expert is appointed to work in the office of Parliamentary Counsel as part of the Parliamentary Counsel's team working on legislation. This will ensure that in a collaborative
way the art of plain English writing is developed in the drafting of legislation.
In the United States of America some helpful work has been done to develop methods
for normalizing statutory language. An early method was known as "Systematic Pulverization". This method involved breaking down complex sentences into simpler statements
of legal conditions or consequences. Developments have already occurred in computer
drafting. Another method is the normalization method, which is a process by which
implicit language in a statute is made explicit. Each simple proposition is made into a
complete sentence and is related to other rules by way of syntax forms such as "and",
"or", "if ... then", or "not". For discussion of these methods see Engholm, C. Rudy,
"Logic and Laws; Relief from Statutory Obfuscation: 1976 (9)" University of Michigan
Journal ofLaw Reform p. 322.
Much more still remains to be done, and I think there is a real need for a major research
exercise to be carried out in Victoria on the question of plain English. Such an exercise
would go much more deeply into the question than has hitherto happened and would take
up many of the challenges su~ested by Dr Powles. I have suggested to the Victoria Law
Foundation that it takes on as Its next major project a study into plain English, which will
include legislative drafting, legal documents of all kinds, Government documents of all
kinds and the teaching of plain English in law schools.
Finally, I would welcome comments which any member of Parliament or any person
reading this statement may have to make about suggestions for further improvement.
Appendix 3 to this Ministerial statement contains a bibliography of relevant publications
about plain English. I believe there is great interest in this subject and a common determination amongst all concerned to see improvements made.
I seek leave to have the appendices incorporated in Hansardwithout my reading them.

Leave was granted, and the appendices were as follows:
DRAFT APPENDIX 1
Act No. 1985
CORONERS BILL

PART I.-PRELIMINARY
Purpose
1. The purpose of this Act is to set up the State Coroner's Office and to set out the procedures for investigations
and inquests.
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.,Commencement
2. This Act will operate from

1985.

Definitions
3.1 "Death" means death or suspected death. "Inquest" means a formal hearing.
3.2 A person is detained or accommodated in care if3.2.1 under the control, care or custody of the Director of Community Welfare Services, the Director of the
Office of Corrections or the police; or
3.2.2 a patient in any assessment or treatment centre under the Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act
1968 or in any institution under the Mental Health Act 1959; or
3.2.3 a patient in an institution under the Mental Health Act 1959.
PART 2.-CORONERS
Appointment of Coroners
4.1 The Governor in Council may appoint as coroner, a barrister or a solicitor.
4.2 A stipendiary magistrate is a coroner.
4.3 The Governor in Council may remove or suspend a coroner.
4.4 The Governor in Council may appoint as State Coroner or as Deputy State Coroner a judge, a coroner or
a barrister or a solicitor.
4.5 Appointment as the State or Deputy State Coroner does not affect the tenure of office of a judge or a
stipendiary magistrate.
4.6 Appointment as a coroner does not affect the rights of a person under Division 4 of Part IV of the Public

Service Act 1974 or under the Superannuation Act 1958 or any corresponding previous Act.
5. The Deputy State Coroner must act as State Coroner when the State Coroner is absent and must exercise
all the powers of the State Coroner.
Jurisdiction
6.1 A coroner has jurisdiction to investigate a death if6.1.1 the death is or may be a reportable death; and
6.1.2 the body is in Victoria, the death occurred in Victoria, at the time of the death the person ordinarily
resided in Victoria or the cause of the death occurred within Victoria.
6.2 Reportable death meansa death6.2.1 that appears to have been sudden, unexpected, unnatural or violent or to have resulted, directly or
indirectly, from accident or injury; or
6.2.2 that occurred during, as a result of or following an anaesthetic; or
6.2.3 that occurred in circumstances set out in regulations; or
6.2.4 of a person who immediately before the death was detained or accommodated in care; or
6.2.5 where no notice under section 19 (1) (b) of the Registration of Births Deaths and Marriages Act 1959
has been signed; or
6.2.6 of a person whose identity is unknown; or
6.2.7 that occurred at a place outside Victoria where the cause of the death is not certified by a person
entitled under the law in force in that place to act as a medical practitioner.
6.3 A coroner only has jurisdiction to investigate a death where the State Coroner directs.
Directions by State Coroner
7.1 The State Coroner must direct a coroner to investigate any death which is correctly reported to the State
Coroner.
7.2 The State Coroner may give any directions about an investigation including its beginning, continuation or
end.
Circumstances in which an inquest must be held
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8. An inquest must be held if8.1 there is a suspicion of homicide; or
8.2 the person was detained or accommodated in care; or
8.3 the identity of the person is not known; or
8.4 the death occurred in circumstances set out in regulations; or
8.5 the Attorney-General directs; or
8.6 the coroner thinks it is desirable.
Obligations of Coroner where there is investigation or inquest in another State
9. Unless the Attorney-General directs, a coroner need not investigate a death if there is or will be an
investigation or inquest in another State.
Applications for inquest to be held

la. If a person asks the State Coroner to hold an inquest and is refused, the State Coroner must give written
reasons for the refusal to the person and the Attorney-General.
Findings and comments to be made by coroner.
11.1 A coroner's findings must include, if possible, the identity of the person, how death occurred, the cause
of death, the particulars needed to register the death and the identity of any person who contributed to the cause
of death.
11.2 The coroner may also make comments on any general matters relevant to the death.
Coroner to notify Government Statist of particulars of reported deaths
12. The coroner must notify the Government Statist as soon as possible of any particulars needed to register
the death.
Control of body
13.1 If a reportable death occurs in Victoria the body is under the control of the State Coroner.
13.2 A coroner who investigates the death may give any orders for dealing with the body.
13.3 A coroner must issue a certificate as soon as possible permitting burial or cremation.
Aid to other Coroners
14.1 The State Coroner may aid a coroner outside Victoria in the investigation of death.
14.2 If the Attorney-General directs, the State Coroner must aid a coroner outside Victoria in the investigation
ofa death.
PART 3-REPORTING OF DEATHS
Duty to report death
15.1 A person who believes that a reportable death has not been reported must report it as soon as possible to
a coroner or the officer in charge of a police station.
15.2 The coroner or the officer in charge of the police station must inform the State Coroner as soon as
possible.
16.1 A medical practitioner who is present at or after the death of a person must report a death as soon as
possible to the State Coroner if16.1.1 he does not inspect the body; or
16.1.2 he did not attend the person within 7 days before the death; or
16.1.3 the medical practitioner is unable to decide on the cause of death.
16.2 If more than one legally qualified medical practitioner is in attendance and one of them reports the death
to the State Coroner, the other practitioners need not report the death but must provide the coroner with any
information which may assist.
17. The death of a person who was detained or accommodated in care must be reported to the State Coroner
by the person under whose care the deceased was detained or accommodated.
Information to be supplied by persons reporting deaths
18. A person who reports a death must provide any information which may assist an investigation of the
death.
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To establish the office of State Coroner, to provide for inquiries and inquests by Coroners, to repeal the
Coroners Act 1958, to amend the Registration ofBirths Deaths and Ma"iages Act 1959 and the Cemeteries Act
1958, and for other purposes

PART I.-PRELIMINARY
Short Title.
1. This Act may be cited as the Coroners Act 1985.
Commencement.
2. The several provisions of this Act shall come into operation on a day or days to be fixed by proclamation
or successive proclamations of the Governor in Council published in the Government Gazette.
Interpretation.
3. In this Act, unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter"Coroner" means the State Coroner or a person who is a Coroner under section 6 (1) (b) or section 6 (2).
"Death" means death or suspected death.
"Inquest" means a formal hearing held by a Coroner in relation to a death or a fire.
"Inquiry" means an inquiry into a death or fire which is not an inquest.
"Investigate" in relation to a death or a fire means conduct an inquiry or hold an inquest.
Meaning of "reportable death".
4. In this Act, unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter, "reportable death" means(a) adeath(i) that reasonably appears to have been sudden, unexpected, unnatural or violent or to have resulted,
directly or indirectly, from accident or injury;
(ii) that occurred during the induction of a general anaesthetic or the giving of a local anaesthetic or that
occurred during or resulted from or followed a general or local anaesthetic; or
(iii) that occurred in prescribed circumstances;
(b) a death of a person who, immediately before the death was detained or accommodated in a prescribed
manner;
(c) a death that in respect of which no notice under section 19 (1) (b) of the Registration ofBirths Deaths and
Ma"iages Act 1959 has been signed;
(d) a death ofa person whose identity is unknown; or
(e) a death that occurred at a place outside this State where the cause of the death is not certified by a person
entitled under the law in force in that place to act as a medical practitioner.
Reference to person detained or accommodated in care.
5. In this Act, unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter, a reference to a person who is detained
or accommodated in care is a reference to a person who(a) is a ward of or is in the custody of the Department of Community Welfare Services;
(b) is in police custody;
(c) is serving a sentence in or is on leave from a prison, remand centre, reception centre, youth training centre
or youth hostel under the Community Welfare Services Act 1970;
(d) is an infant in a registered home under the Community Welfare Services Act 1970;
(e) is detained (whether as a voluntary patient or not) in any assessment centre appointed or treatment centre
licensed under the Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act 1968; or
<f) is a patient or a voluntary patient in an institution within the meaning of the Mental Health Act 1959.

PART II.-CORONERS.
Division I-Appointment of State Coroners and Coroners
The State Coroner.
6. (1) The Governor in Council-
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(a) may appoint a person who is-

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

a judge of the County Court;
a Coroner appointed under paragraph (b);
a stipendiary magistrate under the Magistrates Court Act 1971; or
a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court who has practised as a barrister and solicitor for at least
seven years-

as the State Coroner;
(b) may appoint persons who are barristers and solicitors ofthe Supreme Court to be Coroners; and
(c) may appoint as the Deputy State Coroner a person who is or is eligible to be a Coroner under paragraph
(b).

(2) A person who holds the office of stipendiary magistrate under the Magistrates Courts Act 1971 shall be a
Coroner under this Act.
Appointment etc. of Coroners.
7. (1) A person appointed as a Coroner holds office for the time and on the terms and conditions specified in
the instrument of appointment and is eligible for re-appointment.
(2) A person appointed to be a Coroner ceases to hold office as a Coroner where(a) the Governor in Council(i) removes the person from office; or
(ii) suspends the person from office for a specified period of time; or
(b) the person resigns from office by writing delivered to the Governor in Council.
(3) A Coroner is not in respect of the office of Coroner subject to the provisions of the Public Service Act 1974.
(4) A person who immediately before appointment as a Coroner was an officer or employee of the public
service shall, for the purposes of Division 4 of Part IV of the Public Service Act 1974 be deemed to be an officer
or employee of the public service during the period of office as State Coroner or Coroner.
(5) A person who immediately before appointment as a Coroner was an officer within the meaning of the

Superannuation Act 1958 or any corresponding previous enactment shall, notwithstanding the appointment,
continue, subject to that Act, to be an officer within the meaning ofthat Act.
(6) A person who is appointed as a coroner is entitled to be paid(a) such remuneration as is fixed from time to time by the Governor in Council for the office held by the
Coroner; and
(b) such travelling and other allowances as are from time to time fixed for the office by the Governor in
Council.
(7) The appointment of a judge of the County Court as the State Coroner does not affect the tenure of office of
the judge.
(8) The appointment Qf a stipendiary magistrate as the State Coroner does not affect the tenure of office of the
magistrate.
Deputy State Coroner.
8. (1) The Deputy State Coroner shall act as State Coroner during all periods when the State Coroner is absent
from duty.
(2) The Deputy State Coroner who is acting as State Coroner may resign the acting appointment by writing
delivered to the Governor in Council.
(3) The Deputy State Coroner, while acting as State Coroner has and may exercise all the powers and shall
perform all the functions and duties conferred by this Act on the State Coroner and for the purpose of the exercise
of those powers or the performance of those duties and functions, this Act has effect as if a reference to the State
Coroner included a reference to the Deputy State Coroner acting as State Coroner.
Division 2-General Powers and Duties concerning deaths.
Jurisdiction of Coroner.
9. Subject to this Act, a Coroner has jurisdiction to investigate the death of a person where it appears to the
Coroner(a) that the death is or may be a reportable death; and
(b) that-
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(i) the death occurred in Victoria;
(ii) at the time of the death the person ordinarily resided in Victoria;

(iii) the cause of the death occurred within Victoria; or
(iv) the body ofthe person is in Victoria.
Directions given by State Coroner.
10. (1) Where a death is reported to the State Coroner under Part Ill, the State Coroner shall direct a Coroner
to investigate the death, unless there is already in operation a direction to a Coroner to investigate a class of
deaths to which that death belongs.
(2) Notwithstanding anything in this Act, a Coroner shall not investigate a death unless the Coroner is directed
by the State Coroner to investigate that death or deaths of that kind.
(3) The directions given by the State Coroner under this section may be specific or general and subject to this
Act may include directions concerning the manner in which a death is to be investigated.
(4) The State Coroner may at any time revoke a direction under this section and where such a revocation
affects an inquiry or inquest which is in progress shall if necessary give directions concerning the continued
conduct of the inquiry or inQ.uest or a new investigation.
(5) A direction made under sub-section (4) for the continuation of an inquiry or inquest or for a new inquiry
or inquest may provide for any information made or materials collected pursuant to an inquiry or inquest which
was in progress to be used in the new or continued inquiry or inquest.
Circumstances in which an inquest must be held.
11. Subject to this Act, where a Coroner has jurisdiction to investigate the death of a person, the Coroner(a) shall hold an inquest into the death where(i) on reasonable grounds it appears to the Coroner that the death occurred as a result or partly as a result
of violence or injury inflicted on the person by another person;
(ii) the person was immediately before the death detained or accommodated in care;
(iii) the identity of the person is unknown;
(iv) the death occurred in prescribed circumstances; or
(v) the Attorney-General by instrument in writing has directed the State Coroner that an inquest be held;
and
(b) in any other case shall hold an inquiry into the death and may hold an inquest into it.
Obligations of Coroner where there is an inquiry or inquest in another State.
12. Where a Coroner has jurisdiction to investigate a death or suspected death but is satisfied that an inquiry
or inquest into that death or suspected death is, is to be or has been held outside the State, the Coroner may,
unless the Attorney-General otherwise directs, dispense with an investigation in Victoria.
Application for inquest to be held.
13. (1) A person may request the State Coroner to hold an inquest into a death where a Coroner has
jurisdiction to hold an inquest and the death is not one described in section 11 (a).
(2) Where the State Coroner determines in response to a request under sub-section (1) that an inquest shall
not be held, the State Coroner shall within 7 days inform the person who requested the inquest of the refusal and
shall give to the person and to the Attorney-General written reasons for the refusal.
Findings and comments to be made by Coroner.
14. (1) Where a Coroner investigates a death, the Coroner shall find so far as reasonably possible(a) the identity of the deceased person;
(b) the particulars required for the registration of the death pursuant to the Registration ofBirths Deaths and

Marriages Act 1959;
(c) the cause of the death;

(d) the manner in which the death occurred; and
(e) subject to section 57 whether, and if so what person or persons by act or omission caused or contributed
to the cause of death.

(2) Subject to section 57, where a Coroner investigates a death, the Coroner shall, in addition to making the
findings under sub-section (1), where Coroner sees fit make comments on any other matters which arise in
connection with the death including matters concerning public health and safety and the administration of
justice.
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Coroner to notify Government Statist of particulars of reported deaths.
15. Where a Coroner investigates the death of a person, the Coroner shall as soon as 'Jjossib1enotify the
Government Statist of the particulars required for the registration of the death pursuant to the Regi.$tTation of
Births Deaths and Marriages Act 1958, so far as the Coroner has determined them notwithstap.ding in ~y cas.e
that the inquiry or inquest is still in progress.
Control of body of deceased person.
16. (1) Where a reportable death occurs in Victoria from the time of the death(a) the body of the deceased person is under the control of the State Coroner;
(b) a Coroner who investigates the death may give such orders as the Coroner considers' nooe5Sary for the

removal or disposal of the body and related matters; or

".

'.1:' ,

,,"

(c) the Coroner who investigates the death may at any time sign a certificate in theprescri~ fo~ permitti~

the body of the deceased person to be buried or cremated.

."

',

(2) A Coroner investigating a death shall issue a certificate under sub-section (1) (c) as soon as reasonably
possible.
,I

',,'

.

.

,

Aid to Coroner outside Victoria.
17. The State Coroner, at the request ofa Coroner of another State orofaTerritory"':':" .
(a) may, if the State Coroner sees fit; or
' '
,';; :.f" .
J,

:'

:1

(b) shall, if the Attorney-General so directs-

use any of the powers of a Coroner under this Act to aid the Coroner of that State or Te~t~ry in the investigation
of a death which would, if it occurred in Victoria, be a death which th~ State Coronet could investigate.
•

'

i

1,

.,"

,',

I

..

,'

Limit to Powers and Duties of Coroners.
18. A Coroner has no powers or duties in respect of the office of Coroner except the powers and duties given
under this Act and powers and duties incidental or ancillary to the exercise of those powers and duties.

PART Ill-REPORTING OF DEATHS
Duty to report death.
19. (1) A person who(a) finds the body of a dead person or has reasonable grounds to suspect that a person has died; and
(b)

has reasonable grounds to believe that the death is a reportable death-

shall forthwith report the death to the Coroner or to the officer in charge of a police station.
(2) A person need not report a death under sub-section (1) if the person has reasonable grounds to believe that
the death has been or will forthwith be reported to a Coroner.
Report of death to be communicated to State Coroner.
20. Where a reportable death is reported to(a) a Coroner who is not the State Coroner; or
(b)

the officer in charge ofa police station-

the Coroner or officer shall as soon as possible communicate the report to the State Coroner..
Deaths to be reported by medical practitioners.
21. (1) Where a legally qualified medical practitioner attends the death of a person or attends a person who is
dead and(a) the death is a reportable death;
(b)

the medical practitioner does not inspect the body of the deceased;

(c)

the person was not attended at least once in the 7 days preceding the death by(i) the medical practitioner; or
(ii) another medical practitioner where the first-mentioned medical practitioner is able to decide the
cause of the death from knowledge of the immediate medical history ofthe deceased; or
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(d) the medical practitioner is unable to determine the cause of death-

the medical practitioner shall report the death to the State Coroner forthwith.
(2) Where more than one legally qualified medical practitioner attends the death of a person or attends the
person after the death, and one of them reports the death to the State Coroner, the other practitioners(a) need not report the death to the State Coroner; and
(b) shall give to the Coroner investigating the death any information in their knowledge or possession which
may assist the Coroner.
Deaths to be reported by person in charge of the deceased.
22. (1) Where a person dies and immediately before or at the time of death the person was detained or
accommodated in care, the person in whose care the deceased person was detained or accommodated shall report
the death to the State Coroner.
(2) In this section, a reference to a person under whose care a person is detained or accommodated is a
reference to(a) in the case ofa ward of or a person in the custody of the Department of Community Welfare Services the
Director-General of Community Welfare Services;
(b) in the case of an infant received into a registered home under the Community Welfare Services Act 1970,
the registered person under that Act who is registered as the occupier of the home; or
(c) in any other case, the person for the time being in charge of the establishment or institution in which the
detained or accommodated person was detained or accommodated.

Information to be supplied by persons reporting deaths.

23. A person who reports a death to a police officer or Coroner pursuant to this Part shall give to the police
officer or Coroner any information in the knowledge or possession of the person making the report which may
assist an inquiry or inquest into the death.
DRAFT APPENDIX 2
STATUTORY RULES 1985
No.
Penalties and Sentences Act 1981

Magistrates' Courts (Penalties and Sentences) Rules 1985
His Excellency the Governor of Victoria with the advice of the Executive Council makes these Rules under the
powers found in the Penalties and Sentences Act 1981 and the Crimes Act 1958.

1. These are the Magistrates' Courts (Penalties and Sentences) Rules 1985. They commence operation 1 June
1985.
2. The purpose of these Rules is to provide for the procedure and forms to be used by Courts when:
(a) Imposing a sentence of imprisonment;
(b) imposing a monetary penalty on an offender;
(c) a deferred Attendance Centre Order will not take effect; or
(d) a deferred Probation Order will not take effect.
Interpretation.
3. In these Rules"The Act" means the Penalties and Sentences Act 1981.
"Offender" means a person on whom a Court has imposed a monetary penalty.
"Order" means any instalment order, order for time to payor the variation or refusal of such order, under the
Act.
"Proper Officer" means the Derk of the Magistrates Court.
"Term of Imprisonment" means detention in custody in a youth training centre, any gaol, police gaol, prison
or penal establishment.
Operation of Rules.
4. These Rules apply to any person:
(a) Convicted and sentenced before they commenced and who later applies for an order;
(b) convicted but not sentenced before the commencement of these Rules; or
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(c) convicted of an offence after the commencement of these Rules.

Recording reasons for imprisonment.
5. On imposing a term of imprisonment a Magistrate shall record the reasons for doing so in a document
complying with Form 2. The original shall be filed by the Proper Officer and forms part of the records of the
Court. A copy shall be given to the defendant immediately.
Enquiry into Financial Circumstances of Offender.
6. The Court may discover the financial circumstances of an offender by:
(a) Oral examination if the offender consents;
(b) a statement from the offender's legal representative; or
(c) other evidence.
7. A Statement of Financial Circumstances complying with Form 3 shall be admissible in evidence. The Court
may seek further evidence.
8. To discover the offender's financial circumstances the court may consider the income, property, assets,
cash, debts, liabilities and financial obligations of the offender and other relevant matters.
Applications for an Order.
9. An application to the Proper Officer for an order shall comply with Form 4. It shall be filed together with a
Statement of Financial Circumstances.
10. The Proper Officer may allow the offender to amend, add to or withdraw the application.
11. The Proper Officer may allow the offender to:
(a) Amend, add to or withdraw a; or
(b) file a substitute or additional Statement of Financial Circumstances.
12. The application shall be determined:
(a) Within 14 days of(i) it being filed; or
(ii) the filing ofa substitute or additional Statement of Financial Circumstances,
(b) on the material contained in the Statement of Financial Circumstances.
13. On making a determination the Proper Officer may:
(a) Make an order ifone has not been made previously;
(b) vary an instalment order;
(c) substitute an instalment order for one granting time to pay; or
(d) refuse to make or vary an order.
14. Within 7 days of a determination the offender shall be served with a notice complying with Form 5.
15. An offender who is dissatisfied with the Proper Officer's determination may file a Notice of Objection
complying with Form 6 with the Proper Officer who shall then set a hearing date. At least 7 days before the
hearing date the offender shall be served with a notice conforming with Form 7.
16. When determining a matter pursuant to a Notice of Objection the Court may exercise any power of the
Proper Officer. Such determination may proceed in the absence of the offender.
17. Within 7 days of the determination by the Court the applicant shall be served with a notice complying
with Form 8.
Procedure on Default.
18. When the offender has defaulted in the payment of a monetary penalty for more than one month the
Proper Officer shall issue a Summons conforming with Form 9 and have it served at least 7 days before the
hearing date.
19. When the offender is serving a term of imprisonment the procedure set down in Section 129 of the
Community Welfare Services Act 1970 shall apply and the Proper Officer shall make the necessary arrangements.
20. When the offender appears before the Court it shall discover:
(a) The reason for the default; and
(b) the financial circumstances of the offender.
21. On the hearing of a matter resulting from a default, the Court may:
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(a) Do anything set out in Rule 13;
(b) issue a Warrant of Distress;
(c) make a Community Service Order;
(d) adjourn the matter for up to 6 months; or
(e) imprison the offender if the default was wilful and without honest and reasonable excuse.

Cancellation of Attendance Centre Order.
22. The certificates required by:
(a) Sub-section 40 (2A);
(b) sub-section 40 (2B);

of the Act shall conform with Forms 10 and 11 respectively.
23. A Notice of Objection under Section 40 of the Act shall state that the offender objects to the named
certificate and be served on the Director-General of Corrections at least 2 days before the hearing.

Procedure when Probation Order will not commence.
24. The notices required by:
(a) Sub-section 515A (1); or
(b) sub-section 515A (4)

of the Crimes Act 1958 shall conform with Forms 12 and 13 respectively.
25. A Notice of Objection under Section 515A of the Crimes Act 1958 shall state that the offender objects to
the named certificate and be served on the Director-General of Corrections at least 2 days before the hearing.

General Procedural Matters.
26. A Warrant of Apprehension under the Act shall conform with Form 14.
27. A Notice of Undertaking under the Act shall conform with Form 15.
28. A Summons to attend for oral examination shall conform with Form 16.
29. A document may be served on the offender by pre-paid post at an address for service or his or her place of
abode.
30. When proceedings do not conform with these Rules the Court may order that they:
(a) Are void;
(b) be set aside;
(c) be amended

on such terms as it thinks fit.
APPENDIX 3
Plain English: Selected Bibliography
"Making Legal Documents Readable: Some American Initiatives" (1978) 52 L. I. J. 513 by John Willis.
"Victorian Committee on the Simplification of Law" (1977) 51 A. L. J. 746.
"Legal Documents: Can anyone Understand Them?" (1977) 2 Legal Service Bulletin 203 by Lyons and Tanner,
Gregory and Jan.

The Language ofthe Law by David Millinkoff.

"Law and Language: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography on Legal Writing" (1983) 33 J. Legal Education 141
By Collins and Hattenhauer.
"On Legalities and Linguistics: Plain Language Legislation" (1981) 30 Buffalo Law Review 317 By Stephen M.
Ross.
"Plain English for Lawyers" (1978) 66 Calif. L. Review 727 by Richard Wydick.
"A Computer Method for Legal Drafting Using Propositional Logic" (1975) 53 Texas Law Review 965 by
Edwards and Barber.
"Logic and Laws: Relief from Statutory Obfuscation" (1976) 9 University ofMichigan Journal ofLaw Reform
322 by Rudy Engholm.
"The Need for Gear Structure in 'Plain Language' Legal Drafting" (1980) 13 University of Michigan Journal
Law Reform 455 by AlIen, Engholm, Layman and Rudy.
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"An Overview of the Plain English Movement for Lawyers" (1983) 62 Michigan Bar lournal945 by G.
Hathaway.
"Plain English in Judicial Opinions" (1983) 62 Michigan Bar lournal976 by G. Hathaway.
"Plain English in Legislative Drafting" (1983) 62 Michigan Bar lournal980 by C. M. Kuzara.
"Bibliography of Plain English for Lawyers" (1983) 62 Michigan Bar lournal989 by G. Hathaway.
"The Preparation of Legislation: Report of a Committee Appointed by the Lord President of the Council
Cmnd.6053".
"Statute Law Deficiencies" Report of the Committee appointed by the Society to examine the failings of the
present Statute Law System by Statute Law Society.
"Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts. Report on a National Language Policy 1984".
Plain English Committee (Vic) Plain English 1978.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered
that the Ministerial statement be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Overseas Court Delays and Remedies
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I desire to make a Ministerial statement outlining the Government's response to the report of the Legal and Constitutional
Committee entitled "Overseas Court Delays and Remedies". As honourable members
will be aware, the report was tabled in November last year and continues the very high
standard of reports presented to the Parliament by that committee.
The report complements an earlier report of the committee-"Preliminary Report on
Delays in Courts"-which was tabled in this House in March last year. That report was
well received and I presented the Government's response to it in a Ministerial statement
on 19 September last year.
The present report is a comprehensive analysis of the sorts of responses to court delays
used overseas and their applicability in this State. As honourable members will be aware,
the Government has made a vigorous attack on the problems of delays in courts and on a
number of previous occasions I have reported to the House on the various initiatives
which have been taken. The report comments on a number of those initiatives and I have
arranged for it to be circulated widely within the legal profession and judiciary. This
response has been prepared after receivIng a number of responses, all of them complementary of the content of the committee's report and the standard of its work.
.
I shall now quote the findings of the report and outline the Government's response to
them:
FINDING 1 (Paragraph 57.3)
The United States' experience has been that the speedy trial system does not work well where no clear
indication is given in speedy trial legislation of the grounds on which extensions will be granted. This creates
difficulties for judges, counsel and accused persons. In the light of this, the committee believes it is preferable for
the Crimes Act to give some indication of Parliament's intention as to the operation of the provisions. The
inclusion in the legislation of the requirement that an extension be granted "in exceptional circumstances only"
would go some way toward clarification. It may later prove necessary to set out grounds more specifically; on the
other hand it may be that the judiciary builds up acceptable guidelines defining "exceptional circumstances"
without more specific legislation.

Time limits pursuant to the Crimes (Procedure) Act 1983 were prescribed on 11 September 1984. The effect of those limits is being closely monitored. It is premature to consider
whether guidelines should be given to the judiciary for the granting of extensions. It is
likely that the judiciary will develop a body of principles for the exercise of the discretion
which will probably mean that extensions will be given only in exceptional circumstances.
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FINDING 2 (Paragraph 57.4)
In view of the currently prevailing atmosphere of goodwill and co-operation in relation to the problems of
delays in the courts and efforts made by the Government and others to overcome them, the committee is
reluctant to suggest that any need exists for sanctions against recalcitrant lawyers. However, the committee is
aware that although the greater majority of counsel may be working well with the new provisions, the occasion
may arise when those standards are not met. In the event of such a failure it may be that the Attorney-General
sees a need for the introduction of clear provisions in the Crimes Act outlining sanctions. The committee believes
that, at that time, it would be fruitful for the Attorney-General to consult with the Director of Public Prosecutions,
representatives of the Law Institute and of the Bar Council on the sanctions to be devised. The United States
Federal Speedy Trial Act provides a guide. Where deliberate or unjustifiable delay is found, the United States
Act provides for:

* Fines against prosecution or defence counsel up to 25 per cent of their fees;
* censure;
* suspension from practice; or
* dismissal from practice:
The question of sanctions against practitioners not complying with time limits prescribed
by the Crimes (Procedure) Act is one which needs consideration. The judges of the
Supreme Court are the ultimate authority for the discipline of the legal profession and
they would need to be consulted about any proposed change. The Chief Judge of the
County Court, however, has noted that that court has no inherent power to award costs
against legal practitioners personally. He notes that until the experience under the Crimes
(Procedure) Act is evaluated it is premature to consider whether the American sanctions
suggested by the committee are necessary. I propose to consult interested parties on the
Chief Judge's sU8$estion that the County Court be given statutory power to award costs
against legal practItioners personally.
FINDING 3 (Paragraph 57.5)
The committee's research shows that in American jurisdictions the consequences of failure to meet time limits
varies, in relation to the trial itself. The American Bar Association (the ABA) standards seek to define and protect
the interests of both the public and defendants in speedy hearings. In the defendant's interests, the ABA considers
outright dismissal should be the consequences of failure to provide a speedy trial upon an application by the
accused or defence counsel prior to discharge or plea of guilty. If no such application is made, the presumption
would arise that the accused has waived the right to a speedy trial. (Standard 4.1) The ABA expressed the view
that if, following undue delay in going to trial, the prosecution is free to commence. prosecution again for the
same offence "the right to speedy trial is largely meaningless". (Commentary, Standard 4.1) The Federal Speedy
Trial Act provides for dismissal of the prosecution with or without prejudice. Most state jurisdictions with speedy
trial legislation provide for dismissal with prejudice if time limits are violated.
(Paragraph 57.6)
The committee would prefer the recently introduced time limits in Victoria to operate to the optimum degree
without the need for considering such provisions. However, should they prove necessary, the committee is of the
view that where a judge finds that there are no exceptional circumstances to warrant an extension of time and
the responsibility for the delay lies with the prosecution, discharge "with prejudice" ought to be an available
option. Such discharge would operate to bar any future prosecution for the offence or any lesser offence pertaining
to the same set of facts. If such a provision were incorporated, then where an accused is discharged, the judge
should be required to enter into the court record a clear statement of the exceptional circumstances leading to
discharge. Where the defence is responsible for the delay different considerations apply. In the committee's view
it could be appropriate in these cases to impose sanctions on the defendant's legal representatives without
prejudice to the defendant.

As the committee itself notes, the operation and effect of the Crimes (Procedure) Act and
the regulations made thereunder should be assessed before considering whether and in
what circumstances a discharge "without prejudice" should be ordered.
FINDING 4 (Paragraph 57.7)
The committee welcomes the steps taken by the Government in accordance with the Preliminary Report on
Delays in Courts to ensure that additional staff and resources are provided to the Director of Public Prosecutions
to assist the work necessary to cut down delays. The committee believes that close oversight should be maintained
to ensure that staff and resources are sufficient to enable time limits to be met, and continue to be met.

The Government is committed to monitoring the staffing and resources available to the
Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions to ensure that progress in reducing delays in
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courts already made is maintained. I am advised by the director that with his current
staffing he is able to meet the times prescribed and, indeed, in March 1985 had approximately 300 cases prepared by his office ready for listing in the County Court and 30 such
cases in the Supreme Court.
FINDING 5 (Paragraph 57.8)
The committee's overseas research shows that speedy trial legislation has been introduced with good intentions, and those intentions have been met in the initial period or for some time following that introduction.
However, it is clear that if the new system is left without constant attention being paid to its operations, delays
may gradually begin to rebuild, despite sincere efforts to conform to time frames. The committee therefore
believes it is essential to closely monitor the speedy trial process to ensure that it is working well. This should be
done under the auspices of the Law Department in arrangement with the Law Foundation of Victoria or on a
consultancy basis.

The Government is committed to monitor the impact of the Crimes (Procedure) Act.
There are a number of aspects to this. First the performance of the Office of the Director
of Public Prosecutions will be closely monitored to ensure that cases are prepared within
the time limit. This will be achieved by statistical reports provided by the office to the Law
Department, the annual report of the office and the consultation I have with the director.
The ability of the courts to cope with the workload must also be monitored because judges
must be available and physical facilities provided to try all indictable offences within the
time limits. The Law Department is in a position to monitor the operations of the speedy
trial legislation with the co-operation of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the Chief
Judge of the County Court, the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Criminal Trial
Listing Directorate. At this stage it is not considered necessary for the Victoria Law
Foundation to be involved or to retain consultants to undertake this activity.
FINDING 6 (Paragraph 57.9)
The committee believes that consideration should be given to the imposition of time limits to other stages in
the criminal justice process as exists in the United States. Recognizing that there may be dangers in having time
frames for some parts of the process but not others-the delays in the regulated parts of the process may be
reduced while delays increase in other parts-the monitoring of time limits as advised at finding 5 may indicate
the need to introduce time limits at other stages.

The Government does not propose to consider the introduction of further time limits at
this stage until the effects of the Crimes (Procedure) Act are properly assessed. The further
consideration of this recommendation will also be affected by the reports of the Shorter
Trials Committee, a committee of the Victorian Bar and the Australian Institute of
Judicial Administration, chaired by His Honour Mr Justice McGarvie of the Supreme
Court, and the Committals Advisory Committee which is convened by the Director of
Public Prosecutions and is required to advise the Attorney-General:
(a) of the perceived purposes of committal hearings and whether the present procedures achieve these purposes wholly or in part;
(b) whether existing procedures should be modified and, if so, detail the modification
and implementation thereof; and
(c) ascertain the costs associated with the existing procedures and compare such costs
with the costs which would be involved in any modified procedures.
When the reports of these committees and the operations of the Crimes (Procedure) Act
are fully evaluated, the imposition of time limits in other stages of the criminal justice
process will be considered.
FINDING 7 (Paragraph 57.10)
The committee believes that consideration should be given to enacting a legislative provision to control the
use of adjournments in criminal cases. The ABA Advisory Committee's Standard 1.3 provides a guide. The
provision should require the showing of good cause before adjournment is granted and limit adjournments to
only such time as is considered necessary.

an

The Government does not believe such legislation is required as the courts at present
allow adjournments only where necessary, with reluctance and after the applicant has
Session 1985-15
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shown good cause. As the result of new listing procedures and the enactment of the Crimes
(Procedure) Act, I am advised that the number of adjournments being requested has
substantially decreased and the imposition of such a legislative requirement is seen as
unnecessary.
FINDING 8 (Paragraph 89.1)
The committee believes a mechanism for monitoring the operation of pre-trial hearings should be established
under the auspices of the Law Department. The committee believes that with oversight by the Law Department,
this might be appropriately done by suitable consultants under an arrangement with the Law Foundation. After
the procedure has been in operation for a sufficient time, the questions listed on the reverse side of the form of
Application for Pre-Trial Hearing which the judge may ask of counsel or the accused-if unrepresented-should
be reviewed. Further questions may be necessary. The involvement of the judiciary and the profession should be
sought on this matter.

The Attorney-General's Criminal Justice Administration Committee, convened by Mr L.
w. Flanagan, QC, Crown Counsel, has assumed the task of monitoring the operation of
pre-trial hearings.
FINDING 9 (Paragraph 89.2)
The committee believes that prosecutors, defence counsel and judges should consult regularly with the Attorney-General to ascertain and promote the effectiveness of the pre-trial procedure. The committee notes that the
Attorney-General has reconvened the Flanagan committee, whose work was referred to in the Preliminary Report
on Delays in Courts.
That committee has been expanded to include a member of the community and senior representatives of the
fOllowing:
• Criminal Bar Association;
• Criminal Trial Listing Directorate;
• Director of Public Prosecutions;
• Law Department;
• Law Institute of Victoria;
• Legal Aid Commission;
• Prosecutors for the Queen; and
• Victoria Police Force.
The Legal and Constitutional Committee considers it is the appropriate body to co-ordinate such consultations.

As I indicated in my response to finding 8, the committee is co-ordinating such consultations.
FINDING 10 (Paragraph 89.3)
The committee commends the Leo Cussen Institute for Continuing Legal Education for offering an extensive
practical training program in, amongst other areas, criminal law and procedure, and notes that it now includes
pre-trial procedure. The committee believes it is important that pre-trial procedure continue as part of the
program and that lawyers should avail themselves of it. The committee also commends the University of
Melbourne Law School and the Monash University Law School for their undertaking to extend continuing legal
education in the criminal law area, including the administration of criminal justice.
The committee emphasizes the place that pre-trial and trial procedure should take in the university law school
curriculum and suggests that pre-trial hearings be included in moot court programs.

This recommendation has been brought to the attention of the law schools at the University of Melbourne and Monash University and the Leo Cussen Institute for Continuing
Le~l Education. The Leo Cussen Institute has suggested that the Attorney-General's
Cnminal Justice Administration Committee should consider utilizing the services of the
institute as a means of communication or education of the profession. This recommendation has been brought to the attention of the committee.
FINDING 11 (Paragraph 89.4)
In relation to pre-trial disclosure and discovery, the committee in its "Preliminary Report" noted the view of
a number of witnesses, including the Director of Public Prosecutions and Professor Ian Scott, on the pros and
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cons of extending these procedures. The views were diverse. In its "Overseas Report" the committee has noted
some of the reforms relating to disclosure overseas, particularly in Canada. The committee appreciates that the
conditions and circumstances in overseas jurisdictions do not necessarily pertain in Victoria. Nonetheless it
believes that there is benefit to be gained from looking at this issue more closely in the Victorian context. The
committee has determined to publish an "Issues Paper on Preliminary Hearings" (see further Finding 13) and
pre-trial disclosure and discovery will be discussed as a part of that paper.
FINDING 12 (Paragraph 90.1)
The committee believes that some overseas experience may be applicable to the Victorian situation. However
to gauge Victorian opinion on this, the committee will produce an "Issues Paper on Preliminary Hearings" to
distribute to the judiciary and magistracy, the legal profession and the community generally, canvassing various
matters, including:

*
*

the place of preliminary hearings in the Victorian criminal justice system;
arguments for and against the retention, in their present form, of preliminary hearings;

* proposals put forward in Australia for possible changes to preliminary hearings;
* a precis of variations suggested in overseas jurisdictions as outlined more fully in this report; and
* possible options for consideration, including the retention of preliminary hearings in their present form,
optional hearings, greater provision for pre-trial disclosure and discovery and other options.
The "Issues Paper" will be distributed to promote discussion on the role of preliminary hearings in the
Victorian criminal justice system. Following the hearing of witnesses on the matters raised in the "Issues Paper"
and analysis of written submissions received, the committee will publish a "Report on Preliminary Hearings"
with recommendations.

The issues of pre-trial disclosure and discovery and the holding of preliminary inquiries,
committals, are separate but closely related. They have both been considered by the
Shorter Trials Committee mentioned earlier. This committee is to report in July on
shortening the time taken by criminal trials. In addition, the Attomey-General's Committals Advisory Committee convened by the Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr John
Coldrey, QC, is considering the issue of committals. That committee has formulated a
number of recommendations which, in conjunction with the recommendations of the
Shorter Trials Committee, I hope to present to Parliament as a package of reforms in the
spring sessional period.
The Coldrey committee awaits the release of the Legal and Constitutional Committee's
"Issues Paper". It is essential that the three relevant committees remain in consultation to
avoid duplication of effort. I have asked the Director of Public Prosecutions to co-ordinate
the activities of his committee with those of the Legal and Constitutional Committee, and
I have brought this report to the attention of the Shorter Trials Committee. The Victoria
Police Force has also asked to be consulted on the future of committals, and I have brought
this to the attention of the Director of Public Prosecutions.
FINDING 13 (Paragraph 10 1.1)
The committee notes that in his Ministerial statement in response to the committee's "Preliminary Report"
the Attorney-General indicated that recommendation 15 "had been strongly supported particularly in light of
public discussions in recent times on the jury system". The Director of Public Prosecutions has forwarded to the
Chief Judge of the County Court and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court a draft pamphlet which is under
consideration by the judges. The Attorney-General concluded by saying that it is "expected that a pamphlet will
be issued by the end of (1984)". The committee is gratified that this should be so, and looks forward to the
participation ofjurors being enhanced when they are supplied with information about their role, by means of the
pamphlet.

The current position is that a pamphlet prepared by the Chief Justice for the information
of jurors is being printed and will be distributed soon. In addition jury pool supervisors
give each new pool of jurors an explanatory talk on the jury system and its operation in
our courts. I am advised that jurors are most appreciative of these talks, and their value
will be enhanced by the pamphlet.
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FINDING 14 (Paragraph 101.2)
The committee considers that some of the overseas initiatives may be incorporated into the Victorian system
to enhance court management in terms ofjudge-control, jury participation, and witness and victim participation
in the criminal justice system. The matters of particular concern to the committee include:
The powers of the judiciary and magistracy in controlling management of the courtroom, and whether
powers should be clarified or increased;
means of ensuring that juries are able to participate fully in accordance with their role in the court as arbiters
of the facts;
for witnesses, means of ensuring that they are able to participate adequately in the court process; and
for victims of crime, means of ensuring that they are enabled to play an appropriate and meaningful role in
the system, rather than being disaffected by their experiences in the criminal courts.
The committee calls for written submissions from interested parties, taking into account the matters raised in
this "Overseas Report" and in the "Preliminary Report on Delays in Courts". In the course of its inquiries in
this area the committee intends also to call witnesses to put their views on current court management issues, to
assess the relevance of overseas proposals contained in this report, and on the introduction of schemes which
may improve court management in the areas outlined, and thus serve to alleviate delays in the criminal courts
of Victoria.

The objects sought to be obtained in this finding are desirable. It is not appropriate for the
Government to respond until the committee produces its final report. It should be pointed
out, however, that the Government has already taken action to improve the physical
facilities available to juries through the refurbishment of the jury pool rooms and jury
rooms in the Supreme Court.
FINDING 15 (Paragraph 120.1)
In light of the overseas material contained in this report, in conjunction with its researches as outlined in the
"Preliminary Report on Delays in Courts", the committee believes that the work of the Aanagan committee
should, as far as possible, concentrate upon the area of pleas. To build upon the Aanagan committee's earlier
reports and the preliminary report of the Legal and Constitutional Committee, to ensure that the system outlined
by the Aanagan committee is working efficiently and effectively without detriment to the rights of accused
persons, the committee believes a system of monitoring guilty pleas should be established. Monitoring should
take place under the aegis of the Aanagan committee, but having regard to the resources of that committee, the
Legal and Constitutional Committee considers it would be appropriate for the Attorney-General to make
available resources to enable consultants-those working in the legal, sociological or criminological areas-to
carry out the monitoring.

The Government does not support the suggestion that the Flanagan committee should
concentrate its work in the area of pleas. The committee is, however, monitoring the
system of pleas and I propose to have discussions with the committee as to its priorities.
Subject to the availability of resources, should the committee recommend that provision
of consultants is necessary to carry out the monitoring, I shall consider that request at the
time.
FINDING 16 (Paragraph 127.1)
The committee believes at this time it would be inappropriate for the Government to commence a program of
special court sittings, at least on any major scale. The Government should however, keep in mind the possibility
of night courts. A pilot project might be a useful means of gauging the feasibility of such special sittings, however
before any such project was begun, the committee believes public opinion should be canvassed to determine
whether people would actually avail themselves of the special sittings, and that a cost-benefit analysis should
precede any such venture. In this regard, the committee emphasizes that the issues relating to cost-benefit analysis
raised in the report on the Subordinate Legislation (Deregulation) Bill 1983 should be taken into account.
Additionally, if such a move is contemplated the experience relating to night courts in New South Wales and
Tasmania should be taken into account as well as the overseas findings outlined in this report.

The Government does not propose to commence any program of special court sittings at
this stage. The Government is cognizant of the need before ever doing so of assessing the
experience elsewhere and of the need for a cost-benefit analysis.
FINDING 17 (Paragraph 128.1t
The committee understands that the Government intends to establish a central criminal court. Over recent
years, successive administrations have pursued a policy of closing small Magistrates' Courts and establishing
regional court complexes. The committee recommends that the results of these changes be monitored before any
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action is taken in relation to any creation of specialized courts. If specialized courts on any expanded basis were
to be contemplated in future, the committee believes that the regular rotation of personnel should be made a part
of the system.

The Government supports in principle the establishment of a central criminal court for
the Supreme and County courts in the longer term. Such a court would ideally require a
separate building, the planning of which is under active consideration in the context of a
study of court building needs in the central business district. Under the present system the
respective judges in charge of the criminal lists in the Supreme and County courts actively
co-ordinate their respective lists and are achieving many of the aims which would be
achieved by a central criminal court. In addition, action is being taken to establish a
common jury pool for both the County and Supreme courts.
There is no proposal at this stage to create a central criminal Magistrates Court. Rather,
the Government is developin~ a ten-year court development plan for Magistrates Courts.
This study will be released thIS month and will be the subject of widespread consultation
under the auspices of regional consultative councils. The thrust of the report is likely to be
the building of regional Magistrates Court complexes similar to the recently opened
Broadmeadows complex and to the existing complexes of Melbourne and Prahran. A
number of Magistrates Courts have been closed for a six-month trial period from 1
February this year. The impact of these closures is being closely monitored by a working
party convened by the Victorian Council of Social Service.
FINDING 18 (Paragraph 129.1)
In view of the overseas experience of successful transfer of a wide variety of minor offences from judicial
proceedings to administrative procedures, the committee recommends that:

* a systematic assessment should be undertaken of all offences currently dealt with administratively in
Victoria; and
* an analysis be done of other offences which might suitably be dealt with administratively.
An increase in the number of offences dealt with in this manner would decrease the flow of minor matters
through the court system, thus enabling court time to be spent on more serious offences. The committee
emphasizes, however, that considerations ofjustice and fairness must be kept in mind whenever any changes are
planned which remove the usual judicial safeguards of individuals' rights.

The Law Department later this year will introduce a new computer-based system for the
enforcement of infringement notices issued by the police and local authorities. It is known
as Penalty Enforcement by Registration of Infringement Notice-PERIN. The system will
radically improve the alternative procedure system which in recent times has been the
subject of expansion. When the system is established it is proposed to conduct the review
suggested by the committee while bearing in mind the considerations mentioned by it.
FINDING 19 (Paragraph 136.1)
In the committee's view, without further investigation it is not appropriate to recommend any major introduction of diversionary programs along the lines of those discussed in jurisdictions overseas. This is not to say
that the committee rejects all diversionary schemes. The diversionary schemes currently operating in Victoria,
and some of those developed overseas, may well have a positive effect or positive potential.
Where diversionary schemes are operating in or are contemplated for Victoria, the committee believes that
provision should be made for judicial oversight, perhaps by way of regular reporting to a judge or judges of the
types of cases being referred to diversion. Additionally, regular reports on the operation of diversionary schemes,
illustrated by non-identifying case histories, should be made to the Parliament by the responsible Minister. The
committee believes that this would give members of Parliament a more considered opportunity to determine
whether or not diversionary schemes are operating effectively and fairly.

The Victoria Police Force has for some time been conducting a diversionary program for
juveniles, "The Police Cautioning Program for Child Offenders". This has been operating
effectively and has been considered by the Child Welfare Practice and Legislation Review
Committee, chaired by Or T. Carney. The committee's report will be tabled shortly. The
Victoria Police Force has also been evaluating a further program in Ballarat, "The Shop
Stealing Warning Program" and it is anticipated that this will be introduced Statewide
from 1 July this year. The program is designed to reduce police time spent processing
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many first offenders for stealing from shops, and the pilot program appears to have been
very successful. The details of the program have been considered by the Director of Public
Prosecutions.
FINDING 20 (Paragraph 137.1)
The committee understands that processes of conciliation in disputes have been the subject of discussion by
the Legal Aid Commission and the Law Foundation Civil Justice Project. The committee supports the continuation of this discussion and looks forward to receiving further information about possible proposals from those
bodies.

The committee is referring to the report of the Dispute Resolution Project Committee,
"Neighbourhood Mediation Service", released in February, 1985.
That report recommends:
(a) That a neighbourhood mediation service be established as a pilot project in Victoria;
(b) that a neighbourhood mediation service Act be enacted to establish a service;
(c) that the neighbourhood mediation service be established in accordance with a
number of provisions laid down;
(d) that the three services proposed to be established be managed by community based
management committees incorporated under the Associations Incorporation Act
1982;
(e) that the service be staffed at each centre by a co-ordinator, an assistant and a typist!
receptionist;
(/) that a mediation advisory committee be established for each service; and
(g) that the Attorney-General establish an implementation committee which will
operate until the centres commence, for the purpose of overseeing introduction of
the neighbourhood mediation service.
The Government has not yet formally announced its response to the report. The report
of the committee will be closely considered by me in the context of a number of moves
which are being undertaken to make the Magistrates Court more accessible and responsive
to community needs.
On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered
that the Ministerial statement be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

LIQUOR CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill will effect a number of amendments to the Liquor Control Act relating to a variety
of matters. In introducing the Bill the Government is mindful that the Liquor Control Act
is a complex piece of legislation and is forever requiring fine tuning. In fact, the amendments proposed are more machinery matters than anything else. The amendments introduced in the last session of Parliament, which were introduced to provide a better deal on
the availability of alcohol for an increasingly sophisticated Victorian public and to provide
some measures which will increase the efficiency and accountability of the Liquor Control
Commission, have been generally well received by the public.
The reaction by the public to the increased availability of alcohol and the convenience
afforded to the public by this increased availability has highlighted that progressive liberalization and deregulation of the Liquor Control Act since the mid-1960s has shown that
the Victorian public is able to react responsibly to increased availability of alcoholic
beverages.
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The proposed amendments enable a company to obtain an auctioneer's licence providing a director of it holds a licence under the Auction Sales Act, makes the provisions
relating to restricted club permits more consistent with the provisions relating to unlicensed club permits, stagger the timing for lodgment of declarations required as to liquor
sales and purchases in order that there is more accuracy in their contents, enable the
commission power to grant licence holders whose fees have been re-assessed time to pay
the additional fees and provide for a permit grant to be granted to the Victorian Wine
Centre Licensee authorizing the supply of wine in the centre whether or not produced in
Victoria to persons attending wine appreciation classes. I now turn to the detailed provisions of the Bill.
COMPANIES MAY OBTAIN AUCTIONEER'S LICENCE
In the last session of Parliament one of the new licences introduced into the Liquor
Control Act was the auctioneer's licence. Since the introduction of this licence it has come
to the attention of the Government that there is an anomaly produced by this section
whereby a company cannot obtain an auctioneer's licence. This is certainly inconsistent
with the other provisions of the Act where a company can obtain a licence. Clause 4
amends section 30A dealing with auctioneers' licences so that a company can in fact obtain
an auctioneer's licence providing a director of it holds a licence under the Auction Sales
Act 1958.
RESTRICTED CLUB PERMITS
Prior to the latest amendments which came into operation on 16 November 1984, a
restricted club permit allowed a total of only four hours a week for the sale of liquor to
club members and up to three guests for an attending member. The latest legislation
permits the hours to be regulated by the commission which means in effect that what was
originally regarded as a restricted operation may not be one in the future or certainly at
least has the scope to be something else. For these reasons the Liquor Control Commission
has examined the provisions relating to restricted club permits.
Firstly, the restricted club permit pursuant to section 450 currently is issued to a named
member of the executive while the unlicensed club permit is issued in the name of the
club. With the restricted club permit, if the named member of the executive resigns or is
voted out of office, the permit must lapse as there is no provision to transfer any annual
permit from licensed premises. Clause 5 (a) is designed to overcome this by providing that
the restricted club permit be issued in the name of the club with a delegated and named
person to hold the permit with the consent of the commission and both the club executive
and the named person being liable for any breaches of the Liquor Control Act.
Secondly, in line with the philosophy behind the amendment of section 25 brought
about in the last session of Parliament to broaden the scope of applications that could be
heard and determined by one commission, clause 5 (b) is designed to amend the requirement that an application for a restricted club permit be heard by the full commission. The
amendment allows the application to be heard by a single commissioner. This has the
advantage of producing savings of time and possibly expense.
Thirdly, to obtain a restricted club permit the commission requires proof that the club
has been in existence for two years, whereas the unlicensed club permit---consumption
only-requires proof that it has been well conducted for a period of at least two years.
Clause 5 (b) (ii) amends the restricted club permits by provisions requiring that the club
must have been in existence and well conducted for a period of at least two years.
Fourthly, currently if the person in whose name the restricted club permit has been
given is found guilty of any offence against the Act the Liquor Control Commission shall
immediately revoke the permit and the club is barred from applying for another restricted
club permit for a period of twelve months. The Act has no machinery provision as to who
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should institute proceedings and how. This is unsatisfactory. Clause 5 (c) is designed to
provide these machinery provisions.
FORWARDING OF DECLARATIONS AS TO LIQUOR SALES AND PURCHASES
Pursuant to section 160 of the Liquor Control Act 1968, both suppliers and retailers are
required to lodge statutory declarations on or before 1 August of each year. The requirement that suppliers and retailers lodge declarations at the same time has led to the
situation where retailers have had to lodge declarations before advice slips have been
received from suppliers. A large number of suppliers send their advice slips when they
lodge their declarations on or about 1 August. This has led to retailers leaving out suppliers
and inaccuracies in their declarations leading to a great number of unnecessary adjustments in the matching process. Clause 6 is designed to overcome this problem by staggering the time of lodgment of the declarations. It provides that every applicant for the
renewal of a wholesale liquor merchant's licence or a brewer's licence shall forward to the
secretary on or before 1 August a statutory declaration. It also sets out the details that are
required to be contained in the statutory declaration. All persons seeking other licence
renewals, except in the case of a vigneron's licence, shall forward to the secretary a
statutory declaration on or before 15 AU$ust of each year. Again the Bill provides the
details of what is required to be contained In the statutory declaration.
PAYMENT OF AMOUNTS WHERE LICENCE FEE REASSESSED
Some retailers, the Government is informed by the Liquor Control Commission, who
have received reassessment notices pursuant to section 160A of the Liquor Control Act,
have requested time for· payment of the additional sum assessed. Currently there is no
provision within the Liquor Control Act to enable the commission to grant the request. It
is certainly desirable that in appropriate circumstances the commission should have power
to allow such payments in instalments or postpone payment until a specified future date.
It is interesting to note that the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974 has a section which
permits such arrangements to be made. I refer in particular to section 7A of that Act.
Clause 7 is desiped to overcome this problem and provide the commission with the
power to grant In the appropriate circumstances a licensee time to pay an additional
assessment.
USE OF NON-VICTORIAN WINES AT THE VICTORIAN WINE CENTRE
In the last session of Parliament an amendment was made to the Liquor Control Act
whereby a new licence entitled the Victorian Wine Centre licence was introduced. This
was created for a proposed new Victorian Wine Centre to be developed at Banana Alley.
Under that licence the licensee will be able to sell liquor for consumption on premises
during standard retail liquor licence hours and for consumption on the premises between
the hours of7 p.m. and 3 a.m. the following day. For the purposes of this licence liquor is
defined as wine produced in Victoria. This centre is a unique tourist promotion concept
and will have the further effect of promoting the Victorian wine industry. Unfortunately,
the limitation contained within the definition of liquor as being wine produced in Victona
has led to the absurd situation that when wine appreciation classes are conducted in the
wine centre interstate wines cannot be used for comparison purposes. It is quite clear that
for Victorian wine to be successful it should be able to withstand competition from
interstate wines. To evaluate Victorian wine would be impossible without comparison
with interstate wines. For these reasons clause 8 was inserted in the Bill to amend the
Victorian Wine Centre licence to permit the use of non-Victorian wines in the centre only
for the purposes of wine appreciation classes.
CONCLUSION
The Bill highlights the Victorian Government's commitment to ensuring that any inconsistencies contained within the Liquor Control Act are removed and that this complex
piece of legislation is as far as possible made to work more satisfactorily. I commend the
Bill to the House.
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On the motion of the Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

PSYCHOLOGISTS BILL AND THERAPEUTIC GOODS AND
COSMETICS BILL
The message from the Assembly relating to the resolution was taken into consideration.
The Hon. E. H. W ALKEK (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That the resolution be agreed to.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-The Opposition supports the motion. Honourable members will recall that when the Bills were previously before the
House, it was as a result of a suggestion of the Opposition that the Government agreed to
refer the Bills to the Social Development Committee to enable a proper examination of
the views of many organizations outside Parliament to ensure that their interests had been
reflected by the Government. I am glad to see that the Government has taken a course
which will allow that inquiry to proceed.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that a message be sent to the Assembly intimating the decision of the
House.

WATER (ADVANCES) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Honourable members will be aware that on 1 April last it was announced that the Govern~
ment had agreed, following representations from concerned parties, to special arrangements which would give relief to irrigators who had been adversely affected by the recent
very long spell of dry weather. Under these arrangements the affected landowners will be
permitted to use part of their 1985-86 water rights as water sales for 1984-85.
The proposal applies to irrigators served by the Goulburn component of the Goulburn-Murray irrigation district. The lands in question are mainly supplied by waters
released from Lake Eildon and distributed via the major channels diverting at the Goulbum weir.
Other parties benefiting from this Government initiative will be the private diverters
taking their supply from the Goulburn and Loddon riV'er systems.
These arrangements were initiated in response to a request from the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria, though they applied to all irrigators, not just dairy farmers, who in the
present circumstances are the ones most affected.
In coming to its decision the Government had regard to advice from the Rural Water
Commission that, firstly, extremely dry conditions over the past five months in the areas
in question had resulted from summer rainfalls which were even lower than those during
the record 1982-83 drought year and, secondly, that some 1400 irrigators, mainly dairy
farmers, had either exhausted their entitlements or had only one watering left. This figure
of 1400 irrigators represents about 21 per cent of the total number of irrigators in the areas
in question.
Another factor of concern to the Government was that dairy farmers are already having
severe economic problems and the Government recognizes that this could be made even
worse if water entitlements were exhausted.
.
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This small machinery Bill gives effect to the Government's decision and provides the
mechanics for actually making the additional water available. Honourable members will
note that the Bill is restricted to those segments of the Rural Water Commission's channel
supply system within the Shepparton, Rodney, Tongala, Rochester, Pyramid Hill and
Boort irrigation areas. These are the areas where problems are being experienced. The
other northern areas supplied from the River Murray have adequate supplies and are not
experiencing the same shortage.
I have referred previously to irrigation farmers and private diverters and should explain
the different systems in use. Every irrigation farmer in an irrigation area has a fixed volume
of annual water entitlement, known as a water right, for which he pays a compulsory
charge.
Additional water can be made available, in most years, in excess of the water right, as
water sales which farmers are required to pay for only if it is used. In practice most
irrigators, and certainly almost all dairy farmers, use significant volumes of water sales
each year to sustain pasture production through the spring, summer and autumn months.
The total seasonal entitlement each year is expressed as a percentage of the water right
allocation for every property.
Because the Water Act requires the Rural Water Commission to provide for delivery of
water rights, domestic and stock allowance, and other fixed commitments, before allocating water as sales, the assessment of annual water availability is a complex process. It is a
process which also takes into account a number of factors including volumes of water held
in major irrigation storages, probabilities of achieving certain levels of storage inflows
based on historic records of river flow, prevailing climatic conditions and consequent
water demand levels and river distribution losses.
Diversion licences apply to irrigators outside irrigation areas who are supplied directly
by pumping from rivers. A diversion licence volume is very similar to a water right in
respect of security of supply. However, the scale of diversion licence allocations is somewhat higher a unit area than water rights and seasonal sales entitlements are somewhat
lower.
Honourable members will note that the Bill contains a sunset clause; the Act ceases to
have operation after 30 June 1986. Thus this emergency option is not seen as prejudicing
the preparation of the State water plan; that plan will address the implications of this new
aspect of consumer demand.
As any farmer will admit, climatic conditions are the most significant factor in all his
operations. It is climatic conditions which have caused irrigators and diverters their
present problems. It is climatic conditions which prevent the Rural Water Commission
from increasing the 1984-85 seasonal entitlement because this would involve a significant
risk of it not being able to meet the 1985-86 water right requirements.
Under this Bill, prepared in response to requests from farmer organizations, the proposal to make a supplementary allocation in 1984-85 as an advance of 1985-86 entitlements on the same property recognizes the risk inherent in increasing present allocations.
It confines the effect of that risk to those who avail themselves of the chance to take the
water now. Each individual irrigator can, therefore, exercise the choice of whether to
utilize water now or retain it until next year after making his own assessment of the
business risks involved.
Before concluding, I draw to the attention of honourable members some broader issues
of principle of which the Bill raises implications. They relate to the rigid and inflexible
framework of regulation under which water is distributed to primary producers. In this
instance it has been necessary to change the law simply to permit a flexible response by
the Rural Water Commission to a reasonable request from a small group of its "customers".
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The regulatory framework imposed by the Water Act is of long standing. It severely
limits the flexibility open to the Rural Water Commission in responding to customer
demands. That in turn reduces the flexibility available to the customer, the primary
producer, in management of the farm, and in many circumstances curtails the income
available to the farmer.
The restriction which the Bill temporarily removes is just one of a multitude of statutory
restrictions on the ability of the Rural Water Commission to tailor its product to the needs
of the consumer. The Government intends to overhaul comprehensively the Water Act
and associated legislation to remove unnecessary regulation. This will permit agencies in
the water sector to respond far more sensitively than hitherto to the demands of the rural
sector.
A process of consultation is already under way on matters such as transferable water
entitlements and this will be extended in the coming months to many other matters. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1982 established the Office of the Director of
Public Prosecutions as an independent prosecuting authority, removed from the political
process and responsible for the preparation and conduct of all prosecutions in indictable
offences including the more serious committal proceedings and also the more serious
summary prosecutions.
Following the coming into operation of the Act, all prosecutions for indictable offences
are made by the Director of Public Prosecutions or by a prosecutor for the Queen in the
name of the Director of Public Prosecutions.
In a recent Supreme Court criminal trial, counsel for the defendant objected to the
presentment because, he argued, it was unfair and contrary to the appearance of justice
that the defendant should be presented for trial in the name of the Director of Public
Prosecutions when the director had, prior to his appointment, represented the accused.
Counsel argued that the Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr John Coldrey, QC, was in
a position to obtain-whether or not he actually did so-information from the accused
which ought not to be known to the Crown and in respect of which complete privilege
would apply. Counsel submitted that the presentment should be quashed, a submission
which, if acceded to, would have meant that the defendant could never have been tried as
there is no alternative mode of prosecution under the Director of Public Prosecutions Act.
The submission was dismissed by the trial judge but he has rightly brought to the
attention of the Government the important principle that neither the defendant nor any
member of the public ought reasonably to entertain any doubt about the fairness of a
criminal trial merely because the prosecution has been brought in the name of the Director
of Public Prosecutions. The judge pointed out that, as the office is a public office and the
name of the director does not appear on the presentment, neither the defendant nor any
member of the public would regard it as thinkable that a person holding the office would
by commission or omission do anything which would prejudice a fair trial. The director
would, he had no doubt, stand completely aside from all considerations of the preparation
for and the conduct of the trial. The learned judge suggested that the authorities give the
matter urgent consideration so that no doubt would arise in the future as to the fairness of
any proceedings brought in the Supreme Court or County Court.
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The Bill seeks to amend the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1982 to overcome the
difficulties identified in the case I have mentioned. The Bill will also cover other situations
where an apparent conflict of interest might arise, for example, where the director has
acted for a defendant in a civil case or where the defendant in a criminal trial has had
business dealings with or is a friend or close relative of the director. The Bill will allow the
director to formally withdraw from any prosecution in which it is in the interests ofjustice
for him to do so whether or not the conflict of interest is real.
The Bill provides that in any case in which the Director of Public Prosecutions considers
it desirable in the interests of justice that he not perform functions under the Act, he may
request the Attorney-General to perform those functions or exercise those powers. If the
Attorney-General consents, the Attorney-General may exercise the functions and powers
to which the request relates.
The establishment of the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions has been a major
innovation of this Government. This technical amendment to the Act will ensure that it
continues to maintain its high standing and important role in the system of the administration of criminal justice. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

I ask the Attorney-General whether arrangements could be made for discussion of the
issue with the Director of Public Prosecutions and other officers and staff.
Although the Liberal Party agrees with the sentiments expressed in the Bill, the breadth
of the terms of the Bill cause concern.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I have no objection to discussions
taking place between Mr Chamberlain and Mr Coldrey's office.
The motion for the adjournment of the debate was agreed to, and it was ordered that
the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

MOTOR CAR (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to introduce several miscellaneous amendments to the Motor
Car Act 1958. All the amendments proposed, further the Government's stated policy of
increasing road safety and reducing road trauma. The proposed amendments are as follows:
1. UPGRADED WRITTEN TEST FOR DRIVERS

Section 23AA of the Motor Car Act 1958 currently specifies the tests required to be
undertaken by an applicant for a learner's permit. One of the tests specified is a road law
knowledge test which includes a test of the applicant's knowledge of the minimum distance
within which a motor car travelling at speed may be stopped. This test is limited to only
one aspect of road safety. The proposed amendment broadens this test by introducing a
more comprehensive test covering "safe driving practices" which includes a knowledge of
defensive road law and road craft.
2. MOTOR CYCLE SIDE-CAR PASSENGERS
Section 31 of the Motor Car Act 1958 currently requires motor cycle riders and their
pillion passengers to wear a protective helmet of a type approved by the authority. When
this legislation was passed in 1960, the question of protective helmets for sidecar passengers was overlooked probably because very few motor cycles with sidecars existed.
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The police have expressed concern about this anomaly especially as the number of
motor cycles with sidecars is now increasing. The proposed amendment corrects this
anomaly by requiring motor cycle sidecar passengers to wear protective helmets.
3. DRIVER ONUS FOR THE WEARING OF SEAT BELTS BY PERSONS UNDER
EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE
Under section 31AD of the Motor Car Act 1958, the driver is responsible for ensuring
that children under eight years are correctly restrained and, for those eight years and over,
restraint wearing is the responsibility of the person concerned.
Between 1971 and 1982 seat belt wearing rates for drivers and front outboard passengers
increased from approximately 50 per cent to 95 per cent as measured in the annual Road
Safety and Traffic Authority survey. In contrast, wearing rates for eight to thirteen years
old passengers were measured in special surveys as 34 per cent in 1975, 33 per cent in
1979 and 42 per cent in 1980.
Subsequent seat belt surveys in 1981 and 1982 examined wearing rates by age groups in
more detail and it became apparent that the problem of lower wearing rates extended to
the fourteen to seventeen age group.
The results from the most recent restraint use survey, March 1984, are presented below:

Age
Group

Wearing
Rate %

0-7

80·8

8-13

62·7

14-17

62·2

18-29

82·6

30-49

90·4

50+

91·4

It can be seen that the eight to thirteen and fourteen to seventeen year age groups have
substantially lower restraint wearing rates overall.

The police have advised that frequently children and their drivers are warned if young
passengers are not wearing restraints. However, while there have been prosecutions of
drivers for non-compliance by 0 to seven year old passengers, prosecution of children aged
eight to seventeen involves proceedings in the Children's Court and is rare.
To overcome this problem, the proposed amendment creates a new offence making a
driver responsible for ensuring that passengers between the ages of eight to eighteen years
are properly restrained where a restraint is available for their seating position. The amendment permits the driver the defence, which currently exists in respect of passengers under
the age of eight years, to prove to the satisfaction of the court that contravention occurred
in general or particular circumstances that rendered compliance unreasonable or impracticable.
This proposed amendment, supplemented by appropriate education programs
the recent "Buckle Up in the Back" campaign, will encourage restraint use.

suc~

as

KUSTOM FALCON RADAR GUNS
Section 91A of the Motor Car Act 1958 at present provides for the speed indicated by
four speed measuring devices to be prima facie evidence of the speed ofa motor car. These
devices are(i) the amphometer;
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(ii) the digitector;
.
(iii) the Kustom HR-4; and
(iv) the Muni-Quip MDR-l Track Radar.
The Kustom HR-4 is no longer being manufactured and has been superseded by the
Kustom Falcon.
In December 1984 the police ordered 60 new Kustom Falcon radar guns for use in
determining the speed of motor cars. After testing these devices, the police started using
them to detect speeding drivers on 7 February 1985.
When prosecuting speeding offences detected by a speed measurin$ device, unless a
policeman in court can rely on section 91 A, it would be necessary for him in each case to
bring along a technical expert to persuade the court that the device used was an accurate
device.
To avoid this, it is necessary to amend section 91A to include the Kustom Falcon radar
gun. The amendment enables new speed measuring devices such as the Kustom Falcon,
to be prescribed by regulation. This will avoid the need to seek an amendment to the Act
each time a new device is purchased.
The proposed amendment is retrospective in its operation to facilitate prosecutions
arising from the use of the Kustom Falcon radar guns from February of this year. This will
save considerable police resources and court time.
As honourable members will appreciate, the first line of defence in preventing road
accidents rests solely with the driver. It is the responsibility of the driver to ensure that all
care is taken in observing proper road safety measures. There has been a decrease in the
road toll so far this year when compared to 1984. The Government is concerned to ensure
that this trend contlnues. The proposed amendments, which go to various aspects of road
safety, will result in increased road safety. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

SUPPLY (1985-86, No. 1) BILL
The debate (adjourned from May 1) on the motion of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister
for Health) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)-The passing of the Supply Bill is
necessary to allow the Government to carry out existing programs and to carry on the
general business of government for the five months from July to November.
In a number of senses the Supply Bill is a formality. The Premier went abroad knowing
it would be passed by the Opposition in this House. I need not explain yet again the
principled stand that the Opposition takes on that issue.
It is a formality, too, because the 14-page Bill and the 39-page explanatory memorandum, although a legal necessity for the Government, tell the reader little, indeed, of any
practical consequence and nothing about the major economic and fiscal interests of Victoria.
For all the snail-paced changes the Government has made in the form of Supply legislation over the years, the Bill remains in essence a traditional constitutional device to
ensure that the Executive Government can be subjected to some control by denying it
Supply. If the Legislative Assembly could not block Supply, one might questlon the need
for a Supply Bill at all. As the dominance of parties orpnized to win control of the
Executive now makes it extremely unlikely that the Legislatlve Assembly will deny Supply,
I ask the question: What should be the purpose of this occasion?
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Today the answer is clear enough. It should be the occasion for a mini Budget. In even
the best of times, it should be an occasion for an up-to-date report by the Treasurer on the
economy and the finances of the State, a half-yearly review.
The spending of$3·5 billion requires at least that. Since these are not the best of times
and the Prime Minister's trilogy, weak commodities markets and a weakening United
States economy all point to troubles ahead for Victoria, the Opposition says that much
more is needed. The failure of the Victorian and Federal Labor Governments to make
good their Budget forecasts and bring about secure prosperity are the basic reasons for
Budget initiatives at this stage. I shall return later to the case for a rethink by the Treasurer
and the presentation of a mini Budget.
The Opposition regards this Supply debate as being of major importance because it is
the first major Parliamentary occasion in this House on which the Opposition can bring
against the Government's financial management the three charges on which it will ultimately be convicted by history and by the people of Victoria.
The first charge is one of waste and the failure to give and get value for money. Waste
ranging from rank profligacy, such as the $200000 spent on the pre-election gimmick of
putting the Premier's signature on a medallion to be given to the elderly. Waste extending
to the pervasive and systematic failure to ensure that money invested on behalf of Victorians earns an adequate return.
The second related charge is that Victoria's debt and deferred obligations have been
increased and are increasing inordinately. It is one thing to borrow money, which can be
used to earn money or to save expenses greater than the cost of the money invested; it is
another matter entlfely to raise money by borrowing through every desperate expedient to
allow spending for the sake of spending, even if that spending is described as a macroeconomic fiscal stimulus.
I make no apology for present and future repetition of phrases such as "spend now and
pay later" and "buy now and pay later" as descriptions of the economic strategy of the
Government because it is necessary to make people aware of the character of this Government's financial strategy.
It has just been brought to my attention that the media is now well aware of the strategy
of the Government and is putting it in simple terms. For example, an article in the weekend Herald of April 13 and 14 by David Jefferson concluded by stating:
Putting off the day of reckoning in a hire purchase fashion is becoming more and more the way Victoria's
finances are being arranged.

The third charge is that the Government has engaged in cover-up, concealment, deception
and obfuscation. This charge, too, is related to the others because they are the causes of
each other.
Full, frank and accurate disclosure would not only alarm the Victorian public, which is
obviously the political problem that the Government seeks to avoid, but it would also
give the Government, its back-bench members, and probably a lot of the Ministers, an
understanding of its own actions, which might, if it were honest, give it pause. But
unfortunately honesty cannot be presumed. It is clear that the Government, when it has
suited it to do so, has deliberately misled the Victorian public.
When the Opposition becomes the Government, it is its intention that Victoria will
enjoy the benefits of honest accrual accounting so that directors and shareholders can
assess the progress or decline of Victoria Incorporated. I shall elaborate each of these
charges, as will other speakers for the Opposition.
We do not expect the Government to be honest and prudent today, or tomorrow.
However, we will drive home these charges in the debate and in every other sessional
period of Parliament, and outside Parliament, for as long as it takes to get rid of the
Government.
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I return to the need for a mini Budget. The main reason for it is the failure of the
Victorian and Federal Governments to secure our prosperity. However, the first reason
that I want to discuss is the plain inadequacy of what we have before us in this debate.
Much of what I have to say also relates to the third charge, that the Government e1lP.ges
in deception by concealment, by misleading labels and by obfuscation. As I have saId, in
the best of times we should have more in the way of half-yearly accounting from the
Treasurer-more than this trumpery document, the Supply Bill, and its explanatory
memorandum. These documents actually tell us nothing about the progress towards the
Treasurer's or the Government's announced goals or about the extent to which expectations have been realized or falsified.
The documents do tell us that another small change has been made in the form of a
Supply Bill. For the first time, the Works and Services Account is presented in program
form. We all know that is progress. Under the Thompson Government, program budgeting was commenced in the departments of agriculture and community welfare services.
Slowly the present Government introduced program budgeting in the Budget Bills and
now the Supply Bills, and it has further extended it this session.
I am not about to complain that this is another cunning way of making comparisons
more difficult, because the Treasurer relies on much cruder, more mechanical methods
than that. He simply fails to print last year's comparable figures in this year's document.
That is pretty elementary for a modem minded, modem business management oriented
Government; a Government which, in many cases is following commercial methods
under the influence of the Minister for Health. It is elementary that the Government
should print comparable figures from the previous year.
My complaint is that the figures are still virtually meaningless. This year the Treasurer
has divided up the works and services provisions of each agency by program instead of by
agency.
Clause 5 of the Bill provides that any of the programs or sub-programs may receive any
part or none of the whole works and services provisions. In other words, any of the
amounts provided under any program within a specific agency's provision can be juwed
around at the will of the Treasurer. It is said that his freedom is limited and that It is
important to keep the capital and recurrent expenditure separate. That was also said in
last year's Supply debate and this year's Supply debate. It is also said that works and
servIceS funds can be used only for capital expenditure and recurrent expenditure funds
can be used only for recurrent expenditure. I say, "Tell that to the marines"! It does not
need much in the way of "creative accounting" to capitalize interest and thereby turn
recurrent expenditures into a capital item or, on the other hand, to pay a day labour force
to build capital equipment.
I also invite honourable members to read page 81 of the fourth report of the AuditorGeneral under the heading, "Transport". I refer particularly to the sub-heading "Inconsistencies in Accounting Treatment". It appears that different authorities under the Ministry of Transport treat their transactions with the Public Accountant in entirely different
ways. For example, the Road Construction Authority treats the sale of assets as income
and payment to the public accountant as expenses, whereas the Melbourne Transit Authority treats money that comes from the public accountant as a capital contribution or,
sometimes, as an advance. So much for any clear distinction between capital and recurrent
expenditure! So much for built-in protection by ensuring that works and services ptovisions can be moved around only amongst works and services provisions and recurrent
expenditure amongst recurrent expenditure provisions.
I invite honourable members to consider particularly the item in the Supply Bill dealing
with health, which exhibits three problems. As I have said, clause 5 allows the Treasurer
to vary the works and services allocation amongst programs. That means that more than
$160 million could be switched around between the head office and the eight regions
without further Parliamentary sanction. Head office could spend all the $160 million, with
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the regions receiving nothing, or one region could spend the whole allocation. That process
may facilitate good management, but it has only a remote and indirect bearing on the
ability of Parliament and the electorate to hold the Government accountable. If there is
one point that should emerge from this debate, equally acceptable to all parties and both
sides of the House, it is that the Government is providing us with nothing by the way of
information in the Supply Bill and the explanatory memorandum that is helpful to the
control of the Executive by Parliament.
I should like honourable members to consider further the implications of the division
of health programs by regions. Firstly, there is the generality of such programs. One must
ask what expenditure would actually be ultra vires-what would be beyond the powers of
the Government. One must also ask how far expenditure is legally confined particularly to
health services. If one of the directors of the regions decided to hold a large children's
party, would that be classified as a lawful expenditure? Furthermore, the use of the funds
could be infinitely expanded by suitable administrative arrangements, such as the Government now has power to effect without recourse to legislation.
A further implication of the regional categorization is that the last two Supply Bills,
which have both been set out in the same way, have denied honourable members the
information that they used to receive. So much for the improved Budget documents and
improved disclosure!
Were honourable members not better informed when health expenditure was divided
into the categories of health administration, salaries, general expenses and other services,
public health, hospitals, mental retardation services and mental health services? After all,
it is not even consistent for the program Budget to be presented to the House in this way.
For most other items in the table to section 4, the Supply Bill includes such functional
information about functions comparable to mental retardation services and mental health
services that used to be under the division relating to health. For example the section
dealing with the Attomey-General's department includes, under item 16, Program No.
169, recurrent expenditure for "Criminal Prosecution Services to the State". That is clear
enough. Under item 17, Program No. 178, is the classification "Custodial Services", which
is also clear enough. However, even those items are fairly general and subject to the
comments I previously made on the extent to which the Government is actually bound or
controlled by the Supply Bill.
The final inadequacy of the Bill is the fatuity of the pretence that it has nothing to do
with policy initiatives. Honourable members are supposed to believe that policy initiatives
wait on Parliamentary approval of the Appropriation Bill. In other words, if the Appropriation Bill is not passed through both Houses of Parliament before November, policy
initiatives cannot be taken if they do not have approved expenditure. What nonsense! All
honourable members know that is nonsense. What does the explanatory memorandum of
the Bill say to answer my suggestion that that is a totally untrue implication? At page 2, it
states:
In calculating the Supply provision included in the Bill for each program, no new policy initiatives involving
additional expenditure have been included.

That speaks only of calculation of amounts and not of any legal constraints on the
application of funds. As my previous comments on the form of the Bill show, there are
very few constraints, and I would suggest that that is one of the clearly deceptive and
misleading statements of the Government in so far as it meant to imply that the Bill gives
Parliament some effective control over the direction of government in this State.
I have been putting, indirectly at this stage, the case for a mini Budget. However, the
inadequacy and the lack of substance in this Supply Bill, as honourable members have it
before them to deal with, is not a sufficient reason for a mini Budget. Indeed, a healthy
free enterprise economy requires stability and predictability of government. Great whales
suddenly churning and turning in the bathtub make life very alarming for gold fish and
shrimps. The Government is the great whale amongst the commercial enterprises of this
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State. The small ill-considered actions of the Government, which are taken for political or
electoral reasons, are the sudden large disturbances which make life exceedingly difficult
for businessmen.
The best annual Budget for business confidence-and, therefore, for business prosperity
and the prosperity of the country and the State-is one that does only what is predictable.
It is all the more important that any budgetary changes, which affect the climate for
business between annual budgets, should be marginal or carefully considered and fully
justified.
The case for a mini Budget may be put under three fully justified headings. The first is
the failure of the Treasurer's Budget strategy; the second is the need for full-year cost
reductions in line with the actions taken by the Commonwealth and by New South Wales;
and the third is the need, at least, to consider and to take necessary action in the light of
major changes in the economic environment which have either been realized or which
have been threatened.
I cite as examples of such changes the devaluation of the Australian dollar, the recommendations of the Commonwealth Grants Commission, the impending tax summit, the
Government's new financial commitments to the Portland aluminium smelter and the
Government's election promise of a Youth Guarantee Scheme. I do not pretend to be
exhaustive. The failure of the Treasurer's Budget strategy was predictable enough. After
all it was an election Budget. He had to be bullish.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development has documented well
enough that fiscal refiationary measures, such as those initiated by the Treasurer nearly
three years ago, do tend to have an expansionary effect over a two-year period. Where
does one go from there? Where does one go especially in a provincial economy which
cannot adjust its currency, exchange rate or its money supply? It has no central bank. A
provincial economy, because it cannot print money, pays interest rates given by the
market and provides a substantial part of the benefit of multiplier effects to other economies, especially the economies of other States. Where do we go?
It is the essence of the Treasurer's case, based on what he said on 18 September 1984
when he delivered the Budget speech right through the State election and up to only a
month ago, that Victoria leads and would lead growth in the national economy. I invite
honourable members to look at some of the indicators which this Government is keen on
citing. The first-and rightly the first-is unemployment. Victoria's unemployment has
always been the lowest in Australia. As honourable members all know, it is now 2 per cent
higher than it was when the Government came into office. When the Government came
to office it was 6·1 per cent and now, on the latest figures, it is 8 per cent.
It is true that the level has come down in the twelve months from March 1984 to March
1985 from 8· 5 per cent to 8 per cent. That is a fall of 6·9 per cent. However, does Victoria
lead Australia? The answer is, "No." Victoria has only the fourth best result of the six
States. So much for Victoria lea~ng the Australian economy!

Similarly, with employment growth, Victoria is fifth out of the six States. I shall cite
some of the relevant figures. With respect to unemployment, the South Australian figures
have dropped by 9 per cent over twelve months. The unemployment rate in Western
Australia has dropped by 14·4 per cent.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie)-Order! Would the honourable member indicate from which document he is quoting?
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I am quoting from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, a
relevant publication dated March 1985. The Tasmanian unemployment level has dropped
by 9·2 per cent. If one compares those figures, one sees that the drop in the Victorian
unemployment rate of 6·9 per cent is comparatively unsubstantial.
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The growth in actual employment is even more worryin~. New South Wales, which was
marginally behind Victoria in the fall in unemployment, Increased its total employment
level by 1·8 per cent. That is 50 per cent ahead of Victoria's growth of 1·2 per cent. Those
States both compare unfavourably with the South Australian figure of 3·1 per cent, the
Western Australian figure of 3·6 per cent and the Tasmanian figure of 6· 3 per cent. Victoria
falls well behind in that critical indicator, employment growth and, of course, honourable
members know from where that Victorian growth largely came-the public sector.
With the aid of the public sector, Victoria's increase in building approvals in 1985 over
1984 was only the third largest in Australia. Building approvals in the private sector
between February 84 and February 85 rose; even so, Victoria's record was only the fourth
best of the six Australian States.
Even the Government acknowledges that, ultimately, private sector growth is the test of
its economic strategy. Perhaps the most significant fact in applying this test is that retail
sales in Victoria have lagged behind retail sales in all other States. In the three months to
February Victoria actually showed a decline in real terms, as compared with the same
period last year.
There has to be more than a suspicion that this high-taxing, high-charging Government,
which has bloated the public sector, has at last managed to make Victorians as individuals
poor. After they have paid their rates, their gas and electricity charges and their taxes, they
no longer have the spending power to boost demand in the local economy. So much for
this macro-economic, fiscal stimulus, which is supposed to lead to the position where
private expenditure takes over! It clearly has not done so.
In these circumstances, is it wise of the Government to take advantage of the enormous
windfall from the increased petrol prices that the Premier has-rather hypocriticallydeplored? The increase in revenue may be as much as $50 million. The Treasurer should
seriously consider whether that should not be returned to consumers; and, if not, he should
explain why. That is what I say should be done now.
After the election Budget, six months through the financial year as it is effectively
operated by the Government, as a half-yearly review, we should have the Treasurer's
honest account to Parliament of how he will cope with the changes that have occurred in
the past six months. Even if we were not confronted by signs that the Budget strategy is
failing, we have had the clear signal from the Commonwealth that Mr Hawke's trilogy
means restraint for all, and that is the second major ground I gave for a mini Budget at
this stage.
The Commonwealth Government has promised $1 billion in spending cuts, and the
New South Wales Government followed suit with promises of cuts amounting to some 3
per cent in real terms-all announced now so that the full year's benefit can be obtained.
That is the point to which we should attend.
Restraint in government has become widely accepted as necessary in the long term, and
the Government now faces an absolute short-term need to control expenditure. It has
been re-elected and can now afford to be honest, prompt and vigorous. Even though the
Premier is overseas, even if he wishes to have a voice in the expenditure program of the
Government, decisions ought to be made and announced now.
The major changes in the economic environment to which I have referred, and which
bear on the need for a mini Budget and on the need at least for a half-yearly review of the
State's economy, and also on the three charges that the Opposition brings against the
Government. I have already mentioned devaluation.
The recent devaluation has been approximately 20 per cent against the major currencies
in which the Victorian Government and its instrumentalities borrow money overseasthe Japanese yen, the American dollar and sometimes the Swiss franc. A figure of 20 per
cent since February is conservative; it has been much more since 30 June last.
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The Budget Papers show that Loan Council approval was given for Victoria to borrow
$305 million overseas in 1984-85. By 30 June 1985 some $600 million will have been
borrowed. It is evident that Victoria will have problems with the Loan Council, which
recognized that the Portland aluminium smelter would require financing by overseas
loans, but which did not agree that the sum of$305 million should be exceeded.
The Treasurer should explain to Parliament what he proposes to do about the breach of
Loan Council agreement to restrain overseas borrowings to an over-all local limit, of
which Victoria's share was $305 million.
As a result of the $600 million in borrowings this year, the total overseas borrowings of
Victorian statutory corporations will rise from approximately $1· 2 billion to $1·8 billiona 50 per cent rise in one year.
Only scattered samples of information are given out on these matters. There is no
adequate presentation in any of the Budget Papers, let alone in the Supply Bill, of how
much money has been borrowed, at what interest rates, on what repayment terms, and so
on. From time to time, the Treasurer gets enthusiastic and talks of his three billion yen
"Samurai" loan which was arranged in December and which was drawn down in February
at 30 billion yen, then supposed to be $A 150 million.
Anyone caring to check exchange rates in the newspaper can calculate that an amount
of$35 million has been lost on that one borrowing, compared with its value in February.
That is not the end of it. The Treasurer made much of the fact that the interest rate was
6·7 per cent. He said this was the best rate for triple "A" borrowers on the Japanese loan
market. If he had been honest, he would have explained that the 6·7 per cent was the
coupon rate and that the discount rate at which the loan was actually negotiated at, means
that the real over-all rate of interest is 7·1 per cent.
Again, that is only part of the story. Why did the Treasurer borrow at 6·7 per cent in
Japanese yen and regard it as such a triumph? He did so because it is part of the Government's strategy of postponing the obligations that it has to meet when raising money for
immediate expenditure. It is obvious when one examines it in this way that at 6· 7 per cent
interest the immediate cash outlays are very low, but when the loan comes to be repaid
from the sixth year to the tenth year, if the market had been right in fixing that 6· 7 per cent
because it expects the Japanese yen to be very stable compared to the Australian dollar,
the cash outflows at the time of repayment on the then exchange rate will be very large
indeed. All that has been won at the beginning will be lost at the time of repayment. That
was true even before the devaluation which will have lost Victoria $35 million in about
three months time.
The Treasurer has not been so keen to announce two other loans on which I have
information. The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works also borrowed five billion
yen, equivalent to $A25 million and, further, the State Electricity Commission of Victoria
borrowed five billion yen, equivalent to $A25 million, before December at interest rates
which were the going prime rates. On those, losses would have to be more than $12
million.
Recently, 150 million Eurodollars was borrowed at the coupon rate of 11·625 per cent.
Again, honourable members were not informed that the actual rate was approximately
two-tenths of a percent higher than that. That loan was drawn towards the end of April.
At this stage, the losses should not be substantial.
Those loans add up to more than $305 billion-in fact to $350 billion-and the Government has yet to borrow the additional $250 million for the financing of the aluminium
smelter at Portland. It is proposed that that amount will be borrowed by 30 June this year.
However, honourable members know that that is not the end as that amount is only for
the Government's already committed share in the smelter. How much will the Government need to borrow in the next financial year? It could be double that amount.
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It is true that maturities for conventional borrowings on overseas loans in this financial
year appear to be nil, according to the Budget Papers, and maturities of "non-conventional" borrowings are of the order of$78·2 million. The losses on actual repayments are
relatively insubstantial, perhaps of the order of $20 million. The "paper losses", as the
Treasurer would describe them, for the financial year would have to be of the order of
$400 million on the total overseas borrowings of the Victorian public sector, which already
amount to more than $1·5 billion-well on the way to the target this year of$I·8 billion.
Honourable members discovered two weeks ago that the Leader of the House is not
aware of whether the Government knows the state of its foreign exchange risk management business. He could not indicate whether the Government knew what were the paper
losses, in what currency the loans were or what hedging arrangements have now been
made. There is no doubt that the Government does not know. It does not receive a
quarterly report, which should be elementary, indicating the state of its overseas borrowings. Yet these are not just paper losses; they are real losses in the sense that a loss in the
business of foreign exchange is a real loss, which can be avoided.
The Government missed the opportunity of switching currencies and taking defensive
measures which good judgment, and perhaps some good luck, could have afforded. Victoria is $400 million worse off than it should have been. Why should not honourable
members expect the Treasurer to report to Parliament before the next Budget regarding
Victoria's overseas loan risks? Honourable members should be informed as to how the
Government sees the future, what strategies it will follow and what are its offsets, if any.
The Government may claim that natural hed~es are involved-for example, the aluminium smelter sells its product in US dollars, which will help to recoup the enormous foreign
exchange losses on borrowings.
It is a poor argument which will barely stand up, but it is the sort of argument which
must be implicit in any defence that the Government might raise to the charge that it has
lost Victoria $400 million. Devaluation is perhaps the major change in today's economic
environment.

The second subject on which one would expect a proper report to Parliament is the
attitude of the Government to the Commonwealth Grants Commission's recent recommendations. At the end of May the Premier will have just returned from his overseas trip.
Are honourable members expected to believe he will be adequately briefed for the State
and Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting to arrive at a Commonwealth grants
formula for the next few years? Are Victorians not allowed to know what the Premier
believes is adequate or what he thinks of the report? Are Victorians not to be told whether
$51 million, which on 1984-85 tax revenue figures would be the additional amount
Victoria would receive under the formula recommended by the Commonwealth Grants
Commission, is enough?
I am reminded of a television program, which honourable members may have seen,
about British occupation of Germany after the second world war. That program showed
rather tragic scenes of the dismantling of German industry in the British occupation zone,
thus destroying the only means of livelihood of the people in that zone. It also destroyed
the only means of Germany making reparation and ceasing to be a burden on the economy
of Britain, which was subSIdizing the everyday living expenses of Germans. What was the
explanation for that action?
People on the $1:0und, not only the German citizens but also the military governors,
knew that it was Idiotic and that something was wrong. The answer was that the Allied
Control Council comprising the four allied nations, the Soviet Union, the United States
of America, France and the United Kingdom, made these decisions which had to be
adhered to by the Germans, the British administrators and local officials.
Honourable members are at a serious loss in their attempt to carry out Parliamentary
duties if they are not kept adequately informed about inter-Governmental matters which
might affect Victoria. It is vital that the Treasurer and the Premier should tell Victorians
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what they propose to do about the Commonwealth Grants Commission report. What is
the attitude they take and what arguments will they be putting?
Similar points can be made about the proposed taxation summit. Surely honourable
members should be entitled to debate this extremely important matter because the Victorian Government will be putting a submission which will also affect Victorians as Victorians not only as Australian citizens.
Vital questions involving State finances must be considered. One hopes it was not for
nothing that the Government commissioned an inquiry into revenue raising some two
years ago. Two substantial volumes of that inquiry's report were produced.
The form of Commonwealth taxes can have a substantial effect on the State's economy,
on the health of business and on the manner in which organizations should most appropriately be established. I shall give a concrete example amongst many others that could be
given. It could be in the interests of Victoria to suggest that State business organizations
such as the State Electricity Commission of Victoria and the State Bank, should be
subjected, as is any other business, to Commonwealth income taxation.

It is my view, as a member of the Liberal Party, that State enterprises should be put on
the same basis as any other enterprise so that they can be competed against by private
enterprise. That is one reason. Another reason-and the Government, to give it its due,
has paid some regard to this by introducing what it calls a dividend policy-is that
Government enterprises should be made accountable for profitability. Of course, it is not
much use in the case of monopolies.
It would be in Victoria's interest to ensure that other States which have well established
State enterprises such as Queensland has should be subjected to the same discipline as
Victorian private business, which has to compete with enterprises such as the Queensland
State Government Insurance Office.
What about Portland? I have already mentioned that several hundred million dollars is
being raised in addition to the amount authorized by the Loan Council to finance the
Victorian Government's stake in the Portland aluminium smelter project. What other
financial and economic implications are involved with this project? It would have been
appropriate for the Government, in a Budget summary at this stage, to have presented to
Parliament something in the nature of a White Paper.
What of the Youth Guarantee Scheme? Perhaps the absence of a mini Budget serves the
Government as an excuse for not proceeding with one immediate implementation of its
hi$!lest priorities. The Government has stated that unemployment is the greatest of social
evils. We agree with that. The Government stated it is the first of the State's economic
problems. We agree with that.
The Youth Guarantee Scheme was intended to provide for those in the most parlous
state of all. Why has the Government still done nothing in that area? Instead of bringing
forward a mini Budget that would, above all, indicate how the Government would curb
expenditure in the stringent times promised by the Federal Government, this State will be
trundling on until November with this flimsy document-the Supply (1985-86, No. 1)
Bill and explanatory memorandum-which is not even one-quarter the size of one of the
five main Budget documents for 1984-85. Parliament will be trundling along until November on an out-of-date election Budget.
I return to the charge made by the Liberal Party of the inordinate rise in the State debt
and the deferrals of expenditure. In the Supply debate last year, Mr Hunt, the Leader of
the Opposition in this House, made a first attempt guess at estimating what was then the
increase by the Government in the obliption incurred by the State. He came up with a
figure of a little more than $4·5 billion m two years. He did not pretend that that fi~re
was exhaustive. The Budget Papers of last September showed a further increase of $2·2
billion, a total increase of 48 per cent in three years. The extra figure of $300 million I
have just disclosed, which relates entirely to the Portland project, brings the increase in a
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three-year period to well over 50 per cent and the total to nearly $17 billion, as against
something approaching $11 million when the Government came Into office.
Much has been said about this matter and much more could be said, but I make two
points. The first is that members of Parliament are allowed to know far too little. The
figure of $1 7 billion is not a full and frank disclosure, albeit that it appears in the Budget
Papers. The second point is that return on investment is the key to the acceptability or
otherwise of the borrowing program by the Government. I include in that return on
investment the increase that may come from taxation if the State's tax base has been
increased by suitable infrastructure investment or, conversely, by' freeing up funds for the
private sector to use on increasing its prosperity, and its profitability.
One of the major points I want to make about the debt situation of the State is that we
simply do not know enough. I shall begin by quoting from the first report of the AuditorGeneral in the year 1984-85 in relation to the 1983-84 year. The Auditor-General states:
In my 1982-83 report on the Treasurer's statement I pointed out that State borrowings as disclosed in the
statement did not direct borrowings of statutory authorities and that I was therefore unable to determine the
total public debt of the State. I expressed the view that action should be taken to include information on the total
public debt of the State in the Treasurer's statement. No action has been taken on this suggestion, although
information on major statutory authorities' works programs and associated borrowings is now provided in the
Budget Papers (1983-84 Budget Paper No. 3).
It is therefore not possible to readily determine from any comprehensive or consolidated report:

-the total public debt of the State covering both the inner and outer Budget sectors.
-the total annual debt servicing charges of the State comprising both interest and loan redemption.
-the extent to which each year various State revenues are applied to debt servicing, both interest and loan
redemption.

The Auditor-General then states:
In my view, Parliament should be provided with this information each year.
Further, the increasing use of financing arragements such as leveraged leasing and deferred payments, which
create future liabilities for the State in a similar way to borrowing makes it important that they also be included
in any information provided on the public debt.

It is important to note that the Auditor-General states that it is, therefore, not possible to
readily determine from any comprehensive or consolidated report any of these matters.
By fossicking around in all sorts of Government documents one can find all sorts of
things one did not know existed. One is not helped by any index to the Budget Papers or
any officer of the Department of Management and Budget, however helpful he might be,
in knowing where to look. A considerable number of weaknesses of the Government are
found just by fossicking around, but those are just windfalls.
The fact is that, as an economic manager, the Government should have comprehensive
and consolidated reports where vital information is clearly presented in a meaningful and
purposeful way. The Treasurer has evaded any attempt to elicit this information from him
and has not improved the presentation of the Budget documents in this respect.
The Treasurer neglected and refused to provide any public information, apart from
occasional boasts about loans like the 30 billion yen loan and the fraudulently stated
interest rates. I shall not give chapter and verse on this, but it is available. Last year, Mr
Ramsay, the shadow Treasurer in another place, asked a series of questions but received
no adequate answers.
I shall now list a substantial number of ways in which the Government pursues its
spending mania. It is just a list, a qualitative assessment, because we simply do not have
all the figures. The first heading is simply, "borrowing". Basically, that is around the $17
billion mark by now. The second is what Budget Paper No. 2, at pa,$e 176, called, "nonconventional borrowing" which would largely be trade credit, that IS, obtaining what is
often extremely expensive credit for plant and equipment purchased from suppliers.
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The third heading is sale and lease-back. It appears from the national accounting statement that VicRail has almost run out of rolling-stock that it now has for sale or lease-back
purposes.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-People are coming back to the trains.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I am delighted that the Minister for Conservation, Forests
and Lands has intervened. The investment in new rolling-stock commenced under the
Honourable Mr Maclellan, the Minister of Transport in the Liberal Government, and has
continued under the Labor Government. The Government has indeed spent a considerable amount on painting and repainting the trams. If the Minister believes that is a productive investment in a business sense I would like her to inform the House where I can
obtain information of any adequate cost-benefit study that was carried out which indicated
an adequate return on investment. I have been seeking such a study for some time, but I
have yet to find it.
The fourth heading is the lease of equipment. The fifth heading is the non-payment of
accounts. Mr Hunt, in his speech on the Supply (1984-85, No. 1) Bill, outlined the
substantial increases that occurred in overdue accounts from businesses which have provided services to Government departments and, no doubt, its statutory authorities.
Professional people who perform work for the State of Victoria, whether on a small or
large scale, know about the delays in payment of accounts. I do not know whether I still
have outstanding fees from the Law Department for the years before I came into Parliament, but I suspect that I have.
The non-funding of future obligations is another major way this Government, more
than any other Government, has provided for present expenditure beyond what any
business could possibly afford. By "non-funding" I refer, for example, to the non-funding
of workers compensation liability. The Government has changed its arrangement with the
State Insurance Office, which now operates on a pay-as-you-go basis. That is merely a
short-term way of liberating funds for expenditure on other budgetary items.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. K. I. M. Wright)-Order! The honourable
member is being hindered by discussion among various groups in the House, including
honourable members of his own party. I invite the honourable member to continue
without interruption.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-It is a congenial atmosphere. An amount of$341 million
will be significant in tomorrow's debate on the State Insurance Office. In that debate I
undertake to provide to the House interesting information about the way by which the
Treasurer misled the public three weeks ago. I was present at a discussion in which it was
revealed that a figure of approximately $341 000, as reported in the Insurance Commissioner's report of 1983-84 on the results of the State Insurance Office, was in reality $341
million. That figure represents the unfunded amount of workers compensation liability
for Government workers compensation and other employer liability.
By ascertaining the true figure behind a note in the accounts of the State Insurance
Office, one finds an additional $341 million owing by the people of this State.
The same situation has been allowed to apply with the compulsory third-party insurance
business conducted by the State Insurance Office. Ultimately, Victorians must pay. For
some ,time the assets of the State Insurance Office will allow the liabilities to be paid, but
what are those assets? They are largely investments in Victorian business, mostly Victorian public business. If those funds are withdrawn, they must be replaced. If the assets are
sold, those who purchase them will not be subscribers for loan issues of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation or the State Electricity Commission or any other statutory authority. If that
is the case, any Government of Victoria which may wish to invest in those enterprises
must find the money from taxation or by borrowing at higher interest rates.
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The biggest of the non-fundin~ areas is the non-funding of superannuation. I have
spoken about this subject many tImes. It could be and should be spoken about at length
because it is of critical significance to the State. I wish now simply to give some order of
magnitude to this problem. There is no report which actually quantifies the deficit of the
State Superannuation Fund with its 100 000 members, but there is a fund with very similar
provisions-the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund. Its chairman at the
relevant times has been Mr John Ryder, the Government statist and actuary, and its own
actuary has been the former Government statist and actuary, Mr Vic Arnold. It is, therefore, perfectly credible to accept that on 30 July 1982 the deficit as reported of$364 million
was an accurate assessment of the amount that the Government needed to contribute for
its 2000 members to ensure that that intended-to-be-funded scheme was in fact a funded
one, which could pay its own way without calling on the taxpayers of Victoria in the
future.
I have done a little discounting because I believe the figure of $364 million was cooked
up by a concerned actuary who had a strong sense of responsibility to this State and who
wanted to make people understand the seriousness of our over-all superannuation position.
He chose a very low discount rate, one which could have been justified on all sorts of
grounds. The negative real interest rates throughout much of the 1970s is one ground. The
High Court judgment in the Barrell insurance case is another ground for choosing a low
or even a negative discount rate. He did that, but allowing for a more realistic interest rate
of perhaps 2 or 3 per cent in real terms, which is, after all, the long-term gilt-edged interest
rate over 200 or 300 years, let us say the deficit was $150 million and let us say it is not
increased.

If that fund has 2000 members, and there are approximately 100 000 members in the
State Superannuation Fund, its deficit cannot be less than approximately $7·5 billion, and
that is only one of about 46 public sector funds. The majority are unfunded.
In addition, one has the minor items, which are more symptoms of the strategy that the
Government pursues rather than substantial problems that really have to be faced, like
the major superannuation funds. However, there are many of them such as the noncontribution by the Government authorities of the contributions that they are obliged to
make to the State Employees Retirement Benefit Fund.
In the previous financial year the Government was so anxious to have the additional
$19 or $20 million of funds that it sought legal opinion to ensure it could engage in this
rather desperate expedient. The fund was able to obtain interest from the departments and
agencies which did not make their contributions. It had a compulsory investment back
into, in many cases, the recurrent funding of the Government. However, this is desperate
economics-desperate finance. I do not know what the figure is this year, but it is the
principle that is of concern, the type of action the Government takes to finance its big
spending programs, to which I want to draw attention.
As I have pointed out, the terms of foreign currency loans provide another deferral
device: The low interest rate with the low cash outflows in the early years leads to the
correspondingly higher cash outflows in the later years because the Australian currency
has been devalued relative to the currency which has been borrowed. That is what the
market expected and that is why the interest rate was low.
In the Budget documents for last year the Government claimed that one of the borrowing authorities had been extremely innovative. For the first time in Australia a borrowing
authority had issued a no-coupon loan; in other words, it does not pay any interest. All
the interest is built into the amount that has to be repaid in the long run. I call that method
No. 11.
Method No. 12 is simply the run-down of financial assets. The run-down of financial
assets is a once off expedient and it is crowding out the ability of statutory authorities to
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raise money because investments in State Electricity Commission loans, for example,
have been sold off. It is not achieving anything except in the very short term, and it must
tend to raise interest rates. It is the subject of a great deal of misleading activity. It dates
back to the discovery which the Treasurer, when in opposition, and Or Sheehan were so
pleased with.
When Mr Jolly was on the Public Bodies Review Committee and Or Sheehan was
adviser, they discovered what they described as excessive working balances and liquid
funds held in unnecessarily large quantities which could be centralized rather than held in
individual authorities. They were so pleased with this discovery, which to some extent
was confirmed by the Cochrane-Muir report, that they could not resist acting on it. They
did not stop to think that perhaps there were criteria other than being able to find the
money to spend despite what the Australian Loan Council decided about limits on borrowed money. They simply laid their hands on it and spent it. They never applied the
ultimate test of the return on investment, which is the fundamental, ultimate criticism of
them. If one can justify the expenditure by reason of the return on investment, no one will
complain if one borrows more money.
In relation to this method, namely the running down of the financial assets of statutory
authorities, I shall mention what can be regarded only as trickery. In his Budget speech,
the Treasurer stated that the ultimate proof of success of the Government's financial
strategy was that repayments had been made to the Cash Management Account. Honourable members know what was the reality of that. We know that the Cash Management
Account needed the money back so that the statutory authorities, which have now been
stripped of all their spare cash and have been forced to borrow much more extensively in
high, real interest loans, would have working capital. The Government still gets money
out of them. The Government now charges what it likes to call dividends. That is, I would
add parenthetically, a curious expression because it is not a residual, like a dividend paid
by a company. It is a required amount, which the Government knows it can get, because
each of the authorities must pay it.
In recent weeks, I have also referred to two more methods by which the Government
has avoided its obligations. One is neglect of its assets. I refer to what I had to say about
the Public Record Office last week. It is also an example of appalling Government waste
in which the expenditure of approximately $2 million a year could save $4 million-a
saving of $2 million-by first classifying and then moving out-of-date or non-current
records to secondary storage or, in the case of totally useless records, to a place of destruction.
I shall refer to another matter also that I have raised in the past two or three weeks,
which is the discovery of new borrowing authorities. The Government has discovered the
Victorian Arts Centre Trust. In a recent statement I made, I was wrong to say that the real
contribution of the Government is 30 per cent less now than it was under the Thompson
Government. The figure is actually 50 per cent. The Government, both in real and money
terms, reduced the contribution It makes to payoff the arts centre at a time when the
centre was engaged in its major expenditure so that the Arts Centre Trust was required to
become a large borrower. In each of the past three years the Government had allocated
$15 million towards pa}jng off this marvellous asset of Melbourne and Victoria compared
with more than $20 million in 1980 and 1981 under the Liberal Government. The trust
has had to borrow $70 million. As the Auditor-General made clear, now that the Arts
Centre is entirely open for operation, interest rates should no longer be capitalized but
should be charged as an expense. It will become perfectly clear that the arts centre is to be
a charge on the Government to the tune of$13 million a year, ,as against the allocation of
approximately $3 million provided in the last Budget.
In the first post-election Budget of the re-elected Cain Government, the Victorian Arts
Centre will catch up with the Government and will show what the policy of deferring
obligations can bring upon the people of Victoria. There is no way in which the Government can avoid either paying out approximately an additional $10 million a year for an
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asset that will certainly bring in no sufficient income, or else allow it to carry an additional
debt against an asset that cannot possibly service that debt.
The second point I make regarding the general charge that the Government has been
inordinately increasing its debt and its obligations is that the Government has paid
insufficient attention to return on investments. Borrowing is acceptable, if return on
investment is acceptable. Keynesianism, macro-economic fiscal stimulus practised by this
Government, is still strictly limited if one does not have a central bank, because one
cannot inflate one's way out of trouble; one cannot print money, even temporarily. This
provincial economy has to borrow at very high real interest rates of the order of some 7 or
8 per cent in real terms, which have to be serviced at the current interest rates against the
historical gilt-edged rates of perhaps 2 or 3 per cent.
It is useless for the Government to emphasize that our equity in Government enterprises continues to increase; that is, that the increase in the State's equity in the State
Electricity Commission, the Gas and Fuel Corporation and so on is rising as it was in the
1970s when inflation greatly reduced the real value of the loans to those bodies. After all,
this is a modem, management-minded Government-it tells us it is-and it should be
concerned about the marginal borrowings. Like any businessman, it should be concerned
about whether the extra dollar invested can be justified. If one is borrowing today, one is
borrowing at very high real interest rates which are well beyond anything that has been
experienced in the history of Victoria.
It is true that the borrowings tend to be short term. Not too many 53-year loans are
being made to the Victorian Government or statutory authorities, but still, we have been
in bad times. We are still in difficult times. The Government has made a great point of
having sought to reflate us out of the bad times of two or three years ago, and it is odd
indeed that we should not have been paying the depression time interest rates of 2 or 3 per
cent and that, instead, we have been paying 7 or 8 per cent in real terms.
It must be concluded that a proper accounting of return on investment is urgently
needed. What return does the Government expect and in what form does it expect it? For
example, does it expect a return in the form of a multiplier effect throughout the economy
of Victoria or an increase in the tax base from which Government revenue comes? In
particular, what return does the Government expect for its very large spending on housing
and school buildings?

I asked the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands what the Government expects
from its investment in public transport. I have been seeking information about this matter
because it is absolutely fundamental for any business-minded person. I made some 24
freedom of information requests more than a month ago seeking information on economic
studies, economic assessments, cost-benefit studies and the like and the quantifications
which assist Government decision making by Government departments and agencies. I
have drawn a blank on most of my requests.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-;Surely not from a Government that believes in open government?
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Some of the authorities concerned have been very open
indeed. For example, the Dried Fruits Board seems to be responding to my request
through the Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. That board was extremely
frank-it showed that it did not understand at all what it was about. It sent me its last
three annual reports because, quite obviously, nobody had ever asked it to provide any
kind of economic assessment. The Department of Property and Services replied to my
request. It stated:
. . . no documents exist relating to any projected or estimated economic assessments for any program or
assessments which have been made since March 1982.
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The department also stated that it did not have any documents containing any calculations
of the returns on investments made by it. A letter from the Public Works Department
stated:
The advice received is to the effect that this type of document, i.e. containing cost benefit analyses in relation
to discrete projects, is not generally produced by or available from this organization.

I have received documents in relation to water resources, which I have not had time to
read properly, but they seem to be somewhat more impressive. There are, I understand,
some weighty documents peripheral to my request, but certainly nothing such as I would
really want from such areas as transport, education or health, which are the really big
spending departments. I have drawn a barren harvest and that is not surprising since the
last Budget Papers mentioned the need for the drawing up of guidelines on the investment
of Government funds.
In summary, the Government is desperate to spend regardless of anything except wanting a second term of office for the Premier. What we need is honest accounting. I mean
both the type of management accounting that will allow proper assessment of project
expenditure and some form of accrual accounting which would tell us not just the cash
flows, as the traditional public accounts do, but the true expenses and liabilities and other
types of information that are not now available.
Logically there should be an accounting of assets, too. I mentioned the subject to Mr
Nick Renton, who is a well known clear thinker and perhaps radical in his way, as Mr
Lawson inteIjects, and he pointed out that these are assets being built up. We do not deny
the logic of building up assets which earn and save money. We do not deny the logic of
building up the tax base as a type of asset and whether that is done by improving the
infrastructure of the State and improving the profitability of business or whether it is done
by leaving money in the hands of entrepreneurs, a case can be made for it.
There is a theoretical argument for building up the tax base by leaving investable funds
in the hands of the entrepreneurs. We do not say that those arguments are not valid in
principle, but they still require proper accounting so that we know where we are going and
where the Government thinks it is going. We want to know that the Government really
has some thoughts about the subject.
The point is to account realistically and honestly and perhaps even, as a result of
attempting that, we might also get rid of the bane of the public sector which is the spending
flurries which occur at critical dates in a cash dominated accounting system. I am told that
the critical date is no longer 30 June and that it is now 31 March when the departments
are told they have to present the figures. There is another side of the coin, as Mr Knowles
points out; bills used to be left unpaid at 30 June but now it is 31 March.
Maybe we will never develop a simple bottom line for public accounts. However, we

will, when in government, recognize costs, like the real costs every department and every
Government incur daily by reason of the superannuation provisions that are being made
for their employees. This is of the absolute first importance. However, honourable members do not have a hint of it in the Supply Bill.
This vital constitutional entity, the Supply Bill, as a matter of economics and financial
information says nothing at all about the absolutely vital fact that two-thirds of Budget
expenditure is on salaries, and that each salary incurs an on-cost of approximately 20 per
cent-certainly no less-as a notional superannuation contribution. On top of that is the
unfunded liability for workers compensation. That, for departments alone, according to
the the State Insurance Office accounts last year, was $123 million. It cannot be less than
$1 billion extra that should be accounted for and appear ultimately in a balance sheet as a
liability as a result of the costs to be met in the future in relation to salaries in the public
sector. It should appear not only as a gross figure but in such a way that each department
and each agency recognizes the true cost of its operations.
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I go further and say that they should have to pay an actual contribution and have it
returned to them as a loan at interest so that they cannot escape the continuing consequences of having employed people.
It is a major Liberal Party objective, as it should be of the Government, that ordinary
everyday losses to the taxpayer by way of overstaffing, overgrading, inefficient and unnecessary procedures and so on will be combated vigorously by dedicated task forces. I shall
not again go over the ground I covered on the Address-in-Reply debate, but I refer
honourable members also to the speech made in the other place on the Supply Bill by Mr
Hayward, to the work of the Grace Commission in the United States of America and the
work of the task forces within the civil service of the United Kingdom which was described
by Leslie Chapman in his books on the subject, and I also refer to the speech I made last
week on the Public Record Office in which I identified waste in every sense of the term,
waste of real parts of our heritage, the physical destruction of priceless records, and waste
that occurs because of money not being spent to put non-current records into secondary
storage.

It is appropriate that I return to the third charge of the cover-up, concealment, deception
and obfuscation by the Government in relation to the public accounts and the general
conduct of economic matters. The House will hear much more tomorrow on the most
serious part of the subject-the deception, stonewalling and stalling of the Treasurer in
relation to the State Insurance Office. I shall not cover that again now except to say that I
have already pointed out the attempt in the latest accounts to misrepresent the unfunded
liabilities for workers compensation in the Government sector of$341 million. Honourable members will recall how unwilling the Treasurer was to reveal the facts.
The whole scheme of public accounting as used by the Government is a deception, but
it is still possible to analyse the methods that it uses to deceive. Its deceptions are a
mixture of grand obfuscations and omissions, and I have detailed many of them-its
stonewalling and stalling for time, and I have mentioned specifically the State Insurance
Office situation.
It consists too of convenient errors, misleading labels and petty frauds. An example of
the petty fraud is the misrepresentation of the true interest rate of 6·7 per cent on the
Japanese loan when really it was 7·1 per cent. I refer also to statutory corporation payments in the National Accountin~ Statement recorded at page 20 of Budget Paper No. 2
and to the change to the descriptIon of Rent Royalties and Dividends between 1983-84
and 1984-85. Those $140 million, in round figures, were shifted from the category "taxation", as it is under the Australian Bureau of Statistics form of classification, to a miscellaneous section of net receipts simply so that the Government could quite fraudulently
say that it was no longer taxing people to the tune of $140 million through the payments
from the Gas and Fuel Corporation and the State Electricity Commission of Victoria.
Similarly, under the heading of misleading labelling, one finds "other financing items".
Surely honourable members are entitled to an explanation of how these were increased
from $144·8 million to $777·1 million in one year other than the one that appears at page
25 of Budget Paper No. 2 which is that "Other Financing Items":
Consist mainly of changes in the level of cash and investments, borrowings of the Victoria Development Fund
and by budget sector authorities, net receipts of private trust funds and unmatched inter-authority transfers.

An increase of $530 million without explanation is surely one of the grander omissions
and obfuscations which any Government could perpetrate.
Within the housing area, to give another almost random example, I refer to the very
puzzling inconsistencies between different descriptions of what in Budget Paper No. 5 at
page 94 is described as "Rental Assistance Program" works and services payments in
1984-85, said to be $157 million-an important amount. It is sipificant that there is
nothing recorded in 1980-81 or 1981-82. That shows that it is an Important program of
this Government.
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When one examines the provision contained in Supplementary Program Information
1984-85, Budget Information Paper No. 2, one discerns that the "Acquisition of Rental
Stock," Program No. 404, totalled $175 million. The acquisition of rental stock is surely
rather different from a rental assistance program, yet not only is the amount not reconciled
but also the actual description is not reconciled. I believe the amounts relate, give or take
$20 million here or there, to the acquisition of rental stock and that is only because one
takes the two to one bet in favour which is suggested by the reference in the Supply Bill
for Program No. 404 to the figure of$60 million for "acquisition of rental stock".
The sitting was suspended at 6.30 p.m. until 8.3 p.m.

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Before the suspension of the sitting, I was indicating that
the Opposition has called for a mini Budget to match those of the Commonwealth and
New South Wales Governments to allow full-year cuts in the expenditure of this highspending Government and to hear what the Treasurer has to say now that the State
election has safely passed. Because the election is over the Treasurer can honestly inform
the State how the Government proposes to act on major economic circumstances that
have arisen, and I referred particularly to the devaluation of the Australian dollar.
The Opposition has made three charges against the Government: Firstly, waste and its
failure to give and get value for money; secondly, the inordinate increase of the State debt
and the Government's deferral of obligations to pay for the programs carried out; and
thirdly, the cover-up, concealment, deception and obfuscation in which the Government
has engaged, especially in relation to its financial statements.
Although I have said that the whole Government presentation of financial documents
is a deception, at best a false front to activities very poorly described by published
information, I want to add two more simple factual illustrations from my knowledge of
the finances of the Ministry for the Arts. Honourable members will recall that before the
1982 election the Government promised that it would subsidize municipal libraries to the
extent of 50 per cent of the expenditure on them. That was never achieved and it fell to 36
per cent, rising only to 38 per cent in the last year. That is an important item of Ministry
expenditure: At $17 million it is about one-third of the total recurrent funding for the
Ministry for the Arts.
It is not surprising, if one considers it in a cynical light, that the Government chose to
save a large amount in its first year of office by deferring one of the four quarterly payments
from June to July-the first month of the following financial year.

Nobody in the municipal libraries misunderstood the situation. They believed it was
just a small technical deferral and that it would not make any difference. However, in the
next year five quarters were funded. At least one Australian Labor Party member, the
honourable member for Monbulk in another place, was deceived by the Government's
petty deception, its bare-faced attempt to pretend that it was substantially increasing
funding to municipal libraries. The honourable member issued a press release in the
Monbulk electorate claiming that there was a 14 per cent rise in real terms for municipal
library funding. The reality was that a 2 per cent drop in funding occurred or, in real terms,
a 9 per cent reduction.
In the past two financial years the 150th anniversary program has been switched from
the Department of the Premier and Cabinet to the Ministry for the Arts. In 1983-84 the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet had a Budget provision for $400 000 or $500 000
expenditure on the 150th anniversary. There was no indication at any point in the Supply
Bill or in any other way that the Ministry was to take over this program, but the Treasurer
advanced $213 000 for the Ministry for the Arts in that year. One would have expected
that in 1984-85, the Budget documents as they related to the Ministry for the Arts, as it
was responsible for the program, would have had some explanation. There was none.
Moreover, if one examines the program budget, one finds the comparable figure for the
previous year given blandly as $600 OOO-odd; in other words, the aggregate amount that
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was paid through the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and by way of Treasurer's
advance to the Ministry.
One then finds in the Budget $1·2 million provided in recurrent funding for the current
year. Nowhere in the Budget documents can one find any reasonable attempt to explain
the change in funding. Nowhere is there an indication that there was not a payment of
$600 aaa-odd made to the Ministry for the Arts for the previous year. This is another one
of these petty deceptions undertaken by the Government. It enabled the Government to
say that it was cutting funding in the administration of the Department of the Premier and
Cabinet. It enabled the Government to say to Victorians generally, and people, that the
Government was quite wrongly assuming to be innumerate and financial nitwits in the
arts world that the Ministry for the Arts was being given a 13·8 per cent increase in
recurrent funding.
Nothing could have been further from the truth. The reality was that when one examined the over-all arts funding throughout the three years of the Cain Government, one
found it was just maintained in real terms. On vital elements, such as the paying off of the
Victorian Arts Centre, it was reduced by some 50 per cent in real terms. Recurrent funding
was just maintained. That is an obvious fraud and a typical example of it in the area with
which I am most familiar.
In the area of program budgeting, which as I stated before began in the Department of
Agriculture and Rural Affairs and the Department of Community Services under the
Liberal Government, more reasons exist than I can touch on this evening to doubt that
program budgeting has gone far towards improving the efficiency of the Government.
I refer to the speech I made last week on the Public Record Office and the extraordinary
contrast between the excellent reports put out by the Public Record Office, in which every
indicator of performance one could want could be found in great detail clearly stated, and
the Budget documents of the Government. It was mentioned in the supplementary program that the indicators were still to be developed. One had only to ask the Keeper of
Public Records to be given the figures for the indicators.
One more experience-and it is only an illustration; it does not go fundamentally to the
spending of tens of millions of dollars-is one I had when I sought to follow up some of
this supposedly useful program information with the director of the program. The program
was said to have produced, as the performance indicators said, x reports. I do not wish to
identify them, but the x reports would have been of interest to me. I had not come across
these reports. I wondered whether the Library had them but it did not, so I asked the
director. "x" reports?" said the director. "I suppose we must have plucked that figure out
of the air." Until the Government can match with truth and reality what program budgeting is about, honourable members might beg to differ from its self-description and selfpraise as a modem manager.
These are really symptoms as much as anything else. They are like the little wastages
that I spoke of in relation to the Public Record Office and like the smaller amounts in the
deferral of public expenditure such as the contribution to the State Employees Retirement
Benefits Fund. They will not be substantial causes of the economic misfortunes of this
State. But they are symptoms of the disease that will bring this Government down. As we
shall see in the next three years, wasteful spending, irresponsible borrowing, deferral of
obligations and misleading accounting practices will mark the decline and fall of the Cain
Government.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-Mr Guest has made an extremely
good speech tonight. It was a long speech, but it contained a great deal of information that
I hope the Government will respond to. However, I suspect the Government has paid
very little attention.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-To which members are you referring?
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I am referring to prior to the dinner adjournment when Mr
Guest made his major points. I agree with him on a number of areas on which the
Government should make some response at the conclusion of this debate.
Of particular concern to the National Party, as well as the Opposition, is the fact as
outlined by Mr Guest that we do not really know the facts, what we are up for, what the
indebtedness of this State is and what future generations of Victorians will have to meet.
We know some of the figures involved in the debt of this State.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-The main thing is that subsidies are maintained.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-We have been told where the indebtedness is but we do not
really know the facts. We have been told it represents a liability of$4150 for every man,
woman and child in this State; that ten years ago the State debt stood at $4·7 billion; last
year it was $14·6 billion, and for 1984-85 it is estimated to be $16·6 billion.
That is an incredible increase in the State debt and it is what future Victorians will have
to pay.
That is only part of the story. The Government has flogged offand cashed in on virtually
every asset that belongs to the people of this State that it could get its hands on and has
spent the money.
The Hon. G. A. Sgro-Where have we spent the money?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Government does not spend the money in country
Victoria. All it does is talk when it comes to the country. I shall tell Mr Sgro where the
Government has spent or wasted some of the money in a moment.
For years, under this Government, we honourable members have referred to the increases in the level of indebtedness, but have received no response from the Government.
The Government is not interested in the fact that honourable members are concerned. I
suspect that the majority of Government members, and probably a lot of Ministers, do
not understand the true economic picture of the State and where the Government is taking
it; for example, the lease-back arrangements where the Government has sold off the assets
of the State and spent the money and involved itself in lease-back arrangements. The cost
of servicing these arrangements is enormous.
I hope honourable members will get some response to this question which was covered
thoroughly by Mr Guest, because it deserves a response. Honourable members deserve
the facts. It has been claimed that the Supply Bill provides honourable members with new
information and is presented in a different way so that it is much easier to follow. The real
facts are not contained in the document-it tells of nothing but the mere nuts and bolts of
Government administration. It does not give a true picture.
This measure does not really apply any new programs but simply provides for a continuation of funds until the Budget is dealt with by the Parliament and that money comes on
stream. It is a measure worth about $3·5 billion in funds for existing programs and
departments.
A number of major economic changes have taken place in this State and in Australia
since the Budget was introduced by the Treasurer last year, the greatest being the devaluation of the Australian dollar. What happened to the dollar bears out the view put
forward by many people for a long time; that Australia has been living beyond its means
as the dollar has ~n at an artificially inflated level.
The change in the value of the dollar and the devaluation of more than 20 per cent will
give the nation a tremendous opportunity to develop itself in the export markets of the
world. An opportunity is provided, particularly for primary industries on overseas markets, to get a high return when the money is converted to Australian dollars and to
distribute that to producers.
.
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There is an immediate benefit to the wool, wheat and dried fruits industries, and to
some extent the beef industry through devaluation. Primary producers thought a devaluation of around 10 per cent of the dollar was needed-and had asked for that-but under
the arrangement where the dollar floats and finds its own level, a much more significant
devaluation has occurred. It is significant for Victoria's export industry, and the State
Government as well as the Federal Government must take that on board.
Australia will fight its way out of its economic problems only by developing its export
industries with a major export drive, thus improving its balance of payments. During the
1950s primary exports were developed and pushed hard, and this is what should occur
now. The mining industry is another area that will help develop Australia's exports.
The Australian Wheat Board has sold 10 million tonnes out of a harvest of 17·5 million
tonnes. The immediate benefit of an increase in the price of grain on world markets has
not yet been felt in Australia but that will prove a distinct advantage. The high price of
wool on world markets will also prove useful.
The devaluation of the Australian dollar means that the Australian people will buy more
goods locally and this will help Australian industry to become more competitive. However, all these matters depend on Governments, both State and Federal, playing their part
in holding the line against internal cost increases. If that is not done, Australians will lose
that competitive advantage and will not retain the export advantages that are now being
developed.
Inflation and the coming wage push are the big dangers to Australia's developing prosperity. Inflation has already been fuelled, not just by the devaluation of the Australian
dollar but by parity pricing and fuel increases, subjects on which I will speak later.
The Victorian Government will be asked to play its part in limiting the increase in its
debts and the money that it puts into the economy through borrowings and so on. The
Government must live within its means, as Mr Guest pointed out during his speech
earlier. The Victorian Government is the highest taxing and highest charging Government
in the history of Victoria.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy-The dairy farmers do not think so.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Labor Government has ruined a lot of the industry. It has
done nothing for the dairy farmers. It has offered dairy farmers a pittance of $5 million
which includes the amount allocated for milk prices. This Government has taxed Victorians almost out of existence. Taxes and charges have increased by more than 50 per cent
during the first term of the Labor Government.
The Premier, the Treasurer and the Government have concealed some of the real debts
that are to be incurred by Victorians. Honourable members need only look at what has
happened with Alcoa of Australia Ltd at Portland and what the Premier promised; they
should look also at the situation of third-party insurance premiums at the State Insurance
Office.
The Hon. G. A. Sgro-Who started it?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is not a matter of who started it, it is who continued it. The
Government has an unbalanced view on its responsibilities for Victoria. The Government
has dramatically increased the size of the Public Service and the public sector. The
Government has hit all Victorians with every tax and every charge that can be imagined,
together with bureaucratic red tape provisions that restrict private enterprise to the extent
that it barely survives. It is a metropolitan orientated Government, one that has turned
its back on country areas.
Honourable members interjecting.

The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Mr Mackenzie was one of the few Ministers of the Government who made any contribution, and I give him credit for that.
Session 1985-16
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The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Look where he is now!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-He got the pay-off, but the primary producers and country
Victorians would have been happy to see him remain on the front bench.
The Government is entrenched with its socialist philosophy. It is controlled by the
socialist left, and its Premier and the Cabinet must on many occasions put their principles
and ideals aside and bow to their socialist left colleagues. The Attorney-General is uncomfortable; he knows that the only way he can stay on the front bench is to pander to the
socialist left within the Government party.
The Hon. G. A. Sgro-What has that to do with the Bill?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It has everything to do with it. Mr Sgro wants to socialize the
State and pull the strings that make the Government dance. The National Party knows
that the socialist left has been successful in doing that. The fact that the socialist left has
six Ministers in Cabinet is the best indication of its power. They make up one-third of the
Government Ministers.
The Government is one of deception; it has deliberately deceived the people of Victoria.
One has only to examine four or five examples to understand the deception. Honourable
members who peruse the State Insurance Office report for 1983-84 will understand why
the Treasurer was not prepared to release the details of that report before the election. The
facts were concealed until the election was over. That is one example. Today that office
has an enormous accumulated debt of$765 million and a loss for the year of$476 million.
This situation has been allowed to continue, despite the Auditor-General's recommendation-not only in the current report but also in previous reports-that the Government
face up to the losses. He stated this again in his report for 1983-84, saying:
5.17.11 In my fourth report for 1982-83, I commented that the financial position of the office at 30 June 1983
was of concern and recommended that appropriate action be taken to ensure the office's financial viability.
5.17.12 Attention is again drawn to the serious financial position in which the office is now placed. Iflosses of
this magnitude are allowed to continue, substantial funding from the Consolidated Fund will be required as the
operations of the office are guaranteed by the Government.

Earlier, when referring to the losses, he stated:
(ii) the balance sheet items outstanding claims and accumulated losses-compulsory third party, have been
understated by an amount of $317·3 million. This amount represents total future investment income
recognized since the adoption ofthis accounting practice in 1980-81 and includes the amount of $75·8
million for 1983-84.

The understatement was indicated to the Government and the Auditor-General made
recommendations in a number of reports, but nothing was done and the facts were
concealed for political purposes. There the evidence of the deception is clear.
The Alcoa project is a tragedy. This is an excellent project for Victoria and is strongly
supported by the National Party, but the Premier, prior to the election, again sought to
deceive the Victorian people by announcing that the project would go ahead and that an
equity partner had been found.
The Premier announced that the Government would take a 25 per cent equity in the
project, that the Hyundai Corporation of South Korea had signed heads of agreement for
a 10 per cent equity and that the project would proceed.
It has since been discovered that not only did the Federal Superannuation Fund Investment Trust withdraw from its heads of agreement under which it would take a 15 per cent
equity in the project, but also the Hyundai Corporation has withdrawn its equity. It now
appears that the State of Victoria will have to take up a 40 per cent or more equity in the
project.
The Government deceived Victorians into believing the Premier was a miracle man
who had fixed the Alcoa project deal. The National Party wishes the Premier had fixed it,
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but the deal did not eventuate and the Premier did not deliver the goods after the State
election campaign.
During the last State election campaign the Government promised that there would be
no increases in State taxes and charges beyond the consumer price index. The Treasurer
has run away from that promise, especially in relation to third-party premiums, Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works rates, land taxes and so on. Victorians should
know the Government for what it is.
Then followed the deception by the Government on the dairy industry. Prior to the
election the Premier and the former Minister of Transport were involved in negotiations.
Although he had negotiated a sensitive arrangement, the former Minister of Agriculture,
Mr Kent, was virtually dumped from that portfolio in the mad rush by the Government
to have the problem solved. Following a meeting in Canberra, the Premier returned like a
Messiah and told Victorians that the problem had been solved. What happened?
Before he returned from the meeting in Canberra, the Premier knew that the Federal
Government would not have a bar of his plan. It is on the record that the Federal Minister
for Primary Industry, Mr Kerin, and the Premier of Western Australia knew that the deal
was not on. Mr Kerin said that it was not negotiable.

The Hon. A. J. Hunt-The same thing was said by another colleague in another State,
too, but we do not know whether that was in Victoria.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-That is true. Since the last State election campaign many
attempts at deception have been made by the Government. The latest example of deception has been fuel pricing. Although the Premier set out to make a hero of himself, he
knew from the start that if he wanted to do something for the fuel industry and Victoria
he could have reduced the State Government tax on petrol instead of hiding behind the
Federal Government.
Earlier Mr Sgro challenged me by interjection to discuss what the Government had or
had not done for country Victoria and why the National Party accuses the Government of
having double standards, that is, one set of standards for the city and one for the country.
The National Party has examined the three years of Labor Government in Victoria with
particular regard to the action that it did or did not take on behalf of primary producers in
country areas. It should be of advantage if I make these points clear now to demonstrate
that the record of the Government over that three-year period has not been a good one
and why the National Party believes Supply Bills of the future should take account of
country Victorians in a much more sympathetic and meaningful way.
On 4 August 1982 there was a 20 per cent increase in farm electricity rates, which
coincided with the middle of the worst drought on record.
On 8 and 9 September 1982 the Government gave a virtually negative response to many
drought plan proposals put to it. Admittedly, some were accepted, but many were not. On
15 September the Government announced a plan to introduce a turnover tax on liquid
milk used for human consumption. The plan was dropped after strong opposition by my
party, the Opposition and the industry. On 21 September the Government failed to
introduce a sheep slaughter subsidy to help drought-stricken farmers. On 29 September
the National Party called for aid to assist drought-hit grain producers to buy seed grain for
next year's crop. That request was declined. On 5 November 1982 there was a threatened
increase in Crown land rental.

The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Which occurred.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Yes, it did occur. On 8 November the National Party called
on the Government to fund work for those unemployed in rural areas because of the
drought. We asked for a drought employment scheme, but did not receive any funding as
a result.
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The Hon. G. A. Sgro-You received a fair bit.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-We did not receive any specific relief for the unemployed in
drought-stricken areas. On 24 November 3000 meat workers went on strike. All the State's
meat processing plants shut down. The strike hit farmers, already hurt by the drought and
the inability to dispose of stock. We received little sympathy from the Government.
On 19 January 1983 we sought an extension to the drought stock agistment subsidy to
cover stock being agisted interstate. To some extent we were successful, although to a
limited degree. On 21 April the National Party called for an increase in the price of liquid
milk because of increased farming costs, which had to be carried by dairy farmers. That
increase was never granted. The recent history is that some increases were granted this
year, but even those were inadequate. On 2 August we were shocked to learn that the
Government was proposing to increase freight challes dramatically. The National Party
asked the Government to hold the rates at the eXIsting level to allow the industry to
recover from the drought. The Government proceeded to increase rail freights.
On 16 August the Government decided to transfer responsibility for the Grain Elevators
Board from the Department of Agriculture to the Ministry of Transport, giving the Minister of Transport total control over transport of grain from the time it leaves the farm
gate until it leaves the ports. On 12 October new legislation came into effect which limited
the number of staff in the Department of Crown Lands and Survey actively involved in
weed control and increased the number of administrative staff. On 13 October rail freight
charges were increased by 15 per cent.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-That is wrong.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is not, and the honourable member knows it is not. His
Government employed regional officers at high costs. On 13 October the Government
increased rail freights by 15 per cent, which was in addition to a 12 per cent increase in the
previous year. It was the second rise. On 21 October 1983 the Government increased wine
licence fees from 9 per cent to 20 per cent, making it much more difficult for wine retailers
to maintain profitability and also having an effect on grape growers.
On 26 October the State Budget placed an impost of$4 million on grain growers through
the public authority dividend. On 18 November Parliament passed the State Electricity
Commission (Clearance of Lines) Bill. The National Party had to fight the Government,
which intended making primary producers responsible for clearing lines that were owned,
operated and run by the State Electricity Commission.
On 24 November 1983 the National Party had to fight again in this Parliament to
protect family farms. This time it was during debates on legislation governing the egg
industry. The aim of the National Party was successfully achieved, and a provision for
feed and farm costs to be taken into account in setting egg prices was also included in the
measure.
On 25 November 1983 the National Party voted alone to try to protect the wine industry
from proposed licence fee increases in a debate on a Bill through which the Government
sought to increase from 9 per cent to 15 per cent the licence fee on wine in Victoria.
Honourable members know that there was a backdown in that regard in the 1984 Budget,
and the National Party was certainly a strong supporter of that move. Also on November
25 the National Party and the Opposition won important concessions for farmers during
the debate on the new power line Bill, which was subsequently amended so that private
individuals would not be responsible for clearing trees from State Electricity Commission
lines on their properties but only from their private power lines.
On 1 December 1983 the National Party voted alone in this House against the public
authority dividend tax provision being applied to the Grain Elevators Board, but was
unsuccessful in defeating that measure, which was passed by the House.
The Hon. M. A. Birrell-You are not being critical of the Opposition, are you?
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Opposition voted for that provision to be included in the
legislation. On 2 December 1983 the Government sought to reduce the number of freight
centres in Victoria from 34 to ten. That has now taken place and many communities
throughout Victoria have no freight transport service directly available to them.
The 1984 year started with the former Minister of Transport, Mr Crabb, failing to visit
country areas of Victoria to view the 1983-84 harvest, which was the most significant
harvest ever produced in Victoria. The Minister failed to look at the areas during the
harvest period. On 20 March the Premier failed to attend the annual conference of the
grain division of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association, to which he was invited
to try to heal the rift that existed, particularly concerning the grain producers.
On 10 April the Government announced a blueprint for economic development for the
next ten years and withdrew and abandoned decentralization incentives that previously
applied to industries throughout country Victoria. This meant that country industries
would have to compete with industries wherever they were in Victoria or wherever they
wished to be established, including the Melbourne area, for support from the Government
and the Victorian Economic Development Corporation.
On May 30 the Government refused to provide insecticides or equipment to assist in
locust control on privately-owned, leased or occupied land.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-Equipment was hired by the Lands Department for use on
privately-owned land.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-That occurred only after funds and support had been put into
the Plague Locust Commission.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-It happened right from the beginning.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Eventually, property owners were allowed to hire the equipment they required. On 20 July the Government indicated that water charges for the
coming season would be increased to $9 a megalitre in the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation
District, with corresponding higher charges in other districts and that irrigators would
have to absorb the increase.
On 8 August the Government handed over the responsibility for meat inspection charges
to the Commonwealth Government. On 29 August the Government again refused, even
after a strong request from the National Party, to increase the price of liquid milk in
Victoria. On 5 September the National Party called on the Government to take action to
prevent unions from frustrating sheep exports from this State. However, the Government
would not intervene in any way and unions continued to stop trucks loading live sheep
for export and continued to harangue the drivers.
On 7 September the National Party called on the Government to abandon plans for a
contiguous national park because of the threat to timber and grazing industries on alpine
public land. On 24 September the National Party again sought help for individual farmers
because of the locust plague which was serious at that time.
Honourable members are aware of what has happened this year; it is recent history.
Honourable members know the Government's record, especially with the dairy industry.
It appears the Government will continue to add to its record. There is a real challenge for
the new Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs to try to improve relations between the
country and the city and to achieve meaningful results.
I shall make some comments about the price of fuel and the effects this has had on
Victoria and Australia as a whole. The parity pricing policy was introduced by the Federal
Government and it was designed to achieve a number of objectives. Firstly, it was designed to overcome the large deficit faced by the nation at that time. Secondly, the parity
pricing policy was aimed at makin~ the Australian community more in tune with world
prices for petroleum products. ThIrdly, the parity pricing policy was a taxing measure
aimed at assisting oil exploration and, to some extent, it has been successful. The policy
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was aimed at bringing the oil rigs back into exploration work around Australia and it has
been successful because at least Australia is moving towards a high degree of self sufficiency. However, the Federal Government's perseverance with a parity pricin~ policy on
petroleum products is putting the industry and the people of Australia at a senous disadvantage when, in fact, they have a distinctive advantage. Australians are faced with a
disadvantage largely because of the policy of the Federal Government which is reaping an
enormous harvest from the tax. Ten years ago Australians paid an average price of 15
cents a litre at the petrol pump. Since then the price has increased by 280 per cent and the
Federal Government alone receives more than $6 billion from users because of that direct
fuel tax. The Victorian Government also receives its cut.
The Hon. N. B. Reid-Mr Cain said he would cut petrol prices.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I know. I shall mention that point shortly. It is interesting to
examine the various percentages received from those involved in the sale of fuel. The oil
producers receive 5·1 cents a litre, petrol companies receive 11·16 cents a litre. Government taxes amount to 32·9 cents a litre and service stations receive approximately 4·73
cents a litre. The Victorian Government receives the highest tax of any State Government
from petrol products. It appears from the interjections of Mr Mier that he is prepared to
live with that. This is happening despite the Premier's pleadin~ to the rest of the States
about challenging the Federal Government's parity pricing polIcy on fuel. The Premier
tells the people of Victoria that he will reject the Federal plan but he does not say that the
Victorian Government receives 3·71 cents for every litre of petrol sold. The State tax
actually increased at the same time that the Federal Government's parity pricing policy
was introduced. Naturally, this increased the price of fuel to Victorians. Since 1980 the
Victorian fuel tax has been increased thirteen times.
It is a significant income earner for Victoria. It went up with effect from 1 May when
Victoria's cut from the petrol tax took effect, and honourable members witnessed the
hypocrisy of the Premier going to Canberra and fightin$. to have the Federal Government's
increase reduced. He said that it was incomprehensIble and unacceptable, and that it
would threaten the prices and incomes accord. He attacked Senator Walsh, who again
reminded him that the Federal Government may withhold $28 million that would be
earmarked for Victoria from the increase in the fuel tax applied by the Federal Government.

The Premier was reported as saying that the Federal Government had made a bad and
incomprehensible decision and that he hoped other States would join him in urging the
Federal Government to reconsider its stand on the matter. In the meantime up went the
State tax, and down went the Victorian Premier. That back-down became clear on 30
April when the Premier had to back off and say that he had to accept the increase and
quietly put into the State's coffers approximately 3·8 cents on every litre of petrol sold in
Victoria.
Country people pay the highest price in Australia for the world parity pricing policy,
with $6000 million going to the Government Australia-wide in the form of a tax on fuel.
These fuel users are mainly commerce and industry, and I shall deal particularly with
primary industry where the heaviest users offuel are those involved in the grain industry.
An enormous portion of their budget is involved in fuel. I should think that the majority
of grain growers would pay considerably more than $15 000 a year for fuel.
More than half of that amount represents tax, and that is a highly significant extra tax
that places those producers at a distinct disadvantage. Why do not Governments give this
economy the advantage of cheaper liquid fuels and allow our industries to move ahead
and meet the need to beef up exports from Australia? It has become a big issue and, in the
future, I hope the Government will become aware of and sensitive to the need to reduce
petrol taxes, and eventually depart completely from world parity pricing.
The Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs will have an enormous responsibility in
the next three years. He has made it clear that he will be able to be only a part-tIme
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Minister in that area. He stated in this House that he would be able to allow two or three
days a week for that area of his responsibility. The real challenge for him will be to deliver
in the rural affairs component of his department. Honourable members have seen little
indication so far that the department will do anything but "more of the same" and with
less staff. The rural affairs aspect of the Minister's responsibility is a new challenge that
will need to be expanded to meet the problems of small businesses and perhaps even to
examine problems of health and transport services and road funding requirements-areas
where country people are being disadvantaged-and it may be necessary for the Minister
to become a champion of country people, within his own Government. The National
Party wishes him well in that endeavour, and I hope the National Party can develop a
working relationship with the Minister that will assist him as well as assisting country
people.
National Party members will deal with the Supply debate in detail during the Committee stage. In presenting this general outline, I hope the next three or four years of the
Government's term will see a more balanced outlook for Victoria and a better balance in
the Government's attitude to Victoria. I also hope the Government will be more prepared
than ever before to live within its means and to ease the large debt burden it has placed on
future generations of Victorians during its first years in office.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The Supply Bill is another step
in the Government's implementation of program budgeting across the whole range of
public sector agencies. Program budgeting is part and parcel of the Government's plan to
improve the State's economy. As all honourable members know, it has been very successful in the years that the Labor Party has been in government. It will continue to provide
the basis of the successful development of Victoria's economy over the next eight or more
years, putting into effect the first ten-year strategy plan of the Government, which will be
followed by another ten-year plan by a Labor Government for Victoria's development.
The contributions of members of the Liberal Party and the National Party clearly
indicate that those honourable members are not able to grasp the problems that have been
facing Victoria. Those honourable members have not been able to grasp the reconstruction
of the economy that the Labor Government has led Victoria through over the past three
and a half years. They have not been able to grasp how Victoria should be managed in
future years.
The format of the Supply Bill simplifies understanding of it and I should have thought
members of the Opposition and the corner party would understand it. It has been designed
so that the majority of members of Parliament, Government officials and the general
public can understand the ramifications of what in the past was a difficult document. I am
surprised that members of the Opposition still cannot grasp the complexities of Budget
documents despite the simplified method of setting out those documents for honourable
members to understand them.
I hesitate to say that members of the Opposition and the corner party deliberately do
not understand the implications and ramifications of the Supply Bill. However, both Mr
Guest, who spoke for many hours on the Bill, and Mr Dunn, who spoke for a lesser period,
did not get to the crux of what has been happening in Victoria over the past three and a
half years.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Mr Dunn has been doing well.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Obviously, the National Party is happy about the way the
rural sector has prospered under the Labor Party Government, which is in no way comparable to its management in the preceding Liberal Party Government years. I suppose
Mr Dunn can speak tongue-in-cheek in opposition to the principles behind the Bill,
although he is not opposing the measure. He knows the care, management and financial
control that the Labor Party has exercised in getting the whole of Victoria, including the
very large rural sector, back on its feet.
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The Hon. W. A. Baxter-You will hear more about it tomorrow.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-AlI honourable members will have a lot more to say
tomorrow when speaking to a motion that it is expected Mr Knowles will move. It will be
interesting to learn what comes from that motion. I shall again make my contribution to
get across to members of the Opposition that they are living in a State that is far and away
better than it was years ago.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Rubbish! We were "over there" in those days!
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Knowles, the former Liberal Party Government
administration is the reason you are "over there" these days and not "over here".
The Supply Bill sets out in easily understood terms the purpose for which Parliamentary
appropriation of money is sought. It is of benefit to the whole community that the
proposed legislation is set out in an easily understood, readable way-in such a way that
its import can be grasped by ordinary constituents in the metropolitan, provincial or rural
areas, so that they do not have to listen to the explanations of their politicians and others
and can merely pick up the Bill and understand it clearly.
Earlier today, the Attorney-General spoke about the use of simple English in legislation
and public documents. The Bill exemplifies the attitude of the Government towards
disseminating information for the benefit of Victorian citizens.
The change in presentation of the Budget Papers has been a continuing process. It
commenced in the financial year 1984-85 and has continued. Under the arrangements
that applied for the 1984-85 financial year, the works and services accounts ceased to be
the vehicle for works and services and appropriation purposes. Both the recurrent expenditure and the works and services expenditure were provided by appropriation from the
Consolidated Fund.
In the 1984-85 financial year, recurrent expenditure was provided for under individual
programs, and works and services expenditure was provided in total. In the 1984-85
financial year a further step was taken in that both the recurrent and works and services
expenditures were appropriated for in the relevant programs. The Supply Bill reflects the
position adopted in 1984-85 in that appropriations for both recurrent and works and
services expenditures are proposed by programs. No one would disagree with the legitimacy and clarity of and the need for that approach.
I am sure that Mr Knowles, who is interjecting, enjoys the benefit of having proposed
legislation that he can clearly understand and to which he can respond. I do not know
whether he will speak during. the debate but, if he does, I look forward to hearing a
meaningful contribution for him; I certainly hope it will be more meaningful than the
contributions presented to date.
As is apparent from the Bill, Supply amounts to almost $3·5 billion, consisting of $2·7
billion for recurrent expenditure and approximately $0·8 billion for works and services
expenditure. The Bill is a continuation of the Budget Papers that were presented to the
House last year. It carries out the accepted process of supplying money to enable the
Government to carry out its operations until November this year as effiCIently and effectively as it has in the past.
Clause 4, and the table appended thereto, sets out the individual amounts for each
program. As I have indicated, the clarity and ease with which the document can be read is
a credit to the Government. The expenditure as set out shows in graphic detail the controlled and responsible spending and financial policies that the Government has exhibited
since being elected.
.
Earlier today honourable members witnessed some toing and froing. Mr Guest has been
nitpickin.s and, to a certain extent, so has Mr Dunn. However, no real criticisms and no
meaningful attacks have been made on what the Government has done and the policies it
has adopted.
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I ask the question: What would members of the Liberal Party do any differently if, by
sheer chance, they were returned to the Government benches? The answer is that they
would come to members of the Labor Party and ask, "How can we learn from you?"
The Labor Party has shown the Opposition the way to go, but have members of the
Opposition learned anything? No, they have not. They just pay lip service to Opposition
because they know the policies of the Government are the ones that have put Victoria
back on the road again.
The Hon. Reg Macey-The road to what?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-The Labor Government realized the parlous state in which
Victoria had been left by the previous Administration. The Labor Government discovered
that the Victorian Public Service, formerly a proud and efficient body, had been left run
down by the previous Administration. The Labor Government realized it was essential
that money be expended in restoring the Victorian Public Service to its previous high
quality and standard. The public sector appreciated the action taken by the Government
and so did the private sector.
If the mixed Victorian economy is to work effectively, it requires co-operation between
the private and public sectors. The private sector understands that the public sector has to
be able to operate at peak efficiency so that the partnership can work effectively. The Labor
Government is concerned with partnership in all areas, especially the partnership between
the private and public sectors. The money that has been spent frugally and responsibly by
the Government in the past three years has been based on the policy of partnership and
this has enhanced the role that the private sector plays in Victoria. Honourable members
remain quiet on the Opposition benches because they realize the truth of what I am saying
and that that is the reason why the Labor Party was returned at the last election. The
Government was frugal in its spending in contrast to what it has been accused of doing by
the Opposition.
In the Supply Bill honourable members have details of not only pro~m budgeting for
each agency but also descriptions of recent Government admirustratlve changes. These
changes have been made with the intention of improving the efficiency and the operation
of the public sector. This is of benefit to the community and will be ofslgnificant assistance
to those people who try to understand the process of Government.
Mr Deputy President, you would appreciate that as a person who has to explain to your
constituents why Parliament appropriates money, how it does so and, when there is
necessity for administrative changes, how they will be brought into effect or why.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. K. I. M. Wright)-Order! The Deputy President
does not have any constituents.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-I was addressing my remarks to Mr Wright, the honourable
member for North Western Province, representing his constituency in this House.
I direct the attention of the House to the Attorney-General's portfolio. Followin~ recent
changes in administrative arrangements there are now two distinct operating uruts: The
Law Department and the Office of Corrections. The Supply Bill lists the various programs
under those distinct units.
The Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, under Program No. 206 is listed
as another change in administrative arrangements, and the costs which previously related
to the commercial fisheries branch have been transferred to the Department of Agriculture
and Rural Affairs.
There is no mystery about the way the Government operates. This is one of the principal
benefits of the present Budget Papers. Some criticism was made-it was really tongue-incheek criticism-by the Leader of the National Party, who realizes the benefit ofa Labor
Government in office.
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An Honourable Member-Mr Guest was fair dinkum about it.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Guest, who has, unfortunately, left the House, spent
some time suggesting that the Government was guilty of a number of cardinal sins. He
described them as: Waste, increase of debt, deferral of obligations, cover-up and concealment, and I think he used the word "obfuscation". When he used that word, we all
disappeared into another part of the House to work out what he was talking about. When
Mr Guest rises to his feet, obfuscation is the name of the game.
That is certainly not the attitude of the Government reflected in the way it prepares its
financial documents and makes its financial dealings, which are open to Parliament and
to the people of Victoria. Mr Guest suggested that Victoria is not doing as well at present
as it had in the past. He begged the question, in fact, because he virtually conceded that
Victoria had been leading the way in the past three years but suggested that, having led the
way in the past three years, the Government is now going downhill.
I draw attention to the Australian Bureau of Statistics publication Economic Indicators,
Victoria, for March 1985, produced on 2 April 1985, which contains the most up-to-date
representative figures. It shows that building approvals for non-dwellings in Victoria rose
by almost 10 per cent in the December quarter. Building approvals for dwellings rose by
32 per cent in January 1985, compared with a rise of 12 per cent for Australia. Housing
finance approved in Victoria fell by 7 per cent in November, but this was still almost 30
per cent above the previous year.
Those are record figures when compared with the figures that were operating in Victoria
through the late 1970s and the early 1980s. Overtime fi~ures for the working men and
women of this State rose by more than 27 per cent in VIctoria in November compared
with 15 per cent for Australia. That proves that the policies of the Government took effect
not only through its first term in office, but are continuing to do so.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Tell us about the dairy farmers!
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-These figures are in black and white. I will send them to
Swan Hill where they can be reproduced under my name-with a photograph as well-if
the people of Swan Hill still appreciate my efforts.
I could quote a whole range of figures from the Australian Bureau of Statistics report
which show that Victoria is still leading the way.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-You've got a long way to go.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-It becomes monotonous to have to explain to the Opposition time after time how Victoria is leading the way after 27 years of Liberal mismanagement. Opposition members should understand that, following the past three and a half
years of Government management, the Supply Bill is a continuation of the Budget that
was presented to Parliament last September, and it provides for a further part of the
blueprint that will encourage even greater developments in this State.
I cannot understand why some members on the other side of the House are sighing
because the facts and figures are self-evident and certainly dismiss any claim that there
has been any waste, any undue increase in indebtedness or any cover-up.
Mr Dunn quoted figures in respect of indebtedness but did not mention that the debt
per head is now lower than it was in the days of Sir Henry Bolte. It is at a far more
economically secure rate at present than it has been for some years.
Members of the National Party and the Liberal Party talk about the good old days of Sir
Henry Bolte as though that was some halcyon period. Honourable members on this side
of the House know what sort of period it was. The Honourable Dick Hamer knew what
sort of period it was because he had to live with the sins of that Administration.
I do not intend to quote figures because statistics do not prove anything.
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The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Why concentrate on facts?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-We concentrate on facts, not pure statistics. The fact is
that Victoria is far better off. I have explained that in graphic detail over the past few
minutes. I do not propose to quote figures to support my remarks.
Victoria is moving back into a period of prosperity. I do not deny that it is moving back
to a state of prosperity. It took a year or so to resurrect Victoria from the mire Mr Knowles
and his fellow members of the former Administration left it in. Victoria is returning to a
state of prosperity. The policies of the Government, and this type of Budget document,
will lead Victoria to greater prosperity.
There are many more matters upon which I could dwell to some effect for the benefit of
honourable members opposite but I believe a considerable range of matters has been dealt
with this evening. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-Mr Deputy President, there
is good news and bad news. The good news is that Victoria is ahead of Queensland in
some respects. The bad news is that Victoria is behind all the other States.
In due course I shall quote from the Australian Bureau of Statistics figures that were not
emphasized by Mr Amold in his speech. Honourable members will find them illuminating. They should note some aspects of the Supply Bill and some of the preliminaries that
led to Victoria's current financial situation.
In the second-reading speech the amount of Supply is set out at $3 490 419 000, which
covers a period of five months from the beginning of the 1985-86 financial year. If
honourable members were to divide that figure by five they would arrive at a monthly
figure, and if they multiplied it by twelve they would discover that the total figure for the
year would be $8377 million.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What a lot of rubbish.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I know it is a lot of rubbish, but I am not responsible
for it. The Government, to which Mr Mier belongs, is responsible for it. Honourable
members should now compare previous Budget figures to see how they have increased
from year to year. In Mr Lindsay Thompson's last Budget, according to the Consolidated
Fund, the amount was $5401 million.
Honourable members should also note that the first figure on the balance sheet as at 1
July 1982 for Mr Jolly's first Budget was $6·12 million. That is the figure that has been
bandied arpund. I have been asked on good authority to repeat that figure because honourable members opposite may not have heard it. Mr Jolly, the Treasurer, started offwith
$6·12 million. So much for the story that was put around assiduously that the Labor
Government started with an enormous deficit. It did not. These figures I quote are official
figures taken from the Treasurer's own Budget. It was the last time the Victorian Government was in the black. Despite having $5·401 billion to spend, the Treasurer increased
charges and taxes enormously during his first year in office. For the year ended 30 June
1983 the figure was $7·349 billion-over $2 billion more to spend than Mr Thompson,
the former Liberal Treasurer. The total estimated payments for the year ended 30 June
1984 were $7·859 billion, only a $500 million advance on the previous year.
Taxes and charges are bounding along at an enormous rate, yet Mr Arnold had the
temerity to say that Victorians were so much better off than ever before. An extraordinary
range of taxes and charges are set out under receipts and the program expenditures for
1984-85. Pay-roll taxes were increased by 9·4 per cent. Stamp duty was increased by 19·7
per cent. The petroleum franchise fees went up 21·4 per cent, and tobacco 27·7 per cent.
Honourable members can now understand why the Labor Government wanted to keep
the pubs open on Sundays-so that more liquor and cigarettes could be sold to raise funds
for the Treasurer, funds that the Government so desperately needs for various purposes.
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The question has been asked what has happened to the funds that have resulted from
these enormous increases. No one is quite sure: they just seem to disappear like water on
sand. The sand is initially stained but dries out and nothing is left. All taxes and charges
are being thrown into a bottomless pit.
I draw the attention of honourable members to a report by the Energy Action Group,
which is quoted in the autumn 1985 news~etter. The Energy Action Group is sponsored to
some extent by the Labor Government, and was active In bringing the Labor Party to
office, it has now woken up to what is going on and it has called a public meeting. The date
for the meeting is not included in the newsletter, but the notice indicates that it will discuss
the question of taxes and charges. The report states, inter alia:
In 1984-85, the SEC and Gas and Fuel Corporation will contribute $329·3m to State treasury-making energy
taxation the third largest source of Victorian revenue (after payroll tax and stamp duties).

This hits the clientele of the Energy Action Group, which is based in George Street,
Fitzroy. The people in that area will be among the hardest hit by increases in taxes and
energy charges.
A public meeting will be held and, if honourable members are interested, I can give
them a date later. I received a copy of this newsletter, and I presume other honourable
members have received one, together with a notice to be put in a window. The copy notice
includes a date for the meetin~ but I did not take note of it. The public meeting has been
called to protest against the nses in energy charges. These unfortunate people are being
taxed to death by the Government.
I draw the attention of honourable members to the receipts and program expenditure.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation's public authority dividend is increased by 2·5 per cent,
but it started from a high base from the year before and so it could not be increased
tremendously. This has also been an enormous, detrimental burden on industry and the
private consumer.
So far as the Supply Bill is concerned, I was interested to hear the Attorney-General
speak on the subject of the Flesch tests and the decision to simplify Government documents, Bills and anythin$ to do with the Government administration. The Government
should simplify Appropnation Bills. Althou~ Mr Arnold claimed that it was a brilliant
document, one would have to be able to dectpher the Rosetta stone to ascertain from the
Bill what is happening. On the surface the Bill appears to be easy to follow but that is not
so; to use the word of the month that has been used several times by Mr Guest, obfuscation
is rampant in the Bill.
No attempt has been made to explain what is happening because comparative figures
from previous years are not included. The Bill contains only. one set of figures. Even if
comparative figures were given, there has been so much shuftling of figures and taking of
amounts from one column to another that it would be difficult to follow what the Government is doing. This was one of the main points made by Mr Guest this evening.

It will probably be necessary for honourable members to wait until the next document
is produced to compare the figures and find out what is happening.
Mr Arnold was selective in his use of the Australian Bureau of Statistics figures. Earlier
I said that Victoria is lagging badly behind the other States in real terms. Fortunately,
Victoria is not last but is marginally ahead of Queensland.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy-You are reading Liberal Party propaganda.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I am not; I am reading from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics figures catalogue No. 6248.0. The labour force statistics on the civilian population of persons aged sixteen years and over show that in New South Wales between 1984
and 1985 the labour force increased by 1·8 per cent; in Victoria it increased by 1·2 per
cent; in Queensland it increased by 0·3 per cent; in South Australia, 3·1 per cent; in
Western Australia, 3·6 per cent and in Tasmania, 6·3 per cent. Victoria is leading the
i
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increase in employment from the fourth position. All other States, with the exception of
Queensland, had an increase in the level of employment of persons aged fifteen years and
over. If honourable members want to study the figures they have only to go to the
Parliamentary Library and ask to see a copy of the Australian Bureau of Statistics figures.
With regard to the level of unemployment, the figures show that in New South Wales
the percentage of civilian population aged fifteen years and over in the labour force from
March 1984 to March 1985 had fallen by 6·7 per cent; in Queensland it had risen by 5·9
per cent; in South Australia it had fallen by 9 per cent; in Western Australia it had fallen
by a massive 14 per cent; in Tasmania it had fallen by 9·2 per cent and in Victoria it had
fallen by 6·9 per cent. Although the rate of unemployment had fallen at a greater rate in
Victoria than it has in Queensland, Victoria had not done as well as other States, although
the rate compared well with the national average.
With regard to the level of retail sales, the statistics show that in New South Wales retail
sales increased by 7·1 per cent; in Victoria they increased by 3·1 per cent; Queensland, 9·3
per cent; South Australia, 5 per cent; Western Australia, 9·5 per cent and Tasmania, 11·9
per cent. In Victoria retail sales had risen by only 3·1 per cent, an increase which was well
behind that in the other States.
There are a few bleeding ulcers in Victoria, one of the most notable being the State
Insurance Office. I draw the attention of the House to the fourth report of the AuditorGeneral for the year 1984-85, which states at page 73:
In my fourth report for 1982-83, I commented that the financial position of the Office at 30 June 1983 was of
concern and recommended that appropriate action be taken to ensure the Office's financial viability.

The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-Mr Guest quoted that section.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-He did, and I quoted it to emphasize the point, which
appears not to have sunk in yet.
The report also states:
Attention is again drawn to the serious financial position in which the office is now placed. If losses of this
magnitude are allowed to continue, substantial funding from the Consolidated Fund will be required as the
operations of the Office are guaranteed by the Government.

In 1982-83 the income of the office was $586 million and the expenditure was $745
million, leaving a loss of$159 million.
The Hon. L. A. McArthur-What should be done?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-All the self-appointed experts on the Government
benches know about the Government's administration. They know how to save money,
but are asking the Opposition for advice. In 1983-84 the income was $697·684 million
and the expenditure was $1174·658 million, leaving a loss of$476·974 million.
The Hon. L. A. McArthur-What sort ofloss was it-real or book?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-It is a real loss. In fact, it is more than that. I shall not
continue to read the fourth report of the Auditor-General, but I recommend that honourable members obtain a copy of the report to realize the enormous loss suffered by the State
Insurance Office. It suffered losses under the Liberal Government, but during the Labor
Party's term of office, the losses have accelerated tremendously.
The Hon. G. A. Sgro-We are more generous.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I wish the Government were as generous with the
taxpayer as it claims to be in this case. The taxpayers of Victoria are in a bad situation. I
direct attention once again to a public meeting that I believe will be held in the area
represented by Mr Sgro by concerned people who have to pay the electricity and gas bills.
I shall notify Mr Sgto of the date of the meeting in his area so that he can attend and
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explain the Government's policy. He will probably be safe at that meeting as I do not
believe the people will be armed with tomatoes.
I refer also to an article by Michael Barnard that appeared in the Age today which deals
with a book that has been produced with a Ministry of Employment and Training grant
given in 1983. The book, called Speak When You're Spoken To! explains to students at
school how they can disobey teachers and, in effect, destroy the system. I recommend the
reading of this article to any honourable member here. If anyone is interested, the book
will be launched in the Treasury Gardens on Thursday by none less than Mr Gerry Tickell
of the State Board of Education. The book is a Marxist diatribe against Government
departments and against authority in general.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. K. I. M. Wright)-Order! Could the honourable
member indicate what relevance his remarks have to the Supply Bill?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I am referring to the waste of money inherent in the
Supply Bill. When this book becomes generally circulated, it will increase the number of
students who move out of the State system into the private system.
The Hon. G. A. Sgro-Is it free of charge?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-No, it must be paid for, and it will be paid for by the
taxpayers.
The booklet will solve the problem of overcrowding in schools. The movement of
students from public schools to private schools will be accelerated because the booklet
tells in some detail how one can destroy the system and undermine the authority of
teachers and principals. The Opposition will speak at greater length on the subject during
the Committee stage of the Bill. As I said, the booklet will solve the problem of overcrowding in schools, and also the problem of having an insufficient number of teachers teaching
too many students. Parents will take their children out of the public schools and will go to
any length, and will make any sacrifice to put them into private schools where some hope
still remains of providing children with a decent education and where they will not be
indoctrinated with the most ugly philosophies.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-That is a scandalous comment.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-Much more can be said about the measure.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-You really are a narrow-minded person.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-Mr Mier said before that I made a scandalous comment. I referred the House to an article that was written by Michael Bamard, which
described in factual terms the contents of a booklet that is extremely destructive. Before
Mr Mier accuses people of being narrow-minded, I suggest that he should obtain the book
and read it. Ifhe does so, I am sure he will realize that everything I said is true.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Why do you not bum the books?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-The Opposition is not in the habit of burning books,
but it maintains the view that books of this sort should not be subsidized. The Government is in the business of subsidizing literature which will result in the movement of
students from the public schools to the extremely effective private schools. Much more
will be said about the subject during the Committee stage of the Bill.
The Bill is full of obfuscation; it is a document that should be withdrawn and redrafted
so that it can be understood by the ordinary person and so that some chance exists of
comparing this year's Budget figures to last year's Budget figures. Nevertheless, the Opposition has pledged not to block Supply. It is too late to do anything now, but I plead with
the Government to try to do a better job of it next year.
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Province)-The Supply Bill is an important
measure because it represents expenditure for the first five months of the Government's
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ten-year economic development plan for Victoria. The Bill sets out the costs of the Labor
Government programs which are bringing back confidence to this State. A ten-year plan
has never been developed before, but one exists now. The people understand the Government's plan, Government departments understand it, private industry understands it and,
what is more, people overseas understand it. For the first time in Australia's history the
Japanese Government has given Victoria a triple "A" credit rating on the loan market. It
is the first Australian State ever to achieve such a high financial standing.
A few moments ago, Mr Lawson spoke about the bad news. I am here to speak about
the good news.
The Hon. Robert Lawson-Then you will make a short speech!
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY-In all areas of the province that I represent there are signs
of booming development. In the Gippsland Lakes area there has been a 10 per cent growth
in performance, especially in the housing area. Last year the Shire of Tambo, which has
been noted for its progressive policies in the past, undertook a $10 million building
program. The year before that, another program worth $3 million was undertaken. A real
boom is occurring in east Gippsland. This reflects what is occurrin~ throughout Victoria
because of the money the Government is investing in the publIc area. The housing
program was instituted three years ago, and this action has started off many other areas,
such as the development of companies involved in the production of glass, steel, timber,
bricks and mortar.
The Government has provided further opportunities in the education area through
increased expenditure. This week the east Gippsland interim council of T AFE recommended that a new campus be established and next year, as a result of the recommendation, the Government will create a multi-campus community college iil east Gippsland.
The college will comprise students from the large towns of Sale and Bairnsdale and will
have a feeder system to include students from the smaller towns of Dargo, Omeo and
Mallacoota. The construction of the additional campus will ensure that students in the
country areas receive educational opportunities equal to those that all Victorians deserve.
This year the T AFE colleges have received an increase of 20 per cent in funding which
will boost the number of places available in T AFE courses by 1000. New courses will be
provided and T AFE capital expenditure will be increased by 53 per cent.
There is plenty of evidence of the establishment of new schools in the Gippsland area.
Two weeks ago the Director-General of Education, Dr Currie, opened a new school in the
area. He placed a time capsule in the school grounds which states that it is the first country
school to be opened in ten years. The Labor Government has been in office for only three
years and it is already opening up new schools. I share the view of honourable members
opposite that the State has enjoyed a good record of student/teacher ratios in country
schools. The east Gippsland area has a good student/teacher ratio. A new school, which is
long overdue, has opened in Lakes Entrance. One of the first actions of the Labor Government was to agree to build a post primary school in Lakes Entrance. It will make a big
difference to this thriving town and will boost the confidence of people who come to live
in the town that their children will obtain a good education on the riviera coast.
Allocations in the Bill will help to pay the cost of full-time clerical assistants in primary
schools with more than 200 students. There was also an increase in real terms for direct
cash grants to school councils. The school councils are working well, especially in primary
schools. There is a partnership in education between school councils, teachers and students. Teacher unions have also played an important role in ensuring that the education
standards in Victorian State schools are rising. School councils play an important part in
the structure of the schools. They enable parents to have a say in the type of education
their children receive.
In 1985 there will be a 5 per cent increase in the education allowance and that figure
reflects the inflation rate. As part of the allocations in the Bill, country schools will receive
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more access to specialist teachers. This has been one of the most successful policies of the
Labor Government. Country students, who were formerly denied access to music, art and
physical education teachers, are now receiving their sel"Vlces and one can understand the
importance of this policy for country students.
Most importantly, the Supply Bill will provide resources to boost regional support to
schools and particularty to regional boards throup the employment of three additional
staff in each regional office. The Gippsland region IS working effectively over all, but some
problems have arisen in isolated areas. Recently, Traralgon has experienced problems of
staffing, but the regional officer is working hard on the almost impossible task of obtaining
suitable teachers for science and mathematics where shortages are extreme.
The Hon. B. P. Donn-Have you given any thought to directing teachers where to
teach?
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY-We are living in a democracy and we do not tell people
where to go or where to work. We ask them to go to certain places and we try to provide
extra assistance, either through financial means or through other benefits.
Additional resources are being provided for computer education and for art education.
In the country areas there is a computer link-up between schools which share computer
programs and which share teachers. This year, spending on education will be so great that
Victoria will be the only State in Australia to spend more than the national average in
education. All other States are below the national average in their education expenditure.
The great record of the Government is that it is spending so much on education, the
benefits of which will be reaped over the next ten years.
I referred earlier to the importance of technical and further education, which this year
has received a 21 per cent increase in Budget allocation. This will ensure an increase of
more than 1000 student places and will provide the means for new courses. Major capital
works projects are included in the education expenditure. In the province that I represent,
$7·5 million is being spent at Yallourn to provide facilities for 578 students. Spending is
occurring elsewhere in Victoria-for instance, in the Wimmera $4· 3 million, at Warrnambool, $3·5 million and at Moorabbin $13·1 million. Country areas are doing very well.
Previously I referred to the importance to country schools of clerical assistants. Now
clerical assistants will be available for schools with an enrolment of more than 200
students. Further, administrative support is being provided for systems for teacher leave,
school library cataloguing, correspondence control, further development of post primary
staffing control, media loans bookings and departmental fleet management. These are
important for country areas.
An "Arts in Education" program will be developed to promote and develop a music
curriculum and $150 000 is being allocated to a $250 000 facility in Bairnsdale which will
be the centre of a music program that at present is a pilot project. It will be the forerunner
of music programs for all the Gippsland area and for Victoria. Recently I had the pleasure
of attending a musical function at Bairnsdale which featured the VIctorian Symphony
Orchestra.

One cannot refer to expenditure unless one also refers to the improvement in the
transport system, particularly in country areas. In the province I represent, eight trains a
day travel to Melbourne and make the return trip. No Government could do more in
providing additional rolling-stock. The Government is continuing to spend money to
upgrade the rail system-not only for passenger travel but also for the transport of wheat,
to ensure that country areas are provided with the best service. A survey is currently being
conducted into public transport in Gippsland, and that will highlight the needs of country
people.
As part of the Government's ten-year economic strategy, I mention the important role
of the Latrobe Regional Commission. The commission was a child of the Labor Government and it is now a lusty youth. The commission is working hard in the Gippsland region
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to ensure proper control for the future of the area. The commission has appointed a
chairman and some full-time officers and has already produced reports on tourism and
planning. It is making decisions that will be of importance to the Latrobe Valley in years
to come. The former Government refused to establish such a commission as it believed
Victoria's brown coal and electrical undertakings should be controlled from Melbourne.
The people must have a say in these local areas and must be given opportunities of
deciding what type of lifestyle they will lead and in what type of environment they will
have. The regionalization that has occurred due to the establishment of the commission is
a boost to country Victoria. The Government is continuing that approach in other areas,
such as education.
The Government is currently regionalizing health services and the Department of
Conservation, Forests and Lands is establishing major new offices in places such as
Yarram. The people of Yarram appreciate the fact that the Government is establishing a
major office in the area. They will be able to make an input on the types of trees to be
planted in forests, the future use of coal and the future of the existing marine reserves.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-What about the Gippsland Lakes; how are they going?
The Hon. B. A. MURPUY-I am pleased that the Gippsland Lakes have been introduced into the debate. The Government is formulating policies that will affect the Gippsland Lakes in years to come, and it is providing people with the oPFOrtunity of haVIng
some input into the formulation of those policies. Most people appreCIate the fact that the
Government is discussing the future of the lakes.
A positive Labor Party policy involves examining the Cunningham Arm restoration
and other future developments at Lakes Entrance. There are also projects such as prawn
growing enterprises at Lakes Entrance and Baimsdale. The current timber inquiry will
also have a major effect on the future of east Gippsland.
The Labor Party is continually consulting with the people on what sort of future they
want in their areas. Consequently, when the Government makes its decision, it is prepared
to stand by it. The Labor Government is the only government prepared to institute a tenyear plan and it intends to carry it out.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-It is traditional with a Bill
such as the Supply (1985-86, No. 1) Bill to debate significant details in the Committee
stage and I intend to use a fair amount of the Committee's time at that stage. However, I
shall now deal with one issue of Government administration which was mentioned by Mr
Murphy: The process of regionalization which is coming into effect in a number of
Government departments.
Regionalization has been introduced into the Education Department for some time.
More recently, the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands and the Health Commission have been involved with regionalization. Here one can see bureaucracy at its
absolute worst; one can see enormous waste of public money and good public servants
being frustrated by systems which are designed to reduce them to tears.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-Or be sacked!
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-Or be sacked. Members of the Opposition support
a system of regionalization where there is true decentralization of decision making and
authority. However, Victoria has a system of "second guessing". The decisions made in
the regions have to be vetted and approved by those at the centre. I ask the Minister for
Health to take these issues into account when approving a system of regionalization for
the Health Commission.

If one examines what has occurred in education areas, one finds that even though
regional directors and other senior officers are generally people of excellent reputation and
ability, they are frustrated by a system forced on them whereby they have little real
responsibility. Consequently, this expensive system of "second guessing" has been brought
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about. I have some close friends among those people and I often speak to them about
these issues. There is an enormous sense of frustration about what is not happening in
their areas. The officers working in Government departments in Western Victoria believe
they may as well have no regional headquarters in Geelong and that it would be better if
the headquarters in many cases were still in Collins Street. The reason for this is that
people at regional offices are given little real responsibility.
Members of the Opposition support a system of regionalization where there is true
devolution of responsibility. However, that is not happening. If one were to speak to
officers of these departments, one would find that they are spending more and more time
pushing paper and wasting time while pandering to this very expensive system which is
not geared to produce results. From my experience with Government administration and
from the work that I have undertaken on the Public Bodies Review Committee, I have
found that any changes should have one goal in mind and that should be a problemsolving goal. One should ascertain what is the problem with the present system and then
attempt to find a way to improve it.
Unfortunately, in many areas people pay lip-service to regionalization, but they are
determined to keep the decision making at the centre of the current Administration. This
has caused frustration among the people who try to put into effect the policy of those
d~partments and has created intense frustration among the people in the field.
I refer, as an example, to the education field. Many teachers come to me with private
problems, about approval for study leave, long service leave and so on, and they have
become completely frustrated by the system which regards them as numbers, not people.
A regional office, with all the goodwill in the world, cannot give these teachers any answers.
The regional office is acting as a post box for Nauru House, the Rialto or wherever the
office of the Department of Education is currently situated.
The setting up of the system of regionalization has caused an explosion in the number
of public servants in this State. As I said before by way of unruly interjection, Victoria has
a Public Service-led economic recovery-20 000 extra public servants-but the number
of people in private employment is declining.
The system that the Government is attempting to invoke in the area of health is
expensive, wasteful of community resources and frustrating for the people working in that
area. I have recently been involved in consultation for a new district health council. That
is an exercise that will also be expensive.
Regionalization will cost approximately $14 million a year. It will produce nothing. It
will provide not one extra hospital bed and it will solve not one problem. I urge the
Minister for Health to advance slowly on the issue of regionalization. If health services
are regionalized, regional directors need autonomy, responsibility and a budget that makes
sense and allows them to go amongst the communities they are to serve.
As I stated before, a severe problem exists in many departments at present. The morale
of people working in the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands is absolutely
disastrous. I have spoken to people who have been in that department for approximately
30 years and they inform me that things have never been worse with the environment in
which they work. I hope the new Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands recognizes
the problems posed by the structure introduced by her predecessor, and that she can
correct those that have been created by the system currently in operation. The department
has many good people working in it, but they are frustrated by the system under which
they have to work.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy-One has to move with the times.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-Yes, one must move with the times. However, Mr
Murphy is in 1984 and he wants to stay there-that is the problem!
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The system is designed to deliver services reasonably required by the community, and
to deliver them efficiently and effectively. In no way can the present structure be regarded
as being either efficient or effective. On that point, I advert to the position of the Public
Bodies Review Committee, which is provided for in the Bill; its role as a watchdog of the
public sector of this State. It is said around the corridors of this House that the Government is concerned that the Public Bodies Review Committee in its original form could in
fact be used against the Government as it was used against the Liberal Party. Consequently, the Government, although paying lip service to the activity of that committee, is
unlikely to give it any reference which could cause the Government any embarrassment.
For example, the Minister for Health is currently conducting a review by the Public
Service Board into the Health Commission. Why does the Government not use the proven
resources and ability of the Public Bodies Review Committee? I suggest that the reason
the Government is not using the committee is because the committee's findings could be
potentially embarrassing to the Government.
The Public Bodies Review Committee has powers unparalleled by any Parliament in
Australia because of the sunset provisions that it can enforce on any public body when it
recommends that that body goes out of existence. I am concerned being the only member
of that committee who has been on it since its inauguration in 1980 that it will only be
given work in areas that do not matter.
As I have indicated, I believe there are big problems in the public sector. I am not saying
they have all been brought about by this Government but, in many areas, movements
have been taking place recently that are not in the interests of the people of Victoria.
The Parliament has available to it an all-party committee which has an enviable track
record. One can argue about individual recommendations but generally the committee
operated in a non-political fashion under the chairmanship of Mr Miller the former
member for Prahran. I do not believe there was any issue on which the committee split on
party lines; any splits were across party lines. I pay tribute to the work done on that
committee by Mr Miller.
The Public Bodies Review Committee has unique powers in the Parliamentary system.
There are very grave fears that the Government will use that committee for only mickey
mouse projects. I know that the Minister for Health, who was one of the original members
of that committee, believes in the importance of that committee. I hope that honourable
gentleman can persuade his colleagues to vest in that committee meaningful studies in the
months to come. The Parliament is about to be adjourned for a short period and, as yet,
that committee has no reference. I urge the Minister for Health to put to his colleagues in
Cabinet that this committee is prepared to work in a non-political way in the interests of
the community.
I can suggest a number of matters which could be handled by the committee. For
instance, a review of the activities of the Geelong Regional Commission would enable all
points of view to be put. Unless the Government gives meaningful work to that committee, it might as well be wound up.
The publicity material of the Government has stated that new powers have been given
to Parliamentary committees. I repeat that the Public Bodies Review Committee has
unique powers that are not being used and it has been suggested in the corridors of
Parliament House that the committee will not be used in a meaningful way. I urge the
Minister to take that matter to his Cabinet colleagues. I desire to raise a number of issues
during the Committee stage and look forward to doing so in some detail.
On the motion of the Hon. Haddon Storey, for the Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Thursday, May 9.
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ADJOURNMENT
"Speak When You're Spoken To"-AIDS-Petrol prices-Sandringham District Foreshore Recreation Committee-School councils-Housing extension permit dispute in
Parkville-Hospital closures-St Amaud Hospital
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. HADOON STOREY (East Yarra Province)-In the absence of the Leader of
the House, I raise a matter with the Minister for Health for the Minister for Education. It
refers to the subject matter of an article by Michael Barnard which appeared in the Age
this morning on a book called, Speak When You're Spoken To. This matter was referred
to by Mr Lawson during the debate on the Supply Bill.
The book is attacked as being produced pursuant to a grant from what was the Ministry
of Employment and Training and as being subversive in its attitude towards education. I
simply raise with the Minister representing the Minister for Education consideration of
several aspects of the book.
I do not object to anyone publishing a book in which points of view are put with which
I do not agree or with which the majority of people do not agree. According to the article
that appeared in the Age this morning the book is to be formally launched by Mr Gerry
Tickell of the State Board of Education. If that is correct, I do not know what Mr Tickell
is likely to say when he does launch the book but I urge that he or the Minister for
Education put forward some counter points of view to those set out in the book because I
believe the book proposes an adversary role between students and teachers which is
detrimental to our education system.
The book was funded by a grant from what was the Ministry for Employment and
Training. It is being launched by a member of the State Board of Education, which tends
to give it the approval of that person and of the board, depending of course, on what might
be said at the time of launching. I ask that the board, the public and anyone who reads the
book, particularly students who have access to it, do not have the notion that an adversary
role between students and teachers is acceptable, because that is not acceptable and is
most detrimental to the education system. Most teachers wish to work with their students
to achieve the best result they can.
The book puts a different point of view, but it is not the point of view that is accepted
as a matter of philosophy by the Government and by the Opposition.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-Nor by the National Party.
The Hon. HADOON STOREY-The book has some simplistic and jaundiced views of
society. It makes a class analysis of society which is not accepted by the majority of people.
I would not like it thought that the Government or the State Board of Education had
accepted that view of society as put forward in this book.
The book comments on students' rights to choose subjects which suggest that the
education system has no understanding or knowledge of the range of subject options that
ought to be available to students. It is important that guidance is provided on these
matters.
The book also attacks the methods of assessment, which again are regarded as successful, even by teacher unions which believe in consensus and a moderation of results. The
book suggests that the assessment method should be abolished.
I ask the Minister to take this matter up with the Minister for Education so that he may
give an assurance to the community that this book being launched by Mr Gerry Tickell
does not represent a desirable point of view for Government and students alike.
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The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo Province)-I direct the attention of the Minister for Health to the present program of seminars, study days and in-service instruction,
together with other avenues of information regarding the Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome that is being conducted by the Health Commission medical and dental hospitals. A figure of 10 per cent miscellaneous sources of infection has been mentioned and I
ask the Minister to indicate to the House the type of program he intends to use in the
private hospital sector, because a significant number of patients are being treated in that
sector.
The PRESIDENT-Order! Both the Minister for Health and the Attorney-General
were rude and disrespectful while Mr Radford was raising a matter on the debate on the
motion for the adjournment of the sitting. It was necessary for me to call the House to
order on several occasions. I am not impressed by the method by which they are adding
to the debate. Mr Radford has raised a matter for the attention of the Government and, if
the Minister for Health was so rude that he did not hear what was asked, he should make
some comment to Mr Radford by way of an apology.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I raise a matter with the Minister for
Health, who represents the Minister for Industry, Technolo$)' and Resources. When the
Cain Government came to office in 1982, the price of petrol In Victoria was 33·9 cents a
litre.
Prior to the 1982 election, Mr Cain, then Leader of the Opposition, said that he would
move quickly to control petrol prices in Victoria. He certainly controlled them. On Sunday
I visited Swan Hill and on my return I purchased petrol at Kerang, where the price was
59·5 cents a litre. That is a 78 per cent increase in one term of Government-just three
years.
The moves by the Premier when he came to office did not follow through the commitment made to the people of Victoria to control petrol prices. Prices have escalated, as is
backed up by an honourable member for Bendigo in another place who said that the State
Labor Government had always been critical of the Federal Government's petrol pricing
policies.
Will the Minister inform the House whether the Government intends to honour its
commitment to control petrol prices in Victoria and, if so, will it also examine the price of
liquefied petroleum gas in Victoria? People were encouraged by the Cain Government to
convert their vehicles to liquefied petroleum gas, anticipating lower fuel costs, but the
price of the fuel has accelerated just as quickly,s the price of petrol in Victoria. I ask the
Minister to examine the position and make g'c;lod the Premier's promise in respect of
controlling the prices of petrol and liquefied petroleum gas.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I raise a matter for the attention
of the Minister for Planning and Environment. I wish to discuss with him the correspondence that he has received from time to time from the Sandringham District Foreshore
Recreation Committee on the subject of the Green Point to New Street beach renourishment project in Brighton. As the Minister would know, that committee brings together a
wide variety of uses by groups such as lifesaving clubs and a variety of institutions.
On 17 February 1984, after much correspondence, the committee wrote to the Minister
on the availability of funding for that project. That correspondence, at the Minister's
direction, was passed on to the Ministry of Transport. As there was no reply from that
Ministry, the secretary of the committee, Mr Brighthope, wrote on 23 May 1984 to the
former Minister for Transport seeking an assurance that funds were available.
However, the secretary was advised by Mr A. S. Reiher, whose letter was dated 25 June
1984, that the Minister for Planning and Environment was "responsible for planning and
financial control of foreshore works and that our correspondence has been referred to that
Ministry". The last piece of correspondence is dated 12 November 1984, when the com501
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mittee wrote to the Minister for Planning and Environment requestin~ a reply to its letter
of 23 May 1984 to confirm the availability of funding and requestIng the Minister to
advise the organization of the date of the commencement of such work. No reply has been
received by the committee yet.
The correspondence that has passed between the Ministry for Planning and Environment and the Ministry of Transport has not received meritonous reply. Accordingly, I ask
the Minister whether he can confirm the availability of funds for the Brighton, Green
Point to New Street beach renourishment and provide me with a projected date of commencement. If not, will the Minister take the matter under urgent consideration and reply
accordingly to this organization?
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern Province)-I refer the Leader of the House,
representing the Minister for Education, to school council elections which were due in
March this year and have recently been held and to a survey that was conducted on the
response to school council parent representatives in the Goulburn-north east region.
There is serious concern at the real problems that the school councils and the school
principals had in filling the nominated vacancies. This may have a clear message so far as
the Minister for Education is concerned. The survey was conducted in the Goulbum-north east region through 25 high schools, 5 technical schools and 1 higher elementary school. Although the number of schools sampled is small, eighteen of them responded.
There were 53 parent vacancies and 58 nominations were received. Two schools had to
recall nominations to obtain the requisite number of nominees for the position. An
average of 34 parents voted at each of the elections. Approximately 3·8 per cent of the
parents who were eligible at the elections voted mainly because there were no elections in
so many of the different schools where the survey was conducted.
Some of the comments that were made in response to the survey by high school
principals are interesting and illuminating. The comments include:
The principal has to organize the situation.
No nominations were actually received 24 hours before closing day.
No readvertising but certainly some cajoling.
Only just in time did they get the nominations in.
With constant reminders.
Both received just before the closing time after constant reminders from the principal.

The statistical conclusions from the survey are that 11 per cent of high schools had to
readvertise for parent representatives; 83 per cent of high schools had no need for an
election for parent representatives; 66 per cent of hi~ schools had staff elections for
membership of the school council and 16 per cent requIred student elections.
Mr Sgro interjects by asking whom I blame for the situation. I am concerned that as a
part of the new school council structure, adequate numbers of parents are not prepared to
take on the task and the responsibility of school councils. If the system is to work and be
properly representative of the community and have a proper input, in line with community thought in the various areas, some urgent rethinking of the reponsibilities of school
councils and the way in which nominations are called and elections held is needed.
In view of the statistics, which are from the Goulburn-north east region and may not
be typical of the whole State, although I suspect they are, I ask whether the Minister will
ensure they are examined by the Minister for Education to determine whether the present
structure and operation of school councils is the sort of operation that the community
desires and is the way in which the Minister for Education intends to operate.
I ask the Minister to take up this matter with his collea$,ue as a matter of the utmost
urgency. An investigation of the operation of school councIls, even by the Public Bodies
Review Committee, may, in due course, be in order.
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The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-I raise for the attention of the
Minister for Planning and Environment a legal nightmare that beset families involved in
a dispute concerning 19 Fitzgibbon Street, Parkville, between Doug Wade and his neighbours. In January 1982 the Melbourne City Council approved a permit for double-storey
extensions at the rear of the Wade house involving fairly massive walls on the boundaries
of the property. The neighbours learnt about the extension five months later when work
had actually begun. They contacted the Melbourne City Council commissioners at that
stage and sought revocation of that permit, but the commissioners refused to do so.
The parties were forced into tortuous legal proceedings. During the course of the proceedings Mr Justice O'Bryan described the planning scheme as, "confusing, contradictory,
full of ambiguities and inconsistencies .... a nightmare to administer and a paradise for
lawyers". So far as I am aware, the dispute has still not been resolved. The people
concerned went to the responsible authority, obtained a permit and proceeded pursuant
to that permit. The neighbours found that the shape, configuration and amenity of their
area would be substantially changed as a result. The only way in which they could enforce
their rights was by legal proceedings, which may bankrupt several families. One commentator referred to this situation as a saga "that represents a tedious recycle of bureaucratic
intransigence, incompetence and moral cowardice". I ask the Minister what action he has
taken as Minister in char~e of planning to resolve this issue by, firstly, resolving the
impasse facing these famihes and the enormous legal costs and, secondly, to ensure that
this type of situation will not rise again.
The Hon. REG MACEY (Monash Province)-I direct the attention of the Minister for
Health to an article that appeared in the Herald on Friday, 26 April, particularly the
remarks of Lady Sonia McMahon, who is referred to as the founder of the Australian
Cancer Foundation. The article states:
"The closure of Sydney Hospital and the Crown Street Women's Hospital, both in the city, was tragic", she
said. And she believes it will be a tragedy for Melbourne if Prince Henry's Hospital is lost in the same way.
"I was a trustee of Sydney Hospital, so 1 know how bad a decision it was. Other hospitals have not picked up
where we left off. Whole units could not stay together and much promising work was never completed.
"We were disbanded. Scientists and doctors often can't change their lives to the extent of moving to distant
hospitals. Many of them went back to private practice. And their research work was lost for ever.
"So last year those of us on the committee formed the Australian Cancer Foundation, a fund-raising body-I
was the only woman-to get research work going again."

I know the Minister for Health is compassionate and concerned about these sorts of
matters. I refer him to a letter dated 20 July from the Chief Executive Officer of Prince
Henry's Hospital to the former Minister of Health, which directed to that Minister's
attention similar facts. The chief executive officer stated:
You will be aware that the hospital is already experiencing difficulties in relation to recruitment and retention
of specialist and professional staff. For some time, because of the cloud over the future of the hospital, medical
and nursing staff have sought employment in other hospitals.

Given that there is evidence that major problems will be faced by the community if
specialist research facilities are relocated to relatively inaccessible areas, I suggest that the
expertise develoPed by units that have worked together for a long time might be lost to
the community.
I ask the Minister to investigate the effects of what has happened in Sydney as a result
of the relocation of the two hospitals to which I referred. Given that this Government has
relocated the Queen Victoria Medical Centre and proposes to relocate Prince Henry's
Hospital outside the immediate city area, will the Minister inform the community of what
steps he is taking to ensure that the drastic consequences that have apparently occurred in
Sydney will not occur in Victoria.
The Hon. H. R. de FEGELY (Ballarat Province)-The matter I direct to the attention
of the Minister for Health relates to a day-care centre at St Amaud Hospital. I have been
approached by representatives of the Shire of Kara Kara who met with the management
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of St Arnaud Hospital. Approaches also have been made to the Federal Government, and
to the State Government through the Health Commission, for the establishment and
subsidy of a day-care centre at that hospital. The people of the hospital have conducted a
successful program for the elderly in that district. They emphasize the need to keep people
in their own homes while still providing them with the services they require. However, to
continue this program a place is needed where the elderly can gather during the day.
The Commonwealth Government has been approached. A building is available for the
purpose, and the Commonwealth Government has agreed to advance a sum of some
$40 000 to upgrade the building. The hospital has agreed to staff the day-care centre with
the assistance of volunteers, but it is not able to meet the costs of meals and transportation,
which are a necessary part of the program. The Commonwealth Government, which is
making the money available through the home and community care program, is not
prepared to commit that money until it is sure that the running costs will be met. The
hospital envisages the State Government will have a role in assisting it in this area.
The hospital has made submissions to the Health Commission, which has stated that
no additional funds are available for that sort of project. It was suggested to the hospital
that some money may be available through the home and community care program and
that perhaps that source ought to be investigated.
I, therefore, ask the Minister whether he is prepared to examine the matter together
with the Health Commission. If funds are not available through the commission, I ask
that an endeavour be made to obtain money from the home and community care program
and that the Minister does everything possible to ensure that those funds are made
available to St Amaud Hospital to allow that very worth-while project to proceed.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-Mr Storey
raised an interesting matter, to which my response can only be that I shall direct it to the
attention of the Minister for Education. I see no reason why a person such as Mr Gerry
Tickell should not, in his own right and as an individual, launch a book as he sees fit.
However, I should like to think that some sort of freedom of debate might be allowed, and
I am sure Mr Storey would appreciate that.
Mr Storey is trying to make a case for saying that because Mr TickeD is employed in a
position associated with the Government, he should resile from any opinions contained
in the book that do not agree with Government policy or the views of the Government of
the day. Nevertheless, I shall bring the matter to the attention of the Minister for Education so that his attitudes will be made known to Mr Storey.
Mr Connard spoke about the beach renourishment program in Brighton. I should
mention that there was a difficulty in terms of re-organization at the time because a transfer
of responsibility was occurring in regard to beach renourishment. It is true that it is my
responsibility in terms of policy funding, but it is still a responsibility of the Division of
Ports and Harbors of the Ministry of Transport to do the actual work.
If my memory serves me correctly, I signed a letter last week authorizing the work. I
suspect that if the honourable member asks his contact at the Sandringham District
Foreshore Recreation Committee or the responsible council, he will find that the matter
has been resolved and that the funds are to be made available. I believe that to be the case.
Mr Evans is concerned about school council elections. That is a matter which should
most properly be referred to the Minister for Education and I shall do so.
Mr Chamberlain mentioned one of the most tragic circumstances that I think can occUr
in regard to decision-making of a local government and planning type. It is such a huge
and long-running difficulty that I am sure he does not expect me to explain the situation
entirely toni~t, save to say that I have monitored the matter closely since the beginning.
I should indicate that on no occasion has the State Government seen itself as in any way
involved directly with the problem, and it would have been incorrect in taking part-and
would still be so-because the matter is still subject to legal action.
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However, the question remains: What can be done to ensure that it does not happen
again? I have had discussions with the former Minister for Local Government and the
Attorney-General. We are examining the process to ascertain whether there is anything
which might have changed the circumstances that we can head off in the future.
It is not easy to say whether there is anything that we can do to alter the decisions that
were made. It began with a comedy of errors and became worse because of litigation.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-The Melbourne City Council was basically at fault.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-The commissioners of the day-it would be improper for
me to reflect in that regard. The matter is so complex and difficult that I should not like to
place blame. The difficulties arose at the beginning and rapidly $ot into a state where the
best legal minds could not untangle them. It was a tragic set of CIrcumstances and continues to be a tragic set of circumstances. However, we are examining the matter in detail to
ascertain whether, in some way, we can head off such circumstances occurring in the
future.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-Mr Radford referred to the provision
of seminars at private hospitals regarding initiatives that are being taken about the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. Last week I commented in the House about the
provision of facilities for diagnosis of the disease and treatment of blood for transfusion
purposes. I have spoken to the Private Hospitals Association as recently as today and it
has not given notice of any need from its point of view of seminars being prOVIded for
private hospitals.
I am prepared to consider such a request if any specific hospitals or umbrella organizations seek to hold such seminars. I should be grateful if the honourable member could be
more specific. He did not mention any particular organization seeking the seminars.
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford-There are individual private hospitals where the staff are
concerned.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I look forward to hearing from the honourable member
about that.
With respect to the matter raised by Mr Reid concerning petrol prices in Bendigo, I look
forward to taking up the matter with the Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources.
With respect to Mr Macey's comment about an article in the Herald on Friday, 26 April,
in which Lady Sonia McMahon is alleged to have made comments about the Australian
Cancer Foundation and the transfer of hospitals in the urban area of Sydney, I did not
read the article but I will take note of the matter and continue to monitor the effects of the
relocation of hospitals that has occurred in Sydney over recent years. I am prepared to
meet at any time with representatives of the management of Prince Henry's Hospital,
including specialist staff groups. I did read the article in Saturday's Herald on the impact
of any relocation of Prince Henry's Hospital as it affects country patients. I am having
advice sought on that aspect.
Mr de Fegely raised a matter of a day-care centre project of the St Amaud Hospital
about which representations have been made by the Shire Secretary of the Shire of Kara
Kara. I look forward to taking up that matter with the commission and providing the
honourable member with an answer in the very near future.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.46 p. m.
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The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 11.3 a.m. and read the
prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

"MAKING MELBOURNE MARVELLOUS"
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I ask the Leader of the
Government whether he endorses the view expressed in the document, Making Melbourne
Marvellous, launched yesterday by his Australian Labor Party colleague, the Lord Mayor
of Melbourne, or is he as embarrassed about it as everyone else?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I look forward
to receiving a copy of the document referred to by Mr Lawson. I will reserve any comments
I may make until I have examined it.

INTEREST SUBSIDIES FOR DAIRY FARMERS
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I refer the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs to a proposal for an interest subsidy to assist dairy farmers throughout
Victoria. I ask the Minister whether any discussions relating to the introduction of an
interest subsidy took place with dairy groups yesterday and whether the Minister will
undertake to introduce such a scheme through the Rural Finance Commission if it is
found feasible to do so.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-Some discussion
on that issue took place yesterday when I met with representatives of the United
Dairyfarmers of Victoria and the so-called concerned dairy farmers group.
Yesterday Mr Dunn asked me a question of this kind and I indicated that I had no
knowledge of discussions on the issue taking place during the previous week. However,
quite a bit of discussion about interest subsidies took place yesterday. Farmers were at
pains to inform me that, in previous instances, not necessarily involving dairy farmers,
there has been successful use of interest subsidies and, on occasions, an extension of
repayment terms. The dairy farmers believe it was a worth-while approach for the
Government to take. The Government is hopeful of being able to put that position to the
Federal Minister for Primary Industry, Mr Kerin, at a meeting to be held tomorrow. I
cannot make a commitment beyond that, but I now understand that it is one method by
which the Government may be able to assist dairy farmers, and it will be considered.

PROPOSED CARAVAN PARK, SETTLEMENT POINT
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-The question I refer to the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands involves a proposed caravan park at Settlement Point,
Corinella, which is a picturesque, small resort on Westernport Bay. It is known to me as I
am an avid bushwalker in the area. I ask the Minister to inform the House what is the
Government's attitude towards the proposed caravan park?
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-The question
has been raised with me by Mr Sandon and by Mr Ward, and I have made a decision on
the matter. As honourable members will be aware, the Corinella site was the first serious
attempt to settle Victoria in 1826. During the next few years, substantial building took
place and timber, lime and agricultural industries commenced.
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The Corinella Foreshore Committee has raised the idea that Settlement Point, which is
the area referred to, should be used as a caravan park. One of the reasons is that the
present caravan park at Corinella is substandard. I requested the Department of
Conservation, Forests and Lands to report on the matter, and I believe the site is unsuitable
because, firstly, it has historical significance due to the existence of the battery and flag
pole; secondly, there is a possibility of erosion and destruction of fragile vegetation and,
thirdly, as Mr Sandon correctly pointed out, the area should be encouraged for use by day
visitors. I have decided not to allow a caravan park to be established at Settlement Point.
I have requested the department to consult on a more appropriate venue for the caravan
park.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ACT
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province)-I ask the Attorney-General
whether it is a fact that, since the transfer of the administration of the Equal Opportunity
Act to the Attorney-General, members of the committee advising the Premier on equal
opportunity matters have been sacked; if so, on what advice will the Attorney-General
rely, other than that from the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity and the Equal
Opportunity Board?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-Following consultation with me, the
Premier no longer requires the advisory council. I do not see the need for the council, and
the majority of members of the council did not see the need for its continuance. Many
other sources for advice exist.
The Government is not in favour of a great exponential growth of qangos, as members
of the Opposition would be aware. I understand the decision of the Premier to abolish the
council as it is consistent with the policies of the Government.

CHILTERN TANKER ACCIDENT
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern Province)-I direct my question to the Minister
for Health, as the representative in this House of the Minister for Employment and
Industrial Affairs. I refer the Minister to the tragic tanker accident at Chiltern last week, as
a result of which some 48 homes in the town were evacuated and the north-eastern railway
was closed and a tanker blocked the Hume Highway for 48 hours.
It took two days to decant the liquid petroleum gas from the tanker by hose to the
roadside where the dispersal of the gas was assisted by a fog of water. Why was emergency
equipment not available to pump the gas to another vehicle as a condition of the vehicle's
road transport permit?

One can imagine what would happen if the accident had occurred in a major township
with gas escaping for 48 hours. I lay no criticism with the 140 volunteers from the Country
Fire Authority and the State Emergency Service involved in the dispersal of the p.s, but I
ask the Minister why, as a condition of a permit to transfer LPG, in case of aCCident the
equipment to transfer LPG to another vehicle nearby was not available?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I am advised by the Hazardous Materials
Division of the Department of Employment and Industrial Affairs that it was not possible
to undertake the usual procedure of transferring the contents from one tanker to another.
It is usually possible to pump the contents into an empty tanker. However, this case was
unusual in that the tanker had been breached with the result that gas was leaking into the
atmosphere. It was, therefore, unsafe to operate the pumping equipment because the gas
could have been drawn into the air intake and could possibly have caused an explosion.
The release of the gas into the atmosphere was the essential and only safe way of
discharging this problem. The gas was released at a controlled rate and the extent of the
gas release was monitored by a team with detectors to ensure that the amount of gas was
safe in the area.
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The Question asked by Mr Evans raises the issue of the regulation of the transport of
dangerous goods and Government regulations on dangerous goods generally. The
Government has already taken action in this regard. It enacted a Dangerous Goods (Road
Transport) Act in the last session of Parliament. The Department of Employment and
Industrial Affairs is working on the regulations which should be ready within two months
and which conform to national uniform standards in this area.
Regulations concerning the placarding of premises and vehicles containing dangerous
goods will be made in the next four weeks. They have been the subject of a tripartite
consultative process involving the Australian Chemical Council, the Government and the
United Firefighters Union.
The Government is preparing a publicity and education campaign relating to the
regulations and all aspects of dangerous goods. The Government will also introduce a
Dangerous Goods Bill later this session to regulate all aspects of manufacture, and the use
of transport of all dangerous goods, including butane, which was involved in this accident.
The Bill has been the subject of an extensive consultation process, with a discussion
paper in August 1983 and a draft Bill that was released in December 1983. It is now time
for action in this area.
Honourable members interjecting.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Honourable members should remember that, during the
consultative process with the first draft Bill, it was possible not only to have included in
the consultative process representatives of the chemical industry, but also the president of
that association who agreed to an early draft form of the Bill. During the discussions it
became apparent that members of the Opposition and others took steps to persuade the
industry that the Bill was excessively regulatory and as a result of that pressure it was not
possible to proceed with the Bill as early as the Government wished.
The Government now hopes there is no doubt about the necessity of introducing the
Bill. The Government was operating in a climate in which the Opposition, instead of
considering the merits of the proposed legislation, were preoccupied with one issue, and
one issue alone: What the Opposition deemed to be excessive regulation. This is despite
the fact that the Government had the support of the chemical industry.
The PRESIDENT-Order! The Minister is not at liberty to debate an answer to a
Question without notice.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The Government hopes when the Bill is introduced in the
spring sessional period, it can look forward to the support of both sides of the House.

ADMINISTRATIVE DISCRETION IN COURTS
The Hon. C. J. KENNEDY (Waverley Province)-Can the Attorney-General inform
the House on the steps he has taken to reduce administrative discretion involving sentences
handed down by the courts?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-Honourable members would be aware
that the Government has been concerned for some time-as has the community-about
administrative discretion eroding the certainty of sentences handed down by courts. On 1
June the Penalties and Sentences (Amendment) Act 1984 will be proclaimed. That will
eliminate the practice of fine defaulters being temporarily admitted to prison and then
released to an attendance centre. That scheme, as honourable members know, involves
fine defaulters being given community service orders by way of alternative enforcement
and being sent to prison only if they do not have the means to pay.
In addition to that, I have instructed the Office of Corrections to have regard to section
200 of the Community Welfare Services Act, which results in pre-discharge temporary
leave being given to prisoners on certain criteria. Some concern has been expressed that
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discretion is being exercised in a blanket way rather than having regard to the criteria set
out in the Act. I have made it clear to the Office of Corrections that that section is to be
administered in accordance with its lawful terms to eliminate any revolving door action
in relation to pre-discharge temporary leave of prisoners.
Finally, next week I propose to launch a sentencing discussion paper that will canvass
the matters I have referred to and other matters, including the operation of the pre-release
scheme and other discretions under the Act and the operation of the Adult Parole Board.
Following the release of that paper, which will be a public release paper, I will welcome
comments from all interested persons within the community with a view to bringing
forward legislation in the spring sessional period to rid the present provisions of the
anomalies that exist.

NURSING PROFESSION INQUIRY REPORT
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra Province)-I ask the Minister for Health on
what date he intends to make publicly available the report of the Government inquiry
into the nursing profession which was commenced in 1983.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I am awaiting the report of Mr
McClelland within the next few weeks. When that becomes available and I receive advice
on an implementation process, the report will be made public.

DHURRINGILE PRISON
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I direct my question to the
Attorney-General. Further to the advice he gave the House this session that plans are
afoot to expand the accommodation at Dhurringile Prison, is it proposed to accommodate
female prisoners at that prison? If so, how many female prisoners is it envisaged will be
housed there?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I welcome Mr Baxter's ongoing interest
in the electorate in which Dhurringile Prison is situated. As I have previously indicated,
some consideration has been given to Dhurringile Prison as an option but no decision has
yet been made. There has been no substantial increase in the number of prisoners there
and no decision has been made-nor do I anticipate any will be made-to accommodate
women there.

EAST GIPPSLAND TAFE COLLEGE
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Province)-I direct my question to the Leader
of the House in his capacity as spokesman for education. As the Minister is no doubt
aware, this week I released an excellent document on behalf of the East Gippsland
Community College Interim Council concerning the future of a TAFE college in east
Gippsland. Would the Minister explain, mainly for the benefit of Opposition members
who have not read the report, the unique proposals contained in this report?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-Fortuitously,
I have been briefed in relation to this report. I will briefly indicate to honourable members
what is involved. The proposed multicampus college of T AFE recommended by the
interim council's report will not be a traditional TAFE college. It will meet the needs of
east Gippsland. Those needs are quite special. East Gippsland is geographically large, and
an economically important section of Victoria. However, it is demographically sparsely
populated, hence specific requirements exist.
The new college will encompass all of T AFE provider services but will specifically give
access to geographically isolated townships, and it will combine the existing postcompulsory education facilities in Bairnsdale and Sale. It will also work with industry and
commerce in training and retraining as required.
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The college will conduct courses specifically orientated to the needs of east Gippsland
and provide preparatory courses, link programs, evening and week-end seminars and
some correspondence courses. The Government believes it is essential that the college and
its courses be open to all.
There will be no restrictive prerequisites and no discrimination against anyone wishing
to participate in the college program. That is important, particularly in this area.
The East Gippsland Community College of TA FE may have to discriminate positively
in favour of disadvantaged groups to enable them to either attend or complete programs
and feel comfortable in the college environment.
This is a special Government program which has been adjusted and tailored to suit the
needs of east Gippsland. I am glad Mr Murphy asked the question because he was
instrumental in getting the college under way. I am sure all honourable members will be
interested in the program.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-My question is directed to the Leader
of the House. Can he explain why, whenever a question is asked by a member of this side
of the House relating to the portfolio of another Minister, even when he knows the answer,
he evades and avoids it on that ground and yet when a question is asked by his own side
he readily answers it because it provides propaganda value? Is this part of a campaign to
withhold information from the Opposition and supply it only when it suits the
Government?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-That is an
outrageous claim.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-It is the truth.
The Hon. E. H. W ALKER- The reality is that if honourable members are willing to
give reasonable notice of a question, I am willing to find a response for them. The Leader
of the Opposition must know that. In fact, ifhe was in the House yesterday he would have
realized that I answered briefly a question by Mr Storey on an education matter and then
indicated I would hand the question to the Minister for Education for a further response.
IfMr Hunt had been present he would have known that and would have known that two
or three questions from honourable members in the corner party-who are from time to
time willing to give me notice of their questions-were answered where possible.
I instance the very important question this morning asked by Mr Evans of my colleague
Mr White, the Minister for Health, which was not within the purview of his present
portfolio. Mr Evans got a detailed and correct response because he gave notice of the
question. IfMr Hunt did the same, he might get an answer.

DEMONSTRATION OUTSIDE PORT MELBOURNE TOWN HALL
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province)-I direct a question to the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands representing the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. In view of the serious nature of the demonstration outside the Port
Melbourne Town Hall on Saturday night by more than 800 well organized Vietnamese
and a handful of Australians, where a dinner was held to mark the tenth anniversary of
the end of the Vietnam War, I ask whether the Minister is aware of violent incidents
during which bottles were thrown at police and others, car windows were smashed. and
peaceful participants like Mrs McLean and myself were menaced. Given the fact that no
arrests were made, is it correct that police were given instructions, prior to the
demonstration, not to lay any charges?
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The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-The
Government is most concerned at the violent incident and the disregard of the law that
apparently took place at that function.
The Government is anxious to develop the same kind of co-operation with the
Vietnamese community that it has developed over the years with members of other ethnic
communities, so that that kind of violent action will not take place.
I will refer the matter of whether there were extra instructions given to the police on
handling these particular demonstrations to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.

MENTAL RETARDATION DIVISION
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province)-I ask the Minister for Health if the
Government has abandoned its intention to transfer the Mental Retardation Division
from the Health Commission to the Department of Community Services. If the
Government has not abandoned that intention, will the Minister inform the House when
the transfer will occur.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The Premier has the responsibility of
allocating functions for Ministers and departments. Both Carolyn Hogg, as the Minister
for Community Services, and I in my capacity as Minister for Health, are having discussions
about a range of activities which might more appropriately be located in the Department
of Community Services rather than in the Health Commission. Those discussions will
continue and the matter will be resolved prior to 30 June this year.

CHILD WELFARE PRACTICE AND LEGISLATION
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-By leave, I move:
That there be laid before this House a copy of the final report of the Child Welfare Practice and Legislation
Review Committee.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services) presented the report in
compliance with the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the report be laid on the table.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Child WeHare Practice and Legislation
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-I wish to make a Ministerial
statement in connection with the document that I have just tabled, namely, the report of
the Child Welfare Practice and Legislation Review, entitled "Equity and Social Justice for
Children, Families and Communities", and the accompanying draft legislation, The
Children (Family, Community Development and Justice) Bill 1984.
BACKGROUND
One of the Government's first commitments on gaining office in 1982 was to initiate
the review and reform of Victoria's legislation on child welfare and children's rights and
of the practice and resourcing of children's services, family support, wardship and the
juvenile justice system.
To assist in this objective, the then Minister for Community Welfare Services, the
Honourable Pauline Toner, and the then Attorney-General, the Honourable John Cain,
appointed the Child Welfare Practice and Legislation Review in December 1982, with Or
Terry Carney as the chairperson. This was the first comprehensive review of child welfare
in 100 years.
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THE REPORT
The review has now submitted this substantial report which provides a framework of
principles to guide child welfare legislation and practice in Victoria in the foreseeable
future, and a set of recommendations and guidelines for the implementation of desired
reforms. The Government is pleased to receive the report and acknowledges the fine work
done by the review committee. The report will be of great assistance to the Government
in its second term of office in enabling it to carry out the reforms of the child welfare
system, a system which has been so thoroughly and ably reviewed, with extensive
consultation, in the first term of office.
On behalf of the Government and the community I would like to thank the members of
the review team, Dr Terry Carney, Ms Tricia Harper, Mr Tony Lawson and Mr Ken
Readwin, for their work over the past two years which has culminated in this comprehensive
and valuable report. The report will be appreciated by all those who have participated in
the consultative process and by everyone with an interest in the study and reform of child
and family welfare in Victoria.
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
The work of the review was widely publicized to provide the opportunity for people to
express their concerns and present submissions to the review. The committee held public
meetings in a range of forums throughout the State, and consulted with specific interest
groups and Government departments. This consultation took place both before and after
the release of a discussion paper and a summary response document. The committee
received more than 400 written submissions from individuals and organizations, and
talked to more than 6000 individuals throughout the State.
THE REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
The general thrust of the report and its underlying principles are broadly endorsed by
the Government. They are consistent with the Government's commitment to social justice,
equity, participation, a fair and efficient distribution of resources and the protection and
extension of the rights of families and individuals.
The report contains more than 300 recommendations, covering the framework for
reform of the child and family welfare system, including family support, child protection,
reforms to the juvenile justice system and ways in which the child welfare system as a
whole can be rendered more accountable and responsive to community needs. The
Government does not intend to reach a firm position on the recommendations until
adequate time has been allowed for people to consider and respond to the report.
Although extensive consultation occurred durin~ the period of the review, a further
three months has been set aside to give people time In which to consider and comment on
the final recommendations before the Government responds to the report.
Responses from the public, organizations and Government departments will be received
and considered by a working group convened by the Department of Community Services.
This working group, in response to comments received and in consultation with relevant
groups and authorities, will consider the report and its recommendations, prepare the
Government's response and relevant legislation for presentation to Parliament-hopefully,
in the 1985 spring sessional period. Any proposed legislation will then lie over for a period
of further comment.
Copies of the three-volume report will be available for purchase from the Government
Printer at 112 Macaulay Road, North Melbourne, tomorrow. Volume One, which contains
the executive summary of the committee's major proposals for reform, together with the
committee's draft Bill and list of recommendations, will be available for separate purchase.
On the motion of the Hon. R.1. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province), it was ordfred that the
report and the Ministerial statement be taken into consideration on the next day of
meeting.
Session 1985-17
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PAPER
The following paper, pursuant to the direction of an Act of Parliament, was laid on the
table by the Clerk:
Statutory Rule under the Supreme Court Act 1958-No. 109.

STATE INSURANCE OFFICE
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
That the incompetence displayed by, and the misleading and evasive statements and conduct of, the Treasurer
in relation to the State Insurance Office, are unacceptable to this House, and that the House rebukes the Treasurer
accordingly.

Yesterday, in dealing with Supply, Mr Guest showed that the Treasurer had presided over
a period of prodigal and inefficient government, which led to great waste. He showed a
mounting burden of debt, a cover-up, a sweeping offacts under the carpet and a willingness
to mislead Parliament and the public whenever it suited the interests of Government.
The Opposition proposes to demonstrate those facts further with a case study of a
specific instance, namely, the State Insurance Office. We will show a deliberate pattern of
conduct by the Treasurer, which has misled the Parliament and the public and which
discloses inefficiency, mounting debt and the failure of the Treasurer to act when he
should.
The public was shocked when the Insurance Commissioner's report was tabled at the
beginning of this sessional period showin~ a loss of $476 million for the last financial year
alone and an accumulated loss of$765 mIllion.
What a number of people did not notice was that the auditor's report attached to the
Insurance Commissioner's report was a qualified one, and that in the Auditor-General's
view, the loss was $317 million greater again and that the accumulated loss was $1082
million-$1082 million accumulated over three years.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Incredible!
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Mr Dunn interjects, "incredible", and it is incredible, for year
after year the Insurance Commissioner had drawn to the attention of the Government the
need to take remedial action, and drawn to the attention of the Government the fact that
losses would be incurred unless the Government took action. Those facts ought to have
been known to the public prior to the State election.
Mr Knowles interjected.
The Hon. D. R. White-That is outrageous!
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The Minister for Health interjects, "That is outrageous".
The Hon. D. R. White-I was responding to Mr Knowles' interjection.
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-Of course, that should have been known to the public before
the election. The Minister suggests it is an outrageous suggestion. It was the conduct of the
Government in deliberately hiding that fact which was the outrage, and it was a deliberate,
misleading and outrageous sweeping of the report under the carpet by a Treasurer whO
pretended that he did not even have the report and who swept aside Opposition suggestions
that the loss was in the vicinity of $500 million. He pooh-poohed it; he was dishonest; he
misled the public; he knew that his claims of efficient management could not stand the
light of day if the facts about the State Insurance Office were known.
Not only would there have been public disquiet but also there would have been public
amazement had the information been disclosed. In fact, as it turned out, the Government
won the election by a total of 1032 votes in three seats.
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The Hon. Robert Lawson-And a raIDe.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-A raIDe in this House. Those 1032 votes may well-indeed,
probably would have changed had the people of Victoria known, as they should have, of
the mismanagement of the Government and of the way in which they had been misled by
the Treasurer. The means of producing the report were available to the Treasurer.
The Hon. D. R. White-We had a good policy on the Upper House.
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-You had it, but you have changed it now; you have changed it
for political advantage, and that may have been a factor, too. However, we will deal with
that at a later date. At the moment we are dealing with the Treasurer's mismanagement
and deception in relatien to the State Insurance Office.
The Treasurer had the means at his disposal for releasing that report. All honourable
members will recall that on the last day of the last session, the Honourable James Guest
in this House specifically raised the issue of late reports by statutory authorities and the
fact that the public would be deprived of access to them unless the House took some
action.
I took up that matter and I moved a motion to enable the release of reports with
Parliamentary privilege. That motion was withdrawn. Consultation took place between
the parties, and a motion which enabled reports to be released while Parliament was not
sitting, with the privilege of Parliament, was passed. That motion was moved by the
Leader of the House. It was passed unanimously; there was no dissent.
The specific purpose of the motion was to enable the public to have access to information
of which it would otherwise be deprived, and it was to enable it to be released with the
privilege of Parliament.
The course followed was consistent with that adopted regularly by the Senate in this
country. Reports published under the authority of the Senate's resolution likewise have
the privilege of Parliament. That was the purpose of the motion and that purpose has been
effected for many reports were in fact, made available under the authority of that resolution
after the sitting concluded last November. The Treasurer chose not to use that procedure
on this occasion, and did so on specious grounds. The only reason for the Treasurer's
withholding of the report was that he knew it would embarrass him and his Government.
\Vhat he told the press at the time was that he could be liable for any misstatement.
Honourable members all know that there is nothing in that report that could create any
such liability. The Treasurer was withholding the report solely to avoid embarrassment to
his Government prior to an election, and he was giving totally dishonest reasons for doing
so. He was also dishonest in statements on whether or not he knew about the contents of
the report. I shall refer to the time-table relating to this report, which destroys the credibility
of the Treasurer once and for all. The report was signed by the Insurance Commissioner
on 31 August 1984, and bears that date. It was immediately conveyed to the Treasurer and
the Auditor-General, and was received by them on 6 September 1984. Honourable members
must bear that date in mind.
On 8 October 1984, the Treasurer approved the format of the report. Late in October
1984, I rang the Auditor-General and spoke to his deputy to ascertain whether it would be
possible for the report to be received before the House rose. I was informed of the very
strange fact that the Insurance Commissioner and the Auditor-General's office were still
negotiating some of the figures. I have never previously heard of an auditor negotiating
figures with those who prepared them. It is a strange concept indeed; it leads one to believe
that, quite possibly, the Government was not happy about the way in which the loss was
shown and may have wanted the figures shown in some other way.
The Hon. D. R. White-Are you making this up?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-No, I am not. In any event, the Auditor-General signed his
qualified report on 6 December. The Insurance Commissioner prepared an addendum to
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the report dealing with his dispute with the Auditor-General. That is dated 21 January
1985 and appears on the last page of the report.
In February the non-circulation of this report developed into a major issue. In the press
of22 February the Leader of the Opposition is reported as having said that he had learned
that the State Insurance Office had reported a $500 million loss, or a loss in that vicinity.
In the Sun the Treasurer is reported as saying that he had not received the report, but
would adhere to his obligation to table it in Parliament.
I have demonstrated in advance that that statement of the Treasurer was untrue; that
statement was known by the Treasurer to be untrue. That statement was a deliberate
deception; it was designed to mislead; and that statement did, in fact, mislead the public
of this State. The making of the statement was reprehensible conduct which ought not to
be tolerated in any Minister of the Crown. It breaches the standards of Ministerial
responsibility. It breaches the standards of honesty required of any Minister, and it
breaches the standards required in particular by a Treasurer who must display financial
integrity. The Treasurer showed no integrity whatsoever; on that occasion, he showed
utter dishonesty, dishonesty that must be censured by this House.
The Hon. D. R. White-Is that report correct?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-That is a report that appeared in an article in the Sun. I shall
read a little more from it. It states:
"I've got all the confidence in the world that the State Insurance Office operates on commercial principles
where there is a commercial operation," he said.
'
But he acknowledged that the State Insurance Office incurred substantial losses on third-party insurance, which
he described as a social service.

In the Age of the same date, 22 February, an article stated:
The State Treasurer, Mr Jolly, said yesterday that Victoria's style of third-party motor insurance was "in a
mess".
Mr Jolly predicted that substantial losses would be reported by the State Insurance Office.
He said the State Insurance Office lost $200 million on third-party insurance, last year.

The Hon. W. R. Baxter-The Treasurer must have known then that that was wrong.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-That is misleading, because it gives the picture to the public
that that was the total amount of losses. The article also stated:
Mr Jolly dismissed a claim by the Opposition Leader, Mr Kennett, that the Government had delayed the
tabling of the report because it showed losses of up to $500 million.

The Treasurer totally dismissed that claim by the Leader of the Opposition. The Treasurer
brushed the claim aside and gave the impression that it was not true when, in fact, he
knew it was true. He knew that the losses were in that vicinity, losses, as admitted by the
Insurance Commissioner, of $476 million for that year alone; losses which the AuditorGeneral said were $317 million greater again; accumulated losses as acknowledged by the
Insurance Commissioner, of $765 million; or, as the Auditor-General assessed them,
losses of $1 082 million.
However, the Treasurer brushed the allegation aside and pretended that that was not
the case, when he knew that it was. That was deliberate deception of the public. The article
also stated:
Mr Jolly said he was bound by the State Insurance Office Act to table the report in Parliament within 14 days
of it being received by the Government.

That was true, but it was a statement issued with the intention of misleading, because the
Treasurer knew of the resolution of this House which·enabled that report to be released
and circulated even though the House was not sitting.
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The Leader of the Opposition subsequently drew attention publicly to the existence of
the resolution and, in the Sun of27 February, an article stated:
Mr Jolly said he received the final State Insurance Office report on February I I-two weeks after Parliament
was dissolved.

That is a different statement from the claim the Treasurer made on 22 February, when he
said he had not received the report. As reported in the article of27 February, he admitted
that he had received the final report on 11 February. Therefore, these two statements to
the press are inconsistent, but even the second statement is still deliberately misleading.
Of course, the Treasurer may have received the final report with the Insurance
Commissioner's addendum on or by 11 February, but he had known the thrust of the
report since 6 September.
The Treasurer had known what the Auditor-General had to say about it since December.
Therefore, when he conveyed the impression that he knew nothing about the report until
11 February, he was again seeking to mislead the public of this State.
In any event, the acknowledgment that he received the final report on 11 February put
a lie to his statements reported in the press on 22 February in which he indicated that he
had not received the report, and in which he brushed aside the suggestion of a loss of
approximately $500 million. His performance was a cheap and demeaning one for political
advantage and for that purpose only. He cared nothing for the truth. He lied to the public
of this State and he did so for the meanest political advantage. He did so to assist in
keeping his Government in office on a false basis, a basis which assumed efficient
management and honesty in government, whereas we have seen in this case a clear
demonstration that there was none.
The course of his conduct on this issue has been so oft repeated and clearly deliberate
that it casts doubt on his credibility in every field. One cannot take what this Treasurer
says for granted. One cannot accept it from the evidence of his performance in relation to
the State Insurance Office. One can only conclude that he will hide the truth and mislead
the public whenever it suits his political purposes to do so.
The House met, the report was tabled and, after the election, the Treasurer was questioned
about it. Of course he sought to give the usual impression that he had inherited a mess.
The fact is that in 1981 the State Insurance Office showed a profit of$894 million. For the
year ended 30 June 1982 the State Insurance Office showed a loss of $128 million, no
doubt incurred mostly during the period prior to the change of Government and partly
incurred after the new Government came to office. However, if one apportions it, one sees
that at least 90 per cent of the more than $1000 million loss had been incurred while this
Government was in office.
It ought to be obvious to any efficient manager that something like insurance has to be
finetuned from year to year, and occasionally even from half-year to half-year and from
quarter to quarter, to meet changing situations. In his report, the Insurance Commissioner
specifically drew attention to this need and stated:
In any class of insurance there is no escaping the fact that if claims cost more then someone has to "foot the
bill". Compulsory third party is no different and premiums must be fine tuned to claims with sensitivity to their
general cost potential, to changes in claims incidence, and to other costs such as No Fault and pensioner benefits.

Of course, benefits and the law have changed under this Government with the result that
adjustments need to be made to the insurance situation. The Insurance Commissioner is
almost desperate in his plea for recognition of the need to do this. For two years in a row
he drew attention to the need for adjustments, but the Government, looking at the politics
of the matter, did nothing. That is not efficient management; nor is it efficient management
to have a ninefold increase in the accumulated liabilities in a period of two and a quarter
years.
There have been some accounting changes in the present report which make it difficult
to compare one year with the previous year, and Mr Guest will deal with those accounting
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changes. There were errors in the accounts: Errors to the tune of more than $341 millionnot peanuts. When those errors were drawn to the attention of the Treasurer in another
place, he pretended that they did not exist. Mr Guest will deal in some greater detail with
that issue.
The Treasurer also tried to suggest that the losses were only paper losses. The losses
shown are losses required to be shown under the Commonwealth insurance legislation.
They represent a proper actuarial calculation oflosses. Private and Government insurance
companies must alike disclose those losses, although in Victoria there is power for the
Treasurer to give certain directions that may circumvent the Federal Act. I understand
that no such direction has been given. The losses generally are losses as caIculated by all
insurance companies and as required by law. They are a very real loss and a burden on the
people of the State and on those who take out insurance in this State.
The Treasurer, by his negligence, by his failure to act and by his failure to exercise
efficient management, has himself a direct responsibility for what has occurred. He has
not exercised that responsibility and he has contributed very greatly to the losses that have
occurred.
However, the worst feature is not just the mismanagement but the deliberate course of
dishonest conduct by this Minister. The illusion of the "boy wonder" Treasurer, the
"efficient manager" of the assets and business of this State deserves to be put to rest
entirely-for it is nothing but an illusion. He has and warrants no such credit. I commend
the motion to the House.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The Leader of the Opposition
has advanced a powerful case in support of his motion, which deals with three particular
issues. The Leader of the Opposition speaks about incompetence and he has given ample
evidence of that. He speaks about misleading and evasive statements and the House will
agree that he has given ample evidence of that. I shall deal with those three aspects of the
motion and I shall add my support by pointing out the evidence that I see of incompetence
and deliberate misleading and evasive statements.
Dealing with the issue of incompetence, I draw the attention of the House to the annual
report of the Insurance Commissioner for the year ended 30 June 1984 in which the
commissioner was almost pleading with the Government to do something about the
parlous situation into which the office was falling. For the Treasurer to take no heed of
those pleadings is a fair indication of incompetence. The Insurance Commissioner, Mr
Carver, stated in the annual report, inter alia:
I have advised you of a number of initiatives which individually or cumulatively would help to contain the
level of cost of claims.

As Mr Hunt stated, nothing was done about the plea for help that the losses, totalling
more than $700 million, were getting out of hand.
Later on, the Insurance Commissioner stated:
... our net result for the year puts the State finances at risk by guarantee of the CTP loss to the level of $798
million.

Any competent Treasur~r would have seen the red lights flashing, heard the alarm bells
sounding and taken some action, but nothing has been done.
The Insurance Commissioner made a further plea for assistance to enable him to
operate a viable business when he stated:
... staffing procedures are still costing SIO extra money and time, which our competitors do not have to meet.

That was certainly not the first occasion on which the commissioner had made that remark
in his reports, and yet no action was taken to enable the State Insurance Office to be run
along the lines of private enterprise which would enable fairer competition with its private
competitors. The policy of the Opposition during the election campaign that the office be
sold to private enterprise may well have had some merit in that respect.
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The Insurance Commissioner further stated:
In previous reports I have commented upon the difficulties of operating a competitive and commercial
organization within a Public Service personnel system. In the last year the Government has given a new look to
the Victorian Public Service and directed that new initiatives be followed.

The Insurance Commissioner went on to explain that those initiatives will not assist the
State Insurance Office to compete with its private competitors. Much of the time of the
staff of the office is being taken up with discharging responsibilities and tasks set by the
Public Service Board. The Treasurer, who claims himself to have the remarkable ability
of running the State's finances, completely ignored those pleadings from the Insurance
Commissioner.
Honourable members should examine the comments of the Auditor-General which
have been made on a number of occasions and on which no action has been taken. The
1982-.83 report of the Auditor-General contains this comment about the State Insurance
Office:
The current financial position of the office is of concern and it is recommended that appropriate action be
taken to ensure the office's financial viability.

Apparently nothing was done because, in the 1983-84 Auditor-General's report, the
Auditor-General alluded to his reference twelve months earlier and stated:
Attention is again drawn to the serious financial position in which the office is now placed. If losses of this
magnitude are allowed to continue, substantial funding from the Consolidated Fund will be required as the
operations ofthe office are guaranteed by the Government.

The comments made by the Insurance Commissioner in his annual reports and by the
Auditor-General in successive annual reports have been totally ignored by the Treasurer,
and that is sufficient evidence to justify the House carrying a motion that the Treasurer is
incompetent.
I refer to the claim in the motion about misleading and evasive statements made by the
Treasurer. I concur that some dishonesty and cover-ups have occurred. Mr Hunt provided
the House with dates which prove that the Treasurer, in making a statement on 22
February-only ten days before the election-that the State Insurance Office would incur
a loss of the order of $200 million, must have known at that stage that the loss was $345
million, as claimed in the report of the Insurance Commissioner. The Treasurer must
have known of the Auditor-General's qualification that the actual loss was of the order of
$ 740 million. However, the Treasurer was prepared to appear on the media ten days
before the election to convey the impression that he knew nothing about that and that the
loss was only $200 million.
The Treasurer conceded that the State Insurance Office was in a mess-to use his
terminology-but he hid the fact that he knew the full position. He must have known that
sooner or later he would be caught because he knew that the report would be tabled soon
after Parliament met. However, that was after the election and he was prepared to wear it.
Obviously, the Treasurer tried to mislead Parliament and the public ten days before the
election by indicating that matters in the State Insurance Office were nowhere near as bad
as the position he knew existed. That is a serious course for a Minister of the Crown to
take, particularly for the Treasurer of the State.
The Treasurer, above all Ministers, is charged with the responsibility of managing the
State's finances and is looked upon by the electors and taxpayers as the person who curbs
Government waste and extravagance. However, the Treasurer has failed in his duty to
discharge his responsibility by being prepared to mislead Parliament. During the election
campaign the Leader of the Opposition, Mr Kennett, was at pains to point out that the
House had given a facility to the Treasurer to make the report available. However, the
Treasurer was not prepared to do that because the report contained bad news.
As I stated in an earlier debate on the Victoria project, a certain amount of stage
managing of news occurred during the election campaign and this was another glaring
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example of hiding the true facts from the public and the electorate. The Treasurer, knowing
that he would be caught sooner or later, was prepared not to table the report because he
knew the election would be out of the way and that the damage that would be done
electorally would be minimal. The Treasurer was prepared to have his reputation sullied
because he believed the next election would be far down the track, that people would
forget and that he would recover.
I do not believe the Victorian public will forget this sort of behaviour by the Treasurer.
Victorians will remember that they were grossly misled prior to the 1985 election.
The Government is now in further bother about its commitment not to increase taxes.
The Premier went through some tortuous logic to try to point out that third-party insurance
premiums were not taxes and, therefore, his grandiose promises not to increase taxes did
not apply to third-party premiums. If one were to accept that logic, presumably it could
apply to a whole host of other charges that people thought were taxes-in line with the
Premier's bold promises prior to the 2 March election. One can now expect that all manner
of taxes may be increased and that the Premier will be absolved if increased charges occur
across the board. The Premier applied such a narrow definition to taxes in defending thirdparty insurance premiums that his promise has turned out to be worthless.
This is another example of misleading Victorians by allowing them to believe before the
election that the definition of taxes was quite broad and covered the whole scope of
Government charges. However, the Premier's definition of taxes is narrow and he is trying
to get out from under that promise by using this type of logic. The Premier, together with
the Treasurer, is implicated in this sorry story of deception and evasion that has occurred
with respect to the State Insurance Office.
I do not intend to deal with the accounts of the State Insurance Office-that is not the
purpose of the motion---except to state that those accounts are in a parlous situation. An
accumulated loss of $750 million hangs over the heads of the people of this State. That
loss will unbalance the economy of this State quite substantially and it is a matter that
must be addressed by the Government.
I am doubtful whether the Treasurer is prepared to address or is capable of addressing
the problem, bearing in mind that in the past three years he has ignored the pleas made to
him by the Insurance Commissioner and the remarks made by the Auditor-General which
indicated that drastic and stem action is required. The Treasurer has been caught out. His
reputation is diminished by the actions he took in terms of this report, and the National
Party is fully justified in supporting the motion.

The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-In speaking on this motion, I
shall go through the history of the State Insurance Office in the field of compulsory thirdparty insurance between the 1940s when it commenced and the 1970s when insurers from
the private sector moved out of the compulsory third-party insurance area. The reason for
the departure of private sector insurers was that between the 1940s and 1975 the costs of
managing compulsory third-party insurance became non-viable.
Major problems developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s when the third-party
insurance premium fixed by the Government of the day was insufficient to meet claims,
the cost of administration and other costs of private sector insurers. The number of
insurers in that area fell from 91 private insurers plus the State Insurance Office to the
State insurer and two private sector insurers. If I recall correctly, they were the RACV
Insurance Pty Ltd and Club Motor Insurance Agency.
Club Motor Insurance Agency was a powerful combination of 60 to 70 general insurers
which backed that insurance company for the purpose of compulsory third-party insurance.
The problem faced by all private sector insurers, and ultimately the RACV Insurance Pty
Ltd and Club Motor Insurance Agency, was that the insurance premiums fixed by the
Government of the day were insufficient to meet claims. Why was that so? The Liberal
Government in the 1960s and 1970s, for political reasons, refused to increase the premiums
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to cover the existing claims as well as future claims. For that reason, private sector insurers
were driven out of the compulsory third-party insurance field.
Because of the ineptitude and the skulduggery of Liberal Governments during the 1960s
and 1970s, compulsory third-party insurance was left to the State Insurance Office alone.
Because the Liberal Governments of the 1960s and 1970s could not face the political
odium of increasing third-party insurance premiums to an appropriate level, private
insurers were forced out of the industry. By January 1977, the State Insurance Office was
the only insurer left in the field of compulsory third-party insurance. That is the situation
that was reached.
One would have thought that by January 1977, when that situation arose, the State
Liberal Government would have realized its incompetence and the fact that, because of
inaction, it had driven out insurers like the RACV and Club Motor Insurance Agency,
insurers that could not be accused of lacking financial management and expertise. Some
of the most competent financial men were members of the boards of these insurers, and
pressured successive Liberal Administrations to increase premiums in accordance with
the cost of administration that had arisen during the late 1960s and early 1970s.
The Liberal Government failed to listen to calls for proper business and financial
management. The result was that large insurance companies pulled out of the third-party
insurance area and left it to the State Insurance Office.
I return to the point that the Liberal Administration should have realized at that stage
that something had to be done with respect to either changing the method of calculating
insurance premiums or providing a mechanism whereby insurance premiums would be
increased automatically to cover the cost of claims, future liabilities, administration and
legal fees. Did the Liberal Government do that? The answer is, "No", it certainly did not.
It commissioned an inquiry headed by Sir John Minogue, a very distinguished judge-a
man who had expertise in the field and who was eminently capable of heading an inquiry
into the future of compulsory third-party insurance. Sir John deliberated and produced a
report on the subject which made a number of recommendations in 1977. One of the
major recommendations was that a system of pay-as-you-go insurance should be
introduced. Having got that recommendation from the Minogue committee, did the
Liberal Administration-which was then supported by the National Party in its concern
about third-party premiums-do anything about it? The answer is that it did not; it set up
committee upon committee to investigate the recommendations contained in the Minogue
report.
What happened during that time? Insurance premiums were not increased in comparison
with the rising cost of claims. On average, insurance premiums increased at approximately
one-half of the inflation rate but, at the same time, claims were rising at the rate of 20 per
cent a year. What did the Liberal Administration do? It continued to deliberate and let
committee after committee investigate what should happen to third-party insurance
premiums. As a result, the State Insurance Office activities in relation to third-party
insurance were eroded. Therein lies the reason for the existing problems of the State
Insurance Office-the failure of previous Liberal Administrations to address the question
of insurance premiums.
Honourable members opposite should be aware that the Premiums Committee made
recommendation after recommendation between 1977 and 1982 regarding increases in the
amount of insurance premiums. Those recommendations were virtually 'ignored, or only
partially implemented. Why? It was for political reasons.
The previous Liberal administration did not want the odium of increasing third-party
insurance premiums. As each year passed, that Administration failed in its duty and the
base of the State Insurance Office in the third-party insurance area was further eroded
until it got to the stage where, once again, upon the Labor Party obtaining office in 1982,
the Govern"ment found that the State Insurance Office was in a financial mess in that area.
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It was the same sort of financial mess that occurred in most areas of Government

administration, which was a residue of the previous Liberal Government's incompetence.
It is important for honourable members to get into perspective the history of third-party
insurance in Victoria because this area is being used as a vehicle to attack the Treasurer of
the State.

In 1980-81 the State Insurance Office had a small profit of $800 000. It was indicative
of the future base of the State Insurance Office, because the signs were already there on
what should be done for the financial future of the office.
In 1981-82 the State Insurance Office had a loss of$134 million. That was the real proof
in the pudding of the administration of the previous Liberal Government because, as Mr
Hunt pointed out in his speech in this debate, the bulk of that loss would have occurred in
the period of the previous Liberal administration.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-I accept that. It was $100 million but it is now up to $1000
million.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Hunt is hoisted with his own petard. He has moved a
motion accusing the Treasurer of evasion, of being involved in conduct misleading and
unacceptable. What has Mr Hunt done this morning? He has been very selective in the
way that he has used the figures. Mr Hunt quoted figures which had been calculated on
one financial base and compared those with figures calculated on a different financial base.
I hesitate to accuse Mr Hunt of trying to mislead the House, far be it for me to even
contemplate that, but I point out to Mr Hunt and to other honourable members the error
of his ways. If Mr Hunt adopts the Auditor-General's method of calculating the present
financial position of the State Insurance Office then, in 1980-81, the office would have
suffered a loss of$97 million. In 1981-82 the loss of$130 million would have been a loss
of slightly more than $295 million. Mr Hunt has chosen to use one set of figures calculated
on the basis that future investment income is included and then has used other figures
where the future investment income is excluded. I am sure the honourable member did
not deliberately do it, but if the figures are closely read, honourable members can see that
Mr Hunt has compared apples with oranges.
In making an attack on the most outstanding Treasurer the State has had, one would
have thought that Mr Hunt would have been exceptionally vigilant in the way he compared
his figures and produced them to the House. If Mr Hunt is not capable of understanding
the difference in accounting methods used by the State Insurance Office and those methods
used by the Auditor-General, he should not be leading a debate attacking the Treasurer.
Mr Hunt stated that Mr Guest will speak in some detail with respect to accounting
methods and calculations in this area. I hope Mr Guest will pick up the hint I have given
him; it will probably be necessary for him to read the figures over lunch.
The Treasurer tabled the report of the State Insurance Office in the first week of the
current sitting of Parliament, as he was required to do pursuant to the Act. Had he made
the report public in any other way before tabling it in Parliament, he would have been in
breach of the Act and liable for any misstatements contained in it. Mr Hunt, as a lawyer,
would know that, and so would Mr Guest. If there is to be a debate on the legalities of that
situation, I am willing to become involved.
Much has been made of the fact that the Treasurer did not make the report public in the
lead-up to the election. As honourable members know, that was purely coincidental:
Parliament had been prorogued, and the Treasurer was not in a position to table the
report. His first opportunity of doing so occurred when Parliament resumed and the report
was then tabled and made available to the public.
The report evidenced what the Labor Party had said before it came into government
and has been saying since then-that the third-party insurance area needs reform. The
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Government has made it clear that that reform will be implemented when appropriate
plans are produced.
The constant carping of the Opposition about the viability of the State Insurance Office
is placing the future of that office at risk. The Government believes the office will be viable
in the third-party insurance area in the future, despite the ineptitude and the incompetence
of the previous Liberal Administrations, which left it with a weak and eroding base.
In comparison, if one looks at the area of general insurance in which the State Insurance
Office competes with the private sector and in which it is able to calculate the premium,
one finds that it has the ability to operate on a competitive basis and operates profitably.
Unfortunately, the failure of Liberal Governments during the 1960s and the 1970s to
increase third-party insurance premiums to enable the State Insurance Office to compete
resulted in the erosion of its financial base in that area.
Mr Baxter supported Mr Hunt's motion attacking the Treasurer. He said little of any
real effect, parroting some of the expressions Mr Hunt used and inadvertently picking up
the error made by Mr Hunt with respect to the calculation of liabilities of the State
Insurance Office and of its profit and loss over the past few years. To calculate the
liabilities, one must decide on which accounting basis to operate and must not swap from
one to another.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Are you saying the Auditor-General is wrong?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Knowles should know that over the past four years
there has been a disagreement between the Auditor-General and the State Insurance
Commissioner, as he then was, but who is now the General Manager of the State Insurance
Office, on the accounting methods used by the State Insurance Office on calculating profits,
losses and liabilities. I am not commenting on whether he is' right or wrong; however, I
should point out that for the past four years there has been a difference of opinion between
the Auditor-General and the State Insurance Office.
That difference of opinion has been highlighted in continuing annual reports over the
past four years. I should imagine it is a matter of which the Liberal Government, when in
power, would have been well aware. It does not matter whether the method of the AuditorGeneral or the State Insurance Office is used, so long as there is consistency over a period
of time so that one has a true financial picture of the State Insurance Office.
Over the past few weeks in another place there has been constant carping and criticism
by the Opposition in an attempt to embarrass the Treasurer about the State Insurance
Office. Those attempts have failed dismally in that place and matters have been explained
clearly and openly on the tabling of the State Insurance Office report and the matters
surrounding it.
The motion threatens the continued viability of the State Insurance Office in the eyes of
the public and is of disadvantage to the better government of Victoria. However, I do not
expect the Opposition to show any responsibility in that area, even though the Government
has made attempts to reform an area of administration that was allowed to run down by
the previous Government.
I conclude by saying that the motion is completely inappropriate. It is not supported by
the facts. In all of his dealings, the Treasurer has been open and honest in making the
officers from the State Insurance Office available to representatives of the Opposition,
including the Leader of the Opposition in another place, so that there could be no doubt
about the intentions of the Government with respect to the State Insurance Office and the
report.
On 12 April this year there was a meeting between officials of the State Insurance Office,
the Leader of the Opposition in another place, Mr Kennett, Mr Guest and the honourable
member for Brighton in another place, Mr Stockdale, when the complete situation was
spelt out to them and any problems they were having in understanding the report were
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ironed out. No suggestion could be made that the Government was in any way covering
up or trying to mislead either the Parliament or the people of Victoria in relation to the
State Insurance Office.
For some considerable time the Government has pointed out the difficulties that the
State Insurance Office was facing and would continue to face because of the weakness of
its base in the compulsory third-party insurance area because of the failure of previous
Liberal Governments to gIve it that base.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-What base? You have been there three years.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Hunt is becoming exasperated.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Because you trot out the same baseless argument on every issue.
You blame the previous Government for all your failures. It is nonsense, and you know
it.
The PRESIDENT-Order! There are too many interjections. Mr Arnold should be
allowed to make his contribution to the debate without the help of other honourable
members.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-I understand Mr Hunt's exasperation because what I have
said this morning has revealed the thinness of his arguments in support of his motion,
which is completely misconceived and unacceptable.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Your Government is unwilling to accept responsibility for its
failures.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-The Government willingly accepts its responsibility. It is
willing to grasp the nettle of responsibility, something that the Government in which Mr
Hunt played a l~ading role failed to do over a lon$ period. That is the basic reason why
institutions such as the State Insurance Office were In a parlous state when the Labor Party
came to government. The sighs and groans from the Opposition benches represent the
strength of the arguments put forward today. It is apparent that a tender nerve has been
touched. The reactions of Opposition members indicate that they know where the blame
lies, and it is certainly not on the Government side of the House.
Honourable members this morning witnessed one of the thinnest attempts to support a
motion that would have no standing in the community, as the community has benefited
from the policies of the Government, which has one of the most able Treasurers this State
has ever had. The Treasurer has been open-minded and honest in leading Victoria's
economic recovery. If the Opposition, when in government, had exercised the openness
and candour of the Treasurer and of the Government as has been apparent since 1982 in
the presentation of annual reports, Budget documents and Supply Bills, as evidenced
yesterday, in a fashion that could be easily understood by honourable members,
Government officials and the ordinary man and woman in the street, it would have been
far more competent and responsible than it ever was. Heaven forbid that the Opposition
should ever get back into power in this State! No doubt, it would soon adopt the
administrative reforms and methods that the present Government has applied in the
Budget Papers and annual reports.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-And program budgeting.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-From what some Opposition members said yesterday, I
do not think they understand program budgeting, despite the clarity with which it has
been presented in the Government's documents and despite the fact that Government
members have been speaking of it for the past two or three years.
I conclude by urging the House to oppose the unacceptable motion moved by the Leader
of the Opposition, Mr Hunt. It amazes me that the Opposition could move such an
unacceptable motion, given the performance of the Treasurer and the economic recovery
he has led. It reveals the irrelevance of the Opposition. Instead of bringing forward matters
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of benefit to people, it trots out a carping attack on the Treasurer of the State that cannot
be supported in any factual, statistical or other way.
One would have thought that, after the meeting between the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Kennett, other members of the Opposition and the State Insurance Office officials, the
whole matter would have been cleared up. Nothing was hidden from the Opposition
members at that meeting and they were given an explanation regarding all the circumstances
surrounding both the condition of the State Insurance Office and the production and
tabling of the report. That should have been the end of the matter.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-It was not the Insurance Commissioner who had to table the
report; it was the Treasurer.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Knowles refers to the tabling of the report. There is no
doubt that the Treasurer was required to table the report and that he had to do so in
accordance with the legislation. He was not permitted to make the report public prior to
the resumption of Parliament, and that has been made clear by the Treasurer and other
honourable members of the Government party.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-But he made other reports public, not only the one now being
discussed.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-I am not criticizing the Insurance Commissioner or the
General Manager of the State Insurance Office.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-But you are blaming him.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-I am not blaming the Insurance Commissioner; I am
laying the blame fairly and squarely where it belongs, on the Opposition benches-that is
where the blame lies. The Insurance Commissioner and the officers have acted to the best
of their ability, but their work was hindered and manacled by the former Liberal
Government's lack of financial competence and its inability over many years to financially
manage the State.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)-Answering the remarks of the
Government's "straight man" sometimes seems to be a futile exercise.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Watch the post; it is moving closer to you.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Mr Arnold's irrelevant excursion through ancient history
made me wonder whether he might end up telling the House that Alfred Deakin was
responsible for all the problems that now exist because he introduced the Liberals to the
notion of State socialism in Victoria. I wondered whether Mr Arnold would tell the House
that Victorians would be better offwith a free enterprise system competing for the provision
of compulsory third-party insurance. That is what the Liberal Party believes, and I
wondered whether Mr Arnold intended to criticize the former Liberal Government on the
ground that it allowed competing insurance companies to go out of business. I should like
to know the view of the Labor Party.
Mr Arnold tried desperately to defend the Treasurer's tabling of the State Insurance
Office report at the last moment on 4 April, just before Good Friday, when the media
coverage would be at an absolute minimum. He did not table the report on the first sitting
day of this session, 3 April. He did so on 4 April, and it was only because of the alertness
of a Herald reporter that the tabling of that report received any mention in the press before
Easter.
If that is an example of frankness of disclosure by the Treasurer, I should like to know
how he behaves when he is being deliberately evasive and deceptive. It is nonsense to
suggest that the Treasurer was impeded in any way by the law in making that report
available to members of Parliament and to the public of Victoria. He had the opportunity
of doing so as early as 21 January, when the Auditor-General's final report and the
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Insurance Commissioner's answer to it were finalized. The relevant provision of the State
Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Act 1983, section (7) states:
The Minister shall cause the report and the audited statement of accounts submitted to him under this section
to be laid before the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly before the expiration of the fourteenth
sitting day of the Legislative Council or the Legislative Assembly (as the case may be) after the report and the
audited statement of accounts have been received by him.

There is nothing in that provision that any layman could imagine, however much deceived
by a lawyer trying to mislead, that would prevent the Treasurer from making that report
available. Finally, in relation to Mr Arnold's more serious remarks, ifhe does not like the
figure of$1082 million as the accumulated losses of the office up until 30 June last year, I
offer him the Insurance Commissioner's own figure of$765 million. Does that not trouble
him when he is prepared to criticize the previous Government for presiding over part of
the first $128 million loss?
The figure of$765 million is an understatement. Even the figure of$1082 million is an
understatement. The true figure for the accumulated loss of the office by 30 June is more
like $1423 million. I shall explain that shortly.
The story of the State Insurance Office under the Cain Government has only to be laid
out plainly, as has been done by Mr Hunt, for it to speak for itself. It speaks ofincompetence
and of misleading and evasive statements. I should add that it is a story, as well, of
irresponsibility and cowardice.
For three weeks now the Legislative Assembly Notice Paper has contained a motion in
substantially similar terms to the one the Legislative Council is now debating. For three
weeks the Government has refused to allow the time for the attack on this gross public
scandal to be made in the Lower House and directed to the Minister to whom it should
properly be made. It is for that reason that it was necessary for a member of the Legislative
Council to move the motion addressed to a group of Ministers who are incompetent to
answer and to the back bench of the Government, which is apparently not even interested.
The Opposition makes extremely serious allegations against the Treasurer. Not all of
the allegations will be advanced during this debate. Instead, some of the allegations are
the type that should be left for the Treasurer to be confronted with directly and that will
happen only if the Government eventually faces up to the fact that it must answer, through
the Treasurer, in the Legislative Assembly.
The Treasurer saw, in his first year of office, the first loss reported by the State Insurance
Office. That was the loss of $128 million in 1981'-82. Despite all the warning signs he did
nothing but take the cowardly and trifling step of sneaking through a 15 per cent rise in
the compulsory third-party premiums during the January 1983 holiday. That is the only
time the Government has taken any steps to improve the solvency of the State Insurance
Office. By the time the premium advisory committee reported last year, the Treasurer
knew the annual loss of the office was about $500 million.
I suggest honourable members think of that figure in relation to other figures in the
public accounts of this State. It is a large figure by any standards. It is a figure that is close
to the compulsory third-party premium income, and the corresponding increase in the
premiums needed, according to the premium advisory committee, was 60 per cent.
It is not as though the Treasurer was not warned. The State Insurance Office is-a major
responsibility within his area of administration. It should have given him the greatest
cause for concern as he has heard year after year from the Insurance Commissioner and
the Auditor-General about the seriousness of the problems of the State Insurance Office.
It was not only the figures, which rose from a loss of $128 million reported in the first
year to $159 million the following year and now $476 million, which is a net figure if one
includes some of the small profits from the general insurance business, but also the clear
words of the Insurance Commissioner himself in the 1982 report:
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There has been a dramatic change from the picture I presented last year. Investment returns have not bridged
the gap between premiums and claims.

That something will have to be done to contain claims in Victoria seems clear, as their cost spreads well
outside the compulsory insurance areas.

He gave chapter and verse in detailing how the problems arose. In 1983 he said:
The financial situation of the State Insurance Office has changed only in dimension from that which I presented
when reporting last year. The reason the results have not improved lies solely with Compulsory Third Party
Insurance where, in spite of the fact that we have included investment income, both actual and estimated-

As is known, the Auditor-General disagrees with the propriety of doing so... there has not been sufficient to bridge the gap between premiums and claims.
The situation has substantially worsened in this class, firstly due to the existing gap between premiums and
claims and secondly past losses have caused a short-fall of assets of the order of $129 million which means the
proportion of our earnings against liabilities has been reduced. I have advised you as to what I believe are proper
premiums given the current level ofliabilities and similar advice has been tendered by the Premiums Committee.
I have also advised in respect of certain courses of action which I believe would assist in containing the claims
level.

Never has the Treasurer come clean about any of these matters raised with him by the
Insurance Commissioner. He has made it clear to the Insurance Commissioner, the
General Manager and Chairman of the State Insurance Office as he now is, that he does
not want people to be told. The full, frank disclosure Mr Arnold seems to believe occurred
when Mr Kennett, Mr Stockdale and I visited the chairman and other executives did not
include any disclosure of these matters to which I have just referr~d which, obviously, the
Treasurer did not wish to have disclosed.
I remind the House that the details in the 1984 report were available to the Treasurer as
early as 6 September last year and possibly as early as 31 August. The Treasurer must have
known the substance of It earlier than that-if not, he is totally irresponsible. The 1984
report stated:
Looking in greater detail, Compulsory Third Party (C.T.P.) Insurance is in an impossible situation.

In any class of insurance there is no escaping the fact that if claims cost more, then someone has to "foot the
bill". C.T.P. is no different and premiums must be fine tuned to claims with sensitivity to their general cost
potential, to changes in claims incidence, and to other costs such as No Fault and pensioner benefits. I understand
that a revised figure as to level of premiums has been advised to you by the Premiums Committee.

In that context of advice to the Treasurer over three years I say that an additional charge
of irresponsibility and cowardice should be levelled at the Treasurer. He has not faced his
responsibilities. He has not come clean about these matters. He has not attempted to
impose what no doubt would be politically difficult solutions.
Now, Government-run business is insolvent by commercial standards. That is not an
attack on the officers of the business but on the ultimate managerial authority, the Treasurer.
By commercial standards, which this office is not allowed to apply to itself, it is insolvent.
I note as Mr Ward says by interjection, that there is no Minister at present in the Housean admission that this problem is totally beyond each of them.
The Minister for Health has returned to the Chamber which is appropriate because, of
all Government Ministers, he will at least worry about the situation. It is no exaggeration
and no flight of fancy to state that the State Insurance Office is insolvent by commercial
standards. Even its monopoly status in the handling of compulsory third-party business
cannot make it probable that the Government will allow it to earn in premiums what it
needs to pay in liabilities.
Last August, the Insurance Commission put the position to the Treasurer. He said:
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The urgent need for revision is emphasized by the fact that the net result for the year puts the State's finances
at risk by guarantee of the compulsory third-party loss to the level of$798 million.

It is appropriate that I put to rest entirely the Treasurer's deceptive case about one item in
the insurance office accounts, which he has preferred to ignore. When the Treasurer does
not ignore the issue, he chooses to mislead. I refer to the case of the missing $341 million.
That figure is important in two respects: It is a debt of$341 million which the Government
has tied around the necks of Victorians as it is the unfunded liability of the State Insurance
Office for the Government sector employers' liability. The figure appears in note 2 (c) of
the 1984 accounts. I shall read it because it is the basis of what I have to say about the
events at the State Insurance Office. At page 7 of the notes and accounts, note 2 (c) states:
The provision for Government policies has been assessed using case estimates rather than actuarial appraisals.
The difference between the case estimates and actuarial calculations for these policies is $341 536. This amount
will be recovered by future premiums as the claims costs are incurred.

It would be a digression to elaborate in detail how that figure actually represents the
unfunded part of the Government sector employers' liability, however tactfully it is
expressed.
The figure of $347 million was an increase of $123 million on the previous year when
the figure in the 1983 accounts was $218 million.

The sitting was suspended at 12.59 p.m. until 2.3 p.m.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Before the suspension of the sitting I was about to make a
temporary digression to point out the extremely serious consequences of the way the
Government, over the past few weeks, has ceased to fund workers compensation or
employer liability insurance for officers of its departments. When the private sector has
been under increasing cost pressures and has had to pay increasing workers compensation
premiums, the Government has remained oblivious to the problems by holding over its
obligations for future generations to discharge. The deferred cost was $123 million for
1983-84 alone.
Earlier I addressed some comments to the remarks made by Mr Amold in order to try
to sort out a little wheat from the chaff. One of the more outrageous statements he made,
to which I did not advert, was that the difference between the annual reports of the
Insurance Commissioner and the Auditor-General was simply a matter of opinion. He
stated that that situation could go on so long as one knew the true position.
I want to say two things about that. Firstly, we do not have the true position. An
Auditor-General can form a different estimate from that of the State Insurance Office only
of the actuarial valuation of future liabilities. In no way can he layout precisely all the
complex factors which comprise 50 or 60 pages of text In a way that we can understand
and decide upon.
Such a large difference exists, amounting to some $317 million, in the estimation of the
accumulated liabilities of the State Insurance Office made by the Auditor-General and that
made by the office of the State Insurance Office that it must be resolved. It is a question of
the debt in effect owed by the people of this State that will have to be discharged in the
future.
That difference was first drawn to attention in the 1982 report and the Auditor-General's
qualification of it. Perhaps the Treasurer thought it would go away; it did not, it came back
in 1983 and it is still there in 1984. It is a mounting problem of huge dimensions. The
Treasurer should resolve it and he should bring in legislation, if necessary, to obtain
Parliament's sanction for the correct form of account. After all, this was done with statutory
authorities generally in the department by the Annual Reporting Act. Why not have a
similar Act to cover the valuation of liabilities of the State Insurance Office? Why has it
not been done already?
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I refer again to the error in the notes to the accounts of the State Insurance Office, 1984,
I have already referred to Note 2 (c) which states:
The difference between the case estimates and actuarial calculations of these policies is $341 536.

As I pointed out, that figure represented the unfunded liabilities for Government employer
insurance.
Note 2 (h) of the accounts states:
Rounding: All items shown in the accounts and notes to the accounts are rounded to the nearest thousand
dollars.

The fact is that $341 536, as presented in Note 2 (c), is not a rounded figure. If it were a
rounded figure, it would be $342 000. The true figure is $341 536 million expressed to the
nearest thousand.
Senior management of the State Insurance Office agreed with Mr Kennett, Mr Stockdale
and me when we visited the office that the real sum was $341 million. We discovered that
the Treasurer would say that a note about rounding figures would cover that little matter
and, indeed, attention was drawn by the Treasurer to note 2h. That is what the Treasurer
told Mr Colebatch in his reply as reported in the Age of 15 April.
We took a different view and got advice from Professor Officer of Monash University
who made it perfectly clear that there was all the difference in the world between rounding
the figures to the nearest $1000, which still requires one to put in the three noughts, and
expressing the figures in thousands.
Generally, the accounts express the figures in thousands. Let it not be said that the
Treasurer does not understand this because the explanatory memorandum to the Supply
Bill states, at page 4:
It should be noted that the amounts in the Table are expressed in thousands of dollars.

The Treasurer has persisted in attempting to deceive the public and to cast aspersions on
the reputation of members of the Opposition. He has even denied that it was admitted to
us that there was an error in the accounts of the State Insurance Office as presented in the
1984 report and in particular in note 2 (c). However, I was present, Mr Stockdale was
present and Mr Kennett was present and the fact is that when we raised the question of
the truth of the figure 341 536 we were told that was right. When we insisted that it was in
millions, a senior executive came back and confirmed that, indeed, it was in millions. I
have the distinct recollection of an apologetic remark being made about the lack of proof
reading of the final version of the account.
I do not blame the senior executives of the State Insurance Office if, somewhere or other
in the ranks, there was a minor failure. Every honourable member is aware of the difficulty
of recording words or figures precisely and making sure that they go on being reported
precisely step by step in any reproduction process. One can understand why, if the accounts
are differently framed from one year to another, errors will creep in. But I do blame the
Treasurer who was ultimately responsible for presenting this material to the public.
The interview took place six months after the State Insurance Office had stated that it
believed it had stated everything relevant about the matter. It reported on 31 August 1984.
But for the Treasurer it was a live issue and should have been given his closest attention.
The significance of the unfunded liability alone should have engaged his attention. That is
obvious when one considers the general problems of the State Insurance Office.
The Government insists that workers compensation will be reformed in this State on a
fully funded basis, so it must be important if its own liabilities are unfunded to the tune of
$341 million. If the Treasurer did not understand the position it can only be because the
Government really does not care about the obligations it is passing on to future generations.
The Treasurer and Mr Amold have repeated the familiar chant that it is all the fault of
the Liberals, that the problems of the State Insurance Office started under the Hamer
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Government, or perhaps earlier than that. One must keep in mind a few simple facts: The
compulsory third-party insurance business of the StateJnsurance Office has been causing
that office large losses since 1982. The accounts for 1980-81 showed a profit of$800 000.
The loss in 1982 was $128 million. In 1983 the loss was $159 million and in 1984 the
loss was $476 million. This Treasurer has failed to take any action to deal with the rapidly
deteriorating position.
In 1982 the State Insurance Office had assets amounting to ten times the losses. No
problem about solvency existed. In 1985 the office must sell its assets to pay for its losses.
No rise in premiums has occurred since 1983 when the 15 per cent rise was sneaked in
during the January holiday period.
One would be surprised if the losses were not already $350 milion this year, especially
as the Treasurer, when asked if that figure was correct, refused to answer or provide any
other figure. Losses have increased by 372 per cent in five years up to 30 June 1984. They
are greater now. The issue of the State Insurance Office's solvency rests solely with the
Government.
The Treasurer is responsible for the business of the State Insurance Office together with
the form which the accounts take. The form of accounts must be approved by the Treasurer.
The 1984 accounts conceal for the first time vital information prOVIding a proper
understanding of what is occurring in the State Insurance Office.
In 1983 classes of business were presented separately, and they were employers' liability,
comprehensive motor vehicle insurance, and compulsory third-party insurance. In 1984
the office's franchise was extended to general insurance, but instead of presenting those
four categories the accounts were aggregated and presented in two categories, compulsory
third-party insurance and other. That is the first sign of a Government, in its acute
embarrassment, attempting to make sure it provides less information now than previously
rather than more information. Despite all the talk of program budgeting and freedom of
information, when given a clear case of potential embarrassment to the Government it
closes down the source of information.
The second example of a change in the form of accounts occurred in 1984 when the very
information that one needed to know about the setting up of a pay-as-you-go scheme was
not made available. The Treasurer put a figure of$37 million as a hypothetical surplus if
the State Insurance Office had run compulsory third-party insurance in 1983-84 on a payas-you-go basis. No doubt the Treasurer is right and no doubt he has access to the working
papers and can find out and inform honourable members at a time that suits him. The
Treasurer certainly did not do that during the months leading up to the election.
In contrast to the previous year, the accounts approved by the Treasurer in 1983-84
made no distinction between and provided no information about the difference between
incurred liabilities, the true expense figure for calculating insurance losses, and the actual
claims paid.
I shall compare the note in the 1983 accounts and honourable members will see that
there is no practical problem about disclosing this information. It is all there in note 5 on
page 5 under "Incurred Claims", which states that:
Incurred claims are derived as follows . . .

I direct the attention of honourable members to the various columns where comparisons
are made between 1982 and 1983 in respect of employers' liability insurance,
comprehensive motor vehicle insurance and compulsory third-party insurance. Claims
paid under compulsory third-party policies amounted to $306 million and 90 cents in
1983. That information is vital to an understanding of the consequences of a shift to payas-you-go funding, and was simply not available in the 1984 accounts.
I direct attention to the oft-repeated statements of the Treasurer and the Premier that
the losses of the State Insurance Office are only paper losses, like the losses on overseas
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borrowings as they would have us believe. To the 'Government apparently the fact that
Victorian taxpayers are poorer still does not mean that the losses are not paper losses.
Who sees them as paper losses? The Premier and the Treasurer do, and perhaps a
speaker from the Government benches will say so, but the State Insurance Office does not
consider them as paper losses. That is not the way that the Insurance Commissioner has
suggested that they should be taken. There is no note that those losses really do not matter
because they are only paper losses.
The Auditor-General does not have the same view as the Government and I am happy
to say that the media do not see them in that way. The Federal Government and the
Federal legislature do not consider them paper losses because all insurers are required to
meet the solvency requirements of the Federal legislation, which ensures that all private
insurers are fully funded.
The State Insurance Office, even under the legislation introduced by the present
Government, was intended to follow the Commonwealth standard, which requires full
funding. A determination by the Treasurer under section 20 (5) of the State Insurance
Office Act is required, if the office does not comply with the Federal standards. These
paper losses are real losses; they are the actual cost of settling claims. That is an incurred
liability, as the accounts show. A projection forward of the costs of meeting the liabilities
over the years is involved, but what is being calculated is the actual cost of claims already
made or claims that will be made as a result of the events that have occurred during the
year.
Every private insurer knows that these costs are real costs. They are incurred liabilities.
It is only the Treasurer, in his maniacal attempt to mortgage the future of the State,

pursuing the high spending policies of the Government, who continues to engage in the
pretence that these losses are paper losses and can be treated as a mere accounting exercise
that should not have any practical impact on the Budget.
Let us look at the flagrant inconsistency of that position with the position of the
Government on workers compensation reform.
The Government is claiming, albeit falsely, that its workers compensation reforms will
involve full funding. The Government is not going over to a pay-as-you-go workers
compensation scheme because it would be wrong to do it, so it says. Why then is it
advocating pay-as-you-go compulsory third-party insurance?
Why is there an argument for leaving cash in the hands of the motorist for him to use as
he likes on holidays or inessentials, when, in relation to workers compensation, the
Government does not seek to say that it would be better to leave moneys earned by
business in the hands of businessmen to expand their businesses; to increase the prosperity
of the State and to increase the tax base on which future revenue could be earned?
The answer is again simply irresponsibility and, above all, political cowardice, because
the businessmen are relatively few and motorists are many and motorists as consumers
have ~any votes. The Treasurer is all too transparent.
The Treasurer, the Premier and every member of the Government who stands behind
him are all responsible for yet another deception because in the State taxation policy of
the Government, prepared for the last State election campaign under the heading,
"Compulsory Third Party Insurance" on page 8 it was stated:
In the next term, a Labor Government will tackle the issue of compulsory third-party insurance. Our timetable is to correct the workers compensation system first and then to move on to reform third party insurance.
There will be no increases in compulsory third-party premiums pending the outcome of this review.

No doubt the Treasurer was too busy trying to win re-election to attend to the implications
of the disastrous state of affairs in the State Insurance Office, but the fact is he allowed that
promise to be made.
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One finds on 6 April, two days after the Treasurer finally had to bite the bullet and sneak
his State Insurance Office report into Parliament, a report in the Age, which states:
The Treasurer, Mr Jolly, says an increase in premiums is possible until the third-party system, run by the State
Insurance Office, is reviewed.

So much for election promises. An article by Simon Clarke on the same day, under the
heading, "Third-party cost is likely to rise", states:
The State Government seems certain to break its election promise not to increase compulsory third-party
insurance premiums until the system had been reviewed.
The Treasurer, Mr Jolly, said on Thursday an increase in premiums was possible as an interim measure,
pending completion of a review of the third-party insurance system run by the State Insurance Office.

That is a direct contradiction of the policy which said there would be no increases in
compulsory third-party premiums pending the outcome of this review.
So the case that the Treasurer has weaved, ducked and turned on every possible occasion
to avoid facing up to the real implications of the disastrous state of affairs in the State
Insurance Office has been abundantly made. We now know that the true accumulated
liabilities of the State Insurance Office, even as at 30 June last year, were not merely $765
million-the figure which appears in the State Insurance Office's own accounts-and not
even just $1082 million, which was the figure that the Auditor-General would put on it.
When one takes into account the unfunded liabilities for workers compensation, given
that this Government does not approve of unfunded workers compensation liabilities,
one sees that the figure is now $1·423 billion.
With further losses this year, it is clear that the State Insurance Office is technically
insolvent when regarded, as it should be, as a commercial enterprise. The Treasurer should
tell Parliament what will be done. He should have been anxious for the motion, of which
notice was given in the Legislative Assembly, to be dealt with at the first possible
opportunity so that he could answer the charges. He has not done that, so it is necessary
for the Opposition to make the charges here in the hope that the Government will, from
now on, take the issue of the State Insurance Office seriously.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-In response to the case put earlier in
the day by the Leader of the Opposition, Mr Hunt, and supported by Mr Baxter and Mr
Guest, I shall make the following points. The Treasurer received the annual report on 11
February 1985 and tabled it in the first sitting week of the next Parliament in accordance
with the Act. Mr Hunt, as Leader of the Opposition, relied significantly during the course
of his speech on an article that appeared in the Sun of22 February, which states:
The Treasurer, Mr Jolly, said last night he had not received the report of the SIO, but would adhere to his
obligation to table it in Parliament.

That article was incorrect in stating that the Treasurer had said he had not received the
report. An article in the Sun of 23 February stated:
Yesterday Mr Jolly said he received the final SIO report on February ll-two weeks after Parliament was
dissolved.

The article of23 February was correct: The Treasurer received the report on 11 February,
two weeks after Parliament was dissolved.
The basis of the case presented to the House was the article that appeared in the Sun on
22 February. It was not said at any time that the Treasurer misled or attempted to mislead
Parliament. It was alleged that he had indicated that he had not received the report of the
State Insurance Office, as claimed in the Sun article. However, the article that appeared
the next day in the Sun indicated that the statement of the previous day had been
incorrectly attributed to the Treasurer. In fact, it was not only incorrectly attributed, but
also incorrect in substance.
In 1983-84 the State Insurance Office made a loss on compulsory third-party insurance,
but a profit of$7·5 million where it competes with the private sector. In its last six years
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the Liberal Administration failed on four occasions to increase premiums. Since 1976
premiums have increased at about half the inflation rate, the last increase being in January
1983. In contrast, claims were outstripping inflation, as outlined in the annual report.
Compulsory third-party cash flow has been positive in 1983-84, to the tune of$37 million.
The Auditor-General and the Insurance Commissioner have been in conflict over the
accounting practice of the SIO of including future investment income as an offset against
future claims payout. This issue is considered within the accounting profession each year
when the accounts and the Auditor-General's report are presented. It should be pointed
out that the State insurance offices in Queensland, New South Wales, Western Australia
and South Australia are handled in this way, and the accounting practices of private
insurers are in accord with the SIO practice, not with the views of the Auditor-General.
Therefore, there is a strong precedent for the accounting practices that are currently
being undertaken in the State Insurance Office. The Auditor-General's method would add
$317 million to the total level of net liabilities of the office. However, it is the view of the
State Insurance Office that the accounting proposals of the Auditor-General are not
consistent with current professional and prevailing practice.
The Minogue report handed to the Hamer Government in 1976 recommended a change
to the pay-as-you-go system. This followed the Liberal Government's premium setting
which effectively barred private insurers from competing in the compulsory third-party
insurance area.
The Opposition has been asking the Treasurer for nine-month trading figures for the
State Insurance Office. The Treasurer has continually said that he will meet the requirements
of the Act and table the annual report after audit in keeping with the Act.
Both the Treasurer and the Premier have attacked the Opposition for its attacks on the
State Insurance Office as an important public resource. The Government believes the
office is an important institution and that it has a significant future in this State.
In respect of the matters relating to the reporting of this issue by the Treasurer, the
performance of the State Insurance Office, and its cash flow and the matters raised by the
Auditor-General, the Government believes that the issues that have been raised by the
Opposition and the National Party in the course of this debate do not provide the basis
for a case to demonstrate the words that are used in the motion.
For the reasons that my colleague, Mr Arnold, outlined and for the reasons that I have
just put to the House, the Government does not believe there is a basis for the case to
support the motion now before the House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-Two points have been raised by the
Government in the course of debate which warrant some comment. The first point was
raised by Mr Arnold and the second was raised by the Minister for Health. Mr Arnold
argued that, by adding in the total accumulated losses of the State Insurance Office with
the additional figure found by the Auditor-General to be outstanding, one would be
comparing unlike with like or, as he put it, one would be comparing apples with oranges.
I make it clear that I aligned the Insurance Commissioner's own figures, which showed
an accumulated loss of$765 million, with the fact ofa profit existing as of 1981, the last
full year of the Liberal Government. I also outlined the Insurance Commissioner's figures
for the 1982 year. However, with regard to the reference to the added figure by the AuditorGeneral, although that addition is no doubt fully justified; I accept the fact that there could
be some confusion. Nevertheless, I say that by turning the position of profit to an
accumulated loss of$765 million during the period of this Government there is the clearest
possible evidence of inefficiency.
The Minister for Health has denied the veracity of the press statement which appeared
in the Sun on 22 February. I accept what he said. However, it destroys only one of the
many allegations made against the Treasurer of seeking to deceive the public of this State.
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I have made numerous allegations and I have backed them up with facts, figures and
quotations. The Minister for Health chose to challenge one of them, and I accept the
answer he has given on that point. The others remain and still show a deliberate course of
deception of the public, deception which ought not to be tolerated from any Minister.
If any further evidence of the truth of this charge were needed, it is found in the way in
which the Treasurer has sought to avoid answering it. Immediately after the tabling of the
report notice was given in the Legislative Assembly of a motion similar to that now being
debated, and it has remained on the·Notice Paper ever since. Notice was given ofa motion
censuring the Treasurer on the very same grounds which my notice gave. One would have
thought that a Government which had concern for its credibility and that a Government
that could answer the charges levelled against it would want those charges dealt with
immediately and, indeed, that is the normal course when there is a motion of censure or
want of confidence against a Minister. In its own interests the Government brings on the
motion forthwith and the Minister concerned has an opportunity of replying.

Throughout the month of April the Government has neglected that opportunity, has
refused to bring the matter on for debate and has left the cloud hanging over the Treasurer.
The only conclusion one can reach is that there was no valid answer. We found in this
House today that there is no answer. All that has been done is to say, "Let us compare like
with like". We have done that and the position is still very bleak. All that has been done
further is to show that one press report of the many issued was incorrect. The rest, by
implication, are accepted by the Government as being correct. They, indeed, when
examined over the period, as 1 have examined them, show a dishonest and reprehensible
course of conduct well justifying the passage of the motion by the House.
The House divided on the motion (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
Ayes
19
Noes
17
Majority for the motion
Mr Baxter
Mr Birrell
MrBlock
Mrde Fegely
MrDunn

MrEvans
MrGuest
MrHallam
MrHunt
MrKnowles

AYES
MrLawson
MrLong
MrMacey
MrRadford
MrReid

MrAmold
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
MrHenshaw
MrsHogg

MrsKimer
Mr Landeryou
MrMcArthur
MrsMcLean
Mr Mackenzie

NOES
MrMurphy
MrPullen
MrSandon
MrWalker
MrWhite

MrGranter

Mr Butler

2

PAIRS
MrHoughton
MrStorey

MrWard
MrWright

Tellers:
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard

Tellers:
MrKennedy
MrKent
MrMier
MrSgro

ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-1 move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

On 19 November 1981 the Honourable Haddon Storey, then Attorney-General, introduced
the Associations Incorporation Act into this House. He pointed out that the purpose of
the Bill was to implement the recommendations of a sub-committee of the Chief Justice's
Law Reform Committee that legislation be enacted to provide a simple and inexpensive
means by which unincorporated non-profit associations may obtain corporate status.
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Although the Act was assented to on 5 January 1982 it was not brought into operation by
the present Government until 1 July 1983.
The number of bodies incorporating under this Act is currently running at 300 a month.
At the beginning of May 1985 the number registered was approaching 4900. I would
expect that the rate of registrations will continue to increase as the months go by.
Section 3 (1) of the Act states that "Association" means an association, society, club,
institution or body formed or carried on for any lawful purpose but not for the purpose of
trading or securing pecuniary profit for its members and that has not less than five
members.
Section 51 (1) states that an incorporated association shall not(a) trade;
(b) secure pecuniary profit for its members; or
(c) as trustee, trade or secure pecuniary profit for persons who are members of the
incorporated association.
Penalty: 5 penalty units.
There is no definitive authority on the meaning of the word "trade" in the context of
the legislation. This has resulted in a back-log of associations wishing to incorporate but
who are advised by their respective lawyers to refrain from doing so because of the possible
consequence of a finding that the associations were, in fact, trading.
Many organizations which were clearly intended to benefit from the legislation cannot
do so in those circumstances. Schools which apply all the proceeds of fees, donations and
profits from tuckshops and hope to finish in front financially at the end of each year, not
for profit hospitals which charge fees to patients and hope to turn a profit at the end of
each year which is ploughed back into hospital services of one kind or another, university
colleges which charge fees for various services, welfare organizations which conduct appeals,
collect and sell clothing and second-hand goods, lease properties and invest any surplus,
family planning organizations which charge fees for advice and provide a social service
with the proceeds-these types of charitable organizations and many others have been
waiting patiently for amendment to the legislation since it was proclaimed but nothing has
happened.
There are many bodies waiting for the amendment of section 51 so they can register
under this Act. They include schools, university colleges and not for profit religious
hospitals.
It is highly desirable that bodies which do not have legal personality be incorporated if
only for the purpose of identifying them at law. Religious hospitals, for instance, are
conducted by religious orders, the members of which take a vow of poverty and anyone
suffering injury in a religious hospital is in immediate difficulty in knowing who to sue. If
the Act is amended as proposed, the hospitals will be conducted and carried on by the
incorporated associations consisting of religious sisters and some lay advisers having the
legal perspnality to enter into contracts and conduct the hospital.
A large number of voluntary charitable organizations are being advised not to register
because of the provisions of section 51 and the penalties provided for members of
associations who knowingly breach those provisions.
The alternative method of incorporation is pursuant to the procedures relating to
companies limited by guarantee. These procedures, however, are quite daunting and
inevitably very expensive.
The Bill proposes to amend section 51. The amendment will make it quite clear that
associations, the predominant purpose of which is charitable and which preclude any
distribution of any of the assets of the association to its members, may become incorporated
associations despite the fact that they might be deemed to "trade".
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While the principal Act may need amendment in other respects, the amendment I am
proposing, to insert a sub-section (4) in section 51, will enable most of the organizations
to which I have referred to derive the intended benefit of the legislation. The proposed
new sub-section reads:
.. (4) This section does not apply to an incorporated association the predominant purpose of which is charitable
and rules of which preclude any distribution of its assets in the event of its winding-up to its members or
otherwise than for a charitable purpose.".

The Opposition believes this matter is non-contentious. The amendment is moved to
correct an anomaly that was not contemplated at the time the legislation was enacted. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. E. H. Walker, for the Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE
The Hon. REG MACEY (Monash Province)-I move:
That this House urges the Commonwealth Government to refrain from making any alterations to any aspect
of present revenue sharing arrangements as they affect local government until the National Inquiry into Local
Government Finance has reported and its recommendations have been considered jointly by the Commonwealth,
the States, and local government.

The motion specifically refers to media publicity about an alleged foreshadowed cutback
in Federal Government funding of local government relating to the personal income
taxation share formula which currently provides 2 per cent of that taxation as funding to
local government, and requests the Federal Government not to proceed with any decision
relating to any cutbacks or an alteration in finances affecting local government until the
National Inquiry into Local Government Finance has finalized its deliberations and made
recommendations, which are not due until September this year.
The National Inquiry into Local Government Finance has the following terms of
reference:
The inquiry has been commissioned to review the local government tax sharing required to improve the
operation of the Local Government (Personal Income Tax Sharing) Act 1976 with reference to• the respective roles of the Commonwealth and the States in regard to local government;
• the purpose and functions oflocal government revenue sharing;
• the level and form offunding for local government available from Commonwealth, State and local government
sources, and the principles which should determine the level and allocation of the local government revenue
sharing funds between and within States.

That inquiry is sitting now in Sale considering submissions, but what a kick in the teeth it
would be for local government if the Federal Government, prior to any proper consideration
of the inquiry's report, were to decide at this stage that the share of personal income
taxation flOWIng to local government should be cut back.
Local government has already indicated its concern about the possibility of that occurring.
At a meeting held at South Melbourne on Monday of this week, 190 councils were
represented and 400 councillors from all over Victoria were present. At the present moment
a new local government organization is in Canberra meeting with the Federal Minister for
Local Government and Administrative Services, Mr Uren, and is seeking to meet with
the Treasurer, Mr Keating, to deal with this matter. That is a measure of the level of
concern and anger that has flowed through local government as a result of the suggestion
that there should be a cutback in funding.

Honourable members associated with local government, or those who have come in
contact with local government because of representations made to them by unhappy
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ratepayers, are aware that the primary revenue-raising source of local government is no
longer an appropriate method of determining whether the property owner who receives
the rate bill has the appropriate financial resources to meet the rates account.
Historically, of course, rates were introduced so that owners of property would contribute
proportionally towards the improvement of physical facilities, such as roads and drainage,
in their areas. Authorities appreciated that property owners were gaining capital advantages
as a result of that improvement. In those days most property was owned in total.
Sophisticated mortgage and loan-raising arrangements did not exist then.
One can no longer look at a situation and say, "Mrs Smith has a property in her name
that is worth some $150 000. ~~ One cannot say she has an equity of $150 000 in that
property. One does not know what loans might have been raised on that property, whether
the valuation of the property was correct in that she had full equity, or whether her
disposable income would be a reflection of her equity in that property. One cannot say
Mrs Smith would be able to pay the rates.
It was appropriate that the Federal Labor Government, during its 1972-75 period in
office, successfully introduced a procedure whereby grants were given to local government.
Those arrangements were received and modified in 1976 by the subsequent Liberal
Government which introduced, for the first time, a formula for a firm share of personal
income tax receipts. The original figure was 1·52 per cent and by 1980-81 it had been
increased twice to its present figure of2 per cent.
The Opposition welcomes the advent of the National enquiry Into Local Government
Finance. However, the Opposition is extremely concerned that the Federal Government
may pre-empt the inquiry by acting on the reported Department of Finance report which
has recommended major alterations to the general tax-sharing system. The end result of
that would be that major cuts would be made in grants to local government. The impact
of such a move on local government would be enormous.
I have contacted the town clerks of municipalities that are covered either in whole or in
part by Monash Province. I have also examined the figures that have been mentioned in
press reports to date, and I find that the cutbacks suffered by councils in the Monash
Province are in excess of$800 000. When I say cutbacks, I refer to the amounts that would
have flowed to these councils if the present arrangement were to continue. It is lawful that
revenue should continue to be received by those councils because oflegislation introduced
by Federal Parliament some years ago.
Taxes are being collected by the Federal Government during the current financial year.
By law, the Federal Government established a fund whereby a specific share of revenue
would flow to another level of government-in this case local government. More than
midway through-in fact, almost at the end of the taxation year, when the money has
been collected from taxpayers-the Federal Government is suggesting that that amount
should be varied to suit the particular political constraints currently facing the Federal
Government. The Federal Government is not suggesting that it will be cutting back in its
own expenditure, but the message is coming through to local government that it will be
one area that will bear the burden.
Local government has little scope to increase revenue from its own resources. Rate
increases in recent years are already well in excess of consumer price index, and other
options, such as raising revenue by entrepreneurial activity, are possible to any significant
extent only to a small number of councils.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics figures show that in Melbourne, local government
rates and charges increased by 6·8 per cent over the year ended December 1984. The
consumer price index increase for the same period was 2·5 per cent.
Local government has been faced with having to increase its rates beyond the consumer
price index. One reason is that in recent years, because of the reductions in the increase in
the personal income tax collection, local government has not been receiving grants in line
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with the consumer price index. In the past two years, those grants have been significantly
below the consumer price index. Each year councils have looked forward, with some
anticipation, to a catch-up occurring. The prediction for this year is that the increase in
personal income tax receipts will be of the order of 20 per cent.
Local government believes it has a right to the catch-up grants that the Federal
Government has not chosen to return to the taxpayers. The view of local government is:
Why should the ratepayers have to bear a burden which the Federal Government suggests
should not be borne equitably by all? If such a cut-back is to occur, why should not it be
evenly shared?
The introduction of general revenue funding was seen as a breakthrough in resourcing
oflocal government and was widely supported by local government bodies. The two major
reasons for this widespread support for the new funding scheme were, firstly, that it was
clearly demonstrated that the Commonwealth Government recognized the important role
of local government in the delivery ofa wide range of public services, and secondly, that
as the grants were untied, it allowed councils to either expand services or proceed with
projects-especially those which may have been unsuccessful if they had to be financed
from increases in property rates-or to use the grants to supplement expenditure on
existing functions, thereby alleviating increasing the rate burdens.
Despite minor changes to levels and details of the scheme over the years, since 1976
councils have been able to rely on a fairly steady proportion of their annual revenue being
provided from personal income tax-share grants. These grants have in fact become an
integral part of the fiscal processes of local government and councils have come to expect
and depend on their continuation in real terms and increases from time to time to allow
for the extension of services in line with the emerging community demands.
Basically, however, personal income tax-sharing grants give councils scope to provide a
range of services in response to specific local needs, which is especially important in
respect of services which may not be politically acceptable if they had to be funded from
property rates.
These grants have given local councils the opportunity for innovation, the opportunity
to move ahead and meet specific needs without necessarily having to cope with the
political flack which might otherwise have emerged if initiatives had been financed out of
rate revenue.
I am sure honourable members opposite would welcome and support some of the
initiatives introduced by some councils as a result of these grants.
I hope that honourable members will support this motion. I had the opportunity of
referring to this item as one of my concerns in my maiden speech. I welcome the opportunity
to raise the matter again in a forum where honourable members can consider it and
address it on behalf of councils, taxpayers and ratepayers who properly should be able to
expect a fair share of their income tax returned to benefit their local municipalities.
In recent years the Australian Taxation Office in forwarding assessment cheques following
consideration of taxation assessments has indicated on those assessments that a proportion
of the taxation charged to taxpayers is returned to local government. Taxpayers and
ratepayers are aware of this.
The present Federal Government's election policy was that 2 per cent of total revenue
should be retained by local government. Is this to become one of the worst examples of a
politically disposable promise? This money has already been extracted from taxpayers and
the suggestion that legislation already on the statute-book relating to its allocation should
be varied or tossed out is not proper. Money has been raised for a specific purpose and
should not be directed to another purpose. As I suggested to the House earlier, it would be
an' example of the lowest form of politically disposable promises that the community has
seen.
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I ask the House to pass the motion or a version improved by amendment.
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne Province)-The Government does not have any
problem with the thrust of the motion moved by Mr Macey, ifit is interpreted as a defence
of the maintenance of the capacity oflocal government to carry out its obligation.
The motion, however, can be improved and I wish to move an amendment to the
motion. I, therefore, move:
That all the words after "refrain" be omitted with a view of inserting in place thereof the words- "from any
action which would reduce the share of income taxpassing to local government under the Local Government
(Personal Income Tax Sharing) Act 1976; further, since the National Inquiry into Local Government Finance
has not yet completed its task, that no action should be taken to pre-empt its recommendations other than to
ensure that it confines its investigations to matters which clearly fall within its terms of reference."

All honourable members are conscious that, in recent years, especially in the past ten
years, the role of local government has expanded and that there is general community
support for local government moving into the new areas. In the Bains inquiry on local
government this was clearly recognized, and on page 19 of the report it is stated:
Pressures for an expanded municipal role have been generated by a number of developments: the problems
and demands created by the expansion of urban communities in the State, the concern of the community with
its environment and rising expectations in regard to services provided by municipalities. Indeed, as the role of
local government comes to be defined increasingly in terms ofthe development ofthe resources of the community,
the rich Victorian social infrastructure of voluntary community activities may be seen as an invaluable potential
resource for municipalities.

The Bains report in its final recommendations identified areas in which it would be proper
for local government, as a tier of government to move into, and almost every area of
activity was mentioned. On page 214 of those final recommendations the report mentioned
transport, water and sewerage, town and country planning, energy policy, community
recreation and education, information networks, housing and welfare.
Although councillors and officers of local government have embraced these changes,
they have always put forward a clear demand that, together with those increased
responsibilities, should go the recognition that local government must have commensurate
resources devolved to it and stressed that their revenue raising cannot keep pace with
those increased responsibilities.
The question of how revenue raising should be increased has exercised the minds of
many people in many inquiries, both in Victoria, in other States of Australia and in the
United Kingdom. Literally metres of reports have been prepared on the question of how
to raise money in such a way so that it can be properly devolved to local government.
Some of the problems that people have tried to address in that area-Mr Macey touched
on some of them-are the problems in the current rate of taxing base oflocal government
being properly related to the demands placed on local government.
Clearly, a property tax seems appropriate where the functions are tied specifically to
property matters, but when one moves to other areas the argument is raised that perhaps
the tax base should be more flexible, should involve income capacity considerations and
should be progressive in its impact on the community.
The need to avoid increases in regressive forms of taxation has been a common theme
in most of the reports. Another question often raised is the role of untied grants as against
specific purpose grants. The Whitlam Government was innovative in both those areas.
Although people in local government welcomed the increased funding from the Federal
sphere, they were critical of the tied nature of the grants and wanted autonomy in the way
in which those grants could be used.
My amendment picks up a couple of points that I believe are ambiguous or lacking. Mr
Macey's motion refers only to refraining from making any alteration to revenue sharing
arrangements. I have substituted for that the more positive expression "no reduction in
the share of income tax". I have done that because, even without any change in the per539
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centage of personal income tax that would fall to local government-a "no alterations
scenario", the status quo-there could still be a fall in revenue for local government in
real terms as proportional personal income tax falls in relation to the whole tax package.
A more secure principle in relation to local government financing is for it to obtain a
share of total income tax rather than being wedded to a specific section of income tax
especially in the current context in which the taxation system is undergoing an historic
review-via the tax summit. Many people who have never before addressed taxation
problems are entering into discussions about what is progressive, what is regressive and
how the problems of equitable taxation could be handled. That is an important change
and I recommend it to the House.
The second part of my amendment relates to the way in which the Government should
indicate its view to the current inquiry. Like others, I welcome the inquiry; it is good that
these areas are being addressed in relation to local government.
The Premier has written to the Prime Minister cautionin$ him on an expansion of the
terms of reference beyond their original targeted intent. ThIs motion reinforces that and
suggests that the inquiry should focus on those areas that are clearly within the terms of
reference and that the inquiry should not be pre-empted in its final conclusions by any
action now.
In those two aspects the amendment would strengthen the motion and would be
consistent with the position taken by the State in addressing the issue.
I want to refer to the position of the Government in two instances, the first being a letter
dated 28 March 1985 from the Premier to the Prime Minister. The letter states:
I wish to advise that my Government would take the strongest possible objection to a proposal that the PITS
arrangements be dismantied-a proposal which would run counter to the established policy of your Government
and which would conflict with the very purpose of the review, viz to improve the PITS arrangements, not
terminate them.

The tax-sharing arrangements were set in place to redress the overwhelming imbalance between the revenueraising capacities of the different levels of government. In effect, they recognized the entitlement of the other
levels of government to a proportion of Commonwealth tax receipts. It is inherent in this concept that the
proportion remain constant, and not be altered in response to changes in the tax base. Any such alteration would
also negate one of the important advantages of the tax-sharing system, namely, the ability of local government
bodies to forecast their revenues for the coming year and to plan accordingly.

One of the major benefits of the previous Federal Labor Government's tax-sharing
arrangements was to give local government the necessary degree of certainty to move into
those financial areas and increased responsibilities that I referred to earlier. The letter
from the Premier concludes by stating:
I therefore write to seek your assurance on two matters. The first is that the Commonwealth will instruct the
national inquiry to confine its investigations to matters which fall clearly within its terms of reference. These
terms of reference were laid down after consultations with the States in November and December 1983 and have
provided the basis for the co-operation to date of all interested parties.
The second is that the Commonwealth will make no reductions in untied grants to local government before
the final report ofthe inquiry has been considered by the Governments of the Commonwealth and the States.

The amendment I have moved is in line with the position adopted by the Government.
The second area where the Government is taking a stand relates to the submission by
the Government to the Commonwealth review of the local government tax-sharing
arrangements. In that submission it is argued strongly that personal income tax, while
being an important measure, is really a share of total taxation revenue which must be
examined and that the amount of funds being made available to local government through
tax-sharing arrangements must not be allowed to fall in real terms. The summary of that
submission states:
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The Government of Victoria considers that the local government general revenue-sharing arrangements are a
recognition by the Commonwealth ofa degree ofimbalance between local government's expenditure responsibilities
and its revenue sources and are now an integral part oflocal government's revenue.

Through those two actions and the strength of the representation that has been made
through the Victoria Grants Commission by Mr David Moye, together with the Department
of Management and Budget and local government, the State's views have been presented
along the lines outlined. Therefore, it is clear that the Victorian Government is taking a
strong position on the rights of local government in these financial matters.
In conclusion, the Government is in harmony with the spirit and intent of the motion
moved by Mr Macey. However, the amendment should be considered by the House as a
means of improving and strengthening the motion. Therefore, I commend the amendment
to the House.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-I congratulate Mr Macey on
his contribution to this motion and on his impressive debut in this House. The motion he
has moved has the support of the National Party. As I anticipated, it has the support of all
three parties in this Chamber. Mr Pullen has now moved an amendment which would not
significantly alter its impact of the motion.
The motion refers to the vicious attack on the autonomy of local government by the
Commonwealth in seeking to alter the share of personal income tax allocated to local
government. I shall give the House a brief history of the tax sharing arrangements.
In 1976 legislation provided that 1·52 per cent of personal income tax collections in
1975-76 were to be distributed to local government throughout Australia in 1976-77. The
total amount at that time was $140 million. By 1979-80 the amount had increased to
$221· 7 million and the rate of allocation was 1·75 per cent of collections. In 1980-81, after
representations by local government and Parliamentarians, the share was increased to
2 per cent of collections.
That was a reasonable decision because local government was assuming more
responsibility, mainly at the request of other arms of government. By 1984-85 the amount
allocated throughout Australia had increased to $486·5 million, of which Victoria received
25·45 per cent, which amounted to $123·8 million. The Commonwealth stipulated that
30 per cent of the amount was to be allocated on a population basis and the balance on a
general equalization basis. There is a grey area as to whether councils seek to overcome
disabilities by increasing their rates or whether they should sit back and expect other arms
of government to make up the shortfall.
The Victoria Grants Commission was established. The three members are currently the
chairman, Mr David Moye, Mr Cheffers and a former colleague in this House, the
Honourable John Walton. In Victoria the as-of-right component is 40 per cent, which is
10 per cent higher than the minimum Commonwealth stipulation. The figure of 40 per
cent is calculated on the basis of: Population, 85 per cent; area, 15 per cent. In 1984-85
the as-of-right component of the grant for population was $10.40 a head in the municipality
and the area based proportion was $32· 7 a square kilometre.
The 1984 annual report of the Grants Commission indicates that the largest allocation
is to the City of Broadmeadows, which received $2·66 million in the last year; the City of
Bendigo received $1·36 million; the City of Melbourne received $2·185 million; the Shire
of Mildura reached the $1 million mark for the first time with $1·07 million; the Shire of
Swan Hill received $806 000 and the largest municipality in Victoria, the Shire ofWalpeup,
received $392 000, mainly based on the population and area. The various parameters of
municipalities that the commission examined were the general administration, including
growth and planning, isolation and sparsity, population and distance from Melbourne;
law, order and public safety, including fire protection; health; welfare of families and
children and the aged and disabled; housing and community amenities; and recreation
and culture, including public halls and so forth.

•
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It is regrettable that the Local Government Department has provided very little in the
way of grants for public halls in recent years, and other facilities provided by local
government such as swimming pools, public parks and gardens, economic services,
including street lighting and traffic control, regional facilities and so on. Those are the
parameters of the investigations made by the Victoria Grants Commission.
It is interesting to note that some councils have kept their personal income tax grants
separate from other revenue; in other words, they have not built them into their general
operating accounts. That is·the way in which a number of municipalities, such as the Swan
Hill City Council, have been able to build new council offices without having to face the
problems regarding referendums of ratepayers and so on. A few municipalities have been
criticized by ratepayers who believe the money is being used to appoint additional staff to
the council to provide much the same service without an increase in the range offacilities
being made available.

I emphasize that both the Federal and State Governments have encouraged local
government to participate in providing those sorts of additional services, and I suppose
there is much merit in doing so from the point of view that local government is the arm of
government that is closest to the people. The Federal Department of Finance is currently
making inquiries into these various aspects of Federal Government funding.
It appears that the continuation of the automatic 2 per cent allocation to local government
throughout Victoria is threatened.' This year, because of the increase of 20 per cent in
personal income tax collections by the Commonwealth, the proposal is for local government
to be allocated a rather lower share of that 20 per cent increase.
It seems that the allocation to local government will be an increase of some 9 per cent,
which is virtually compensation for inflationary factors. However, at the same time,
councils are performing more work in regard to community services, and that work is
increasing year by year. As I said, it is only right that that should occur, because local
government is the form of government that is closest to the people. There again, people
who volunteer to provide assistance to the people in the community cannot be replaced.
I hope the Minister will listen to the remarks I am making because it would be a shame if
the thousands and thousands of voluntary workers who work throughout the State to help
the less fortunate are lost to Victoria.

A significant point to note is the fact that volunteers are available to work at week-ends
and in the evenings, whereas it is extremely difficult to persuade someone in a Government
community service to work after hours. Parliamentarians, of course, fall into the same
category, because they are usually available at any time of the day or night.
Another point that ought to be remembered is that Commonwealth and State
Government properties are not subject to being rated. That ought to be considered when
talking about preserving the full 2 per cent of the personal income tax contribution. A
substantial sum of money would be involved if the Commonwealth and State Governments
were required to pay a rate to local government.
As Mr Macey has already pointed out, councils have been so concerned about the
matter that they have taken the unprecedented step of recently conducting a special
meeting of all the 211 councils, at which it was graphically stated that 500 jobs could be
lost if the proposal came into being. I can agree with that statement because I have
telephoned a number of the councils in the electorate I represent and they indicated that
less work will be done and fewer jobs will exist if the proposal goes ahead.
Serious financial problems could arise for councils. I do not want to pre-empt the
national inquiry into local government finance, but most of the 27 councils in the North
Western Province have written to me, and other councils in other provinces have written
to the National Party spokesman for local government, the honourable member for Swan
Hill in another place, pointing out that the State Grants Commission moneys from the
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Commonwealth were established originally to assist disadvantaged rural councils. The
Municipal Association of Victoria has also pointed out this fact.
One problem faced by disadvantaged councils is that the Municipal Assistance Fund,
which was set up years ago to assist disadvantaged rural councils, is now available to all
councils. Therefore, where shires once received $5750 annually as of right, they are now
finding that they are being cut back by $2000 a year. This cutback will not allow councils
to achieve much work. Many metropolitan municipalities, which never used to Qualify for
the Municipal Assistance Fund grant, are now receiving $12000 for the first time. Councils
can ill afford to lose their share of the revenue raised from personal income tax.
The grant for road funding is poor and affects the over-all situation in that the Federal
Government has announced that rural road funding will increase by only 5 per cent and
interstate roads will also only increase by 5 per cent. Road construction costing is increasing
by at least 10 per cent a year, which is at least double the rate of inflation. The increased
allocations are obviously insufficient and the municipalities will have to dip into their
own funds or, alternatively, the State Government will have to make up the money to the
municipalities. As yet the Government has not made any announcement about what it
will do and I am rather pessimistic because I do not think the State Government will do
anything to help the municipalities. Worst of all, there will be no increase in funding for
arterial roads. In real terms councils will be 10 per cent down the drain.
To sum up, local government is obviously assuming more responsibility. Funding is
declining in real terms and local government can ill afford to lose its share of personal
income tax sharing revenues.
I note that my colleague, Mr Hallam, will be further elaborating on that point. The
amendment moved by Mr Pullen appears to add considerably to Mr Macey's motion. If a
motion of this type is to be fully considered by the Commonwealth Government, it should
be passed unanimously by this House. Therefore, the National Party supports the
amendment and, in so doing, commends Mr Pullen, and also commends Mr Macey for
moving the motion.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong Province)-I support the amended motion and,
without any doubt, there would not be any honourable member in this place who does not
recognize the important and expanding role oflocal governments, especially in the provision
of human and community-type services.
The current Government has made its position clear and has supported the maturing
role of local government in several ways. It has supported and facilitated that maturing
role by examining the representativeness and the power of competency oflocal government
to deal with matters that come within its area of interest.
It has also moved to make councils more representative of the people they serve. In the
longer term it is also following a policy which sees the need for some form of increase in
support besides rate revenue to local government activities. These obviously are longterm policy moves but dialogue is under way. for example, with the Municipal Association
of Victoria, on what other sources of revenue it may be appropriate for local government
to use.

Support for local government in this matter has been clearly confirmed by the State
Government in the letter to which Mr Pullen referred from the Premier to Mr Hawke
setting out the Government's concern about the rumoured reductions below that level of
2 per cent in the rebate to local government. I point to the fact that one of the problems in
this issue is the lack of clarity of what is proposed in personal income tax-sharing
arrangements.
I understand concern initially arose from a submission of the Federal Department of
Finance to the Committee on Commonwealth Review of Local Government Tax Sharing
Arrangements wherein it was proposed that there may be some reduction in the personal
income tax sharing rebate. The matter has been floated in the sense of kite flying because
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no decision has yet been made, so there is a state of confusion particularly in local
government. It has not been either to caucus or to Federal Cabinet. To some extent this
issue is flying in the dark.
It is important to emphasize-and Mr Wright referred to this-that the suggestion is
that there should be some real rate of increase in the tax sharing rebate to local government
and a figure of 9 per cent has been recommended. It is not a decrease in real terms to local
councils. In theory they should not be worse off financially and there should not be the
need for talk of sacking 500 employees, for example. However, it is a serious blow to
council's expectations of what they would get in the next year. On the basis ofa 2 per cent
sharing, they expected an increase of about 19·9 per cent in the level of rebate to local
government and, certainly, that would have given rise to some hopes and expectations in
the next financial year.

The important expression of opinion from Victoria has already been made by the
Government in the letter from the Premier to the Prime Minister and also in the
Government's submission made to the tax-sharing inquiry which has only just been
supported by personal appearances on behalf of the Government. The Government's
position is made clear in the submission and the submission has been circulated to local
government. The State Government is saying to the Federal Government that this is a
matter of grave concern and the Federal Government should pay attention to it.
Clearly, the Federal Government has to make fiscal judgments. Clearly, it is under
considerable pressure to reduce spending in the public sector and it may be appropriate,
taking into account these expressions of concern, to reduce the figure from 2 per cent to,
say, 1·9 per cent without perhaps decreasing the real value of the money goin~ back to the
councils. If so, the judgment should be made. It is clear in the propositIOn that the
Government has already put to the Federal Government and in the amendment to the
motion that the Federal Government should take careful account of how it goes about
such a process of fiscal restraint.
The Federal Government should pay considerable attention to how such an action
would affect the deliberations of the inquiry. It should make it clear to the inquiry that its
terms of reference should not be seen as being pre-empted and that it will take in good
faith the inquiry's recommendations and give them fair consideration when the occasion
arises in September.
One aspect of the matter concerns me, and I refer to the reduction in the allocation to
local government of below 2 per cent. The reductions being effected is dependent on the
situation in the Senate. The spirit of the motion moved by Mr Macey will only be
appropriate if the Federal Liberal Party opposes such a change in the Senate. It may have
been more appropriate for Mr Macey to have addressed this motion to his own party
rather than to this House where the Government has already taken appropriate action.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-1 commend Mr Macey for his motion
and the way in which he presented it, which has enabled a bipartisan approach to this
question. That was his intention, and that is the appropriate approach having regard to
the history of the existing legislation.
I pay tribute to the former Federal Minister for Urban and Regional Development, the
current Federal Minister for Local Government and Administrative Services, the
Honourable Tom Uren. In his first term in office, Mr Uren showed great sensitivity to the
needs of local government. He was responsible in a large degree for Commonwealth
Governments of both political persuasions continuing to recognize the needs of local
government, forming, as it does, an essential part of the structure of government in this
country.
.
Mr Uren urged a partnership between the three spheres of government-Commonwealth,
State and local. He earned recognition for the changing roles of each and for Commonwealth
provision to assist local government to perform its role. Great strides were made under
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his leadership at the Federal level, and I have no hesitation in recognizing the role he
played, the encouragement and assistance he gave to local government, the growth of
awareness at the Federal level of its importance and of the fact that it could no longer be
financed from rates alone.
As has been stated today, financing of local government purely from rates-a property
tax-was quite appropriate in days when local government provided only services to
properties. However, as local government moved into the area of services to people, the
property tax was no longer an appropriate base of financing its activities. Local government
needed to be supplemented by some share of revenues provided by the public at large.
I have indicated that during the period of the Whitlam Government assistance for local
government progressively increased. Of course, not only the Labor Party became aware of
the need for assistance, as that awareness at the Federal level was shared by the Liberal
and National parties as well.
Their new Federalism policy in 1975 promised a further increase in recognition for local
government. The Liberal and National parties promised to move one step further to
recognition of "as-of-right" grants from Commonwealth taxation to local government.
Local government around the country, upon the election of the Fraser Government in
1975, was not slow to demand that that Government's electoral promises be kept and
honoured to the full and implemented without delay. To its credit, the Federal Government
addressed the subject immediately and sought submissions.
The Victorian Government was the quickest Government to act and undertook the
most thorough review under the leadership ofMr George Pentland, now Director-General
for Local Government-then Secretary for Local Government. A task force was established
to research the issue and to make recommendations on how the Fraser Government's
promises could best be put into effect on a basis that would be equitable to the
Commonwealth Government and to local government and would ensure certainty for
local government for the future, so that "as-of-right" grants would be definite, not arbitrary,
and certainly not made on a political basis.
The task force supervised by Mr Pentland was led by Dr Allan Griffin who was seconded
from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and did an extremely thorough job in a
short time. As a result of that work the Victorian Government came to the view that 2 per
cent of personal income taxation was a realistic approach and would be reasonably
satisfactory to local government. Some local government associations in other States had
not grasped the political realities and were looking for amounts of 4 to 5 per cent. People
at the Federal level were speaking in terms of 1·25 to 1·5 per cent. However, the Victorian
Government went through its work with the Municipal Association of Victoria, and the
association agreed that 2 per cent would be a realistic and acceptable result and passed a
resolution supporting that approach.
The Municipal Association of Victoria then contacted its sister organizations in other
States and secured the general agreement of local government throughout Australia to
accept 2 per cent as a figure which would give clarity, definition and certainty for the
future. It also meant that local government's share in real terms would grow with prosperity
to help meet the new and growing needs of local government, many of which were being
thrust upon it by Federal and State Governments.
The Victorian Government, in turn, contacted all State Governments and urged and
obtained their support for the figure of 2 per cent. That percentage and the basis on which
it would be provided were argued at Premiers Conferences, which I had the privilege of
attending, in April and June 1976. The Federal Government accepted the 2 per cent
proposal confined to personal income taxation, accepted all the implications and was
backed in that acceptance by the Governments of every State, regardless of their political
colour.
Session 1985-18
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In this Parliament the subsequent Bill to give effect to what had been done was passed
with the unanimous support of all parties, as was legislation at the Commonwealth level.
Thus a bipartisan approach was taken at the Commonwealth and State levels throughout
Australia and the decision was supported by local government associations from every
State.
The Prime Minister often speaks of consensus, and here we had genuine consensus;
consensus of all the parties affected and of all the political parties. In this House and in
some other States, incidental details of the formula which set aside part of the funds on a
per capita basis and part on a needs basis were queried, but that was all. There was no
challenge to the legislation or to its broad general principles. There was no challenge to the
amount. Nobody suggested for a moment that 2 per cent was too much; nobody cried
poor and said it was too small. It was, in fact, an agreed figure and it was a figure which
recognized the growing burdens on local government.
If the predictions we now read in the press are correct, there is likely to be some change
in the source of total income of the Commonwealth. It appears likely that there will be a
lesser emphasis on income tax and some greater emphasis on other taxes, particularly
indirect taxes. That will mean that the share of the take which local government was
entitled to expect will, in any event, go down. But local government has always been aware
that if the taxation emphasis changed a little away from income tax, it would suffer to
some degree. It has not beefed about that; there has been no major opposition on that
ground. Its share would inevitably be lowered in real terms to some degree.
There really cannot, however, be any justification for suddenly reducing the percentage
share of income tax that local government receives, let alone for doing this on a one-party
basis, simply on the ground that the Commonwealth is suffering· from financial problems.
We know that it is suffering from financial problems. We know that it wants to reduce the
burden of taxation, but to reduce the amount going to local government is really just a
sleight of hand trick, for the deficit has to be made up from somewhere, and that can come
only from rates.
Any savings that were passed on to the people in income tax-if, indeed, they were
passed on as a result of reduction in the amount paid to local government-would be
made up only by extra rates charged, not necessarily in accordance with ability to pay.
That would be a strange result indeed. It would be a short-sighted result. It would mean
that the bipartisan approach was shattered, that the confidence oflocal government would
be severely eroded and that the certainty that local government had for the future would
be gone. It would further mean that local government could no longer rely on agreements
and accords of this nature entered into with the Commonwealth. That would be very
distressing indeed.
The purpose of this motion is to make it known to the Commonwealth that there is an
accord in this matter of the kind which the Commonwealth Government usually states it
believes in. There is an accord, and it ought not be broken on a unilateral basis. It should
be the subject of proper discussion and consultation, and the report currently being sought
should not be pre-empted. I do not believe that the amendment moved by Mr Pullen
leaves the motion in quite as forceful terms as those moved by Mr Macey. But I do agree
with the reasoning which you, Mr Deputy President, expressed from the floor, that the
essential thing with this motion is to get a bipartisan approach and to get unanimity.

If the price of that is agreement to the amendment moved by Mr Pullen, we are glad to
agree for, at the very worst, the amendment certainly does not harm the spirit of intent of
the original motion moved by Mr Macey.
I hope that the accord is maintained and desire in concluding only to correct one failure
of recollection that I exhibited earlier when I indicated that the Fraser Federal Government
at its June meeting in 1976 accepted the 2 per cent. While I have been speaking I have
recalled that the fact was the Commonwealth accepted the 2 per cent in principle at that
stage. The Government said, however, that it could not afford to move from that percentage
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in one step. It moved at that point to 1·52 per cent of income tax, and over the succeeding
two years it moved up to 2 per cent being the agreed level. That detail slipped my mind
earlier in my remarks.
I believe we are all indebted to Mr Macey for bringing this matter forward. I hope the
result will be that the motion is passed unanimously, with the amendment, and that we
can thereafter proceed, by leave, to a motion to refer the text of the present resolution and
of the debate to the appropriate members of the Federal Government.
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-I too join with Mr Hunt
in commending Mr Macey for bringing this motion to the attention of the House. It has
created a great deal of interest within the Government. The amendment moved by Mr
Pullen extends the motion and certainly embodies the spirit of the motion.
I agree entirely with Mr Hunt who stated that we should be able to find genuine
consensus on many issues relating to local government. I can recall some debates in this
House over local government matters resulting in a division, but in something as
fundamental as the sharing of money with local government, I would be amazed if the
House could not find a balance and genuine consensus.
I acknowledge that Mr Hunt reminded us, once again, of the history oflocal government
during the 1970s which was a very interesting time. I found Mr Hunt's contribution as
informative, thoughtful and elegant as ever. Honourable members are indebted to Mr
Hunt for taking them through that period.
I listened with extreme interest to the contributions ofMrKen Wright, Mr Barry Pullen
whose amendment I have already commended, and Mr David Henshaw.
The whole question of the funding oflocal government and the inquiry into it has been
taken very seriously by the Government. The Minister sent a letter to municipalities and
shires alerting them to the question being considered at present by this House.
The Premier jointed the debate by sending a letter to the Prime Minister in the following
terms. I shall quote the three paragraphs which were not quoted by Mr Pullen. I do so to
indicate that the Government regards this subject with considerable gravity. The letter
states:
Dear Mr. Hawke,
NATIONAL REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE
My Government is gravely concerned at the recent evidence that the Committee established to review the
Personal Income Tax Sharing Arrangements (PITS) has extended the scope of its investigations well beyond its
terms of reference.
In its consultations to date, the Committee has been ready to explore the possibilities of seriously curtailing,
or even terminating, PITS. Possibly as a result, the Commonwealth Department of Finance has now formally
lodged a submission which has argued that the PITS arrangements be dismantled.
While it is recognized that this submission may not have had Ministerial endorsement, I wish to advise that
my Government would take the strongest possible objection to a proposal that the PITS arrangements be
dismantled-a proposal which would run counter to the established policy of your Government and which
would conflict with the very purpose of the review. viz. to improve the PITS arrangements, not terminate them.

Many honourable members have said this afternoon that local government is not reducing,
but is extending its services to local communities. It is doing that in the spirit of cheerfulness
and goodwill, but were it not it would, nonetheless, be extending those services because
State and Federal Governments have that expectation of local government.
Any honourable member who has had dealings with local government would know that
local government is left to deliver a service that is often conceived elsewhere. Initially
there is no funding gap but within three or four years a gap occurs and that bill is picked
up by local government.
The Government has paid considerable attention to the needs and the role of local
government. The Government is convinced that local government is the most appropriate
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tier for service delivery. In almost all areas local government understands the needs of the
community and is the most appropriate place to deliver those needs, much more so than
the central government, be it in Spring Street or in Canberra.
It is, therefore, essential that local government be correctly and adequately resourced. I
understand the apprehension of honourable members who have been contacted by their
local councils or who have been following the debate that the Municipal Association of
Victoria has been conducting through the pages of the press. Many people have followed
that debate with significant apprehension as it appears that funding to local government
might be cut.

I take up Mr Hunt's point that Australia is in difficult economic times. The Federal
Government is obviously going to make cuts to the Budget. That has been signalled loudly
and clearly, but local government is the wrong area in which to make those cuts.
All three parties would agree that local government, if it is to become the third tier of
government, must be properly resourced and honourable members cannot countenance
reduced funding for this area. It would be a different matter if it had an increase in funding,
but the present funding system cannot be reduced because of the already under-resourced
state that local government finds itself in with the countless number of demands that are
made on it.
The commitment to that level of funding must be maintained and I am delighted with
the cross-party agreement in the House today which will ensure that the words of the
motion are conveyed as a matter of urgency to the Prime Minister and his Cabinet so that
the Federal Government realizes that State Government is serious about the role of local
government. The Commonwealth Government was absolutely serious about local
government and proved this in the 1970s when it put its money where its mouth was.
That must continue because the Commonwealth Government, as well a~ State
Governments, have expectations of local government and there is not much point in
having expectations unless they can be resourced.
Thus, it is with pleasure that I also join the debate and I believe we will reach consensus
on the amended resolution. I commend the other speakers on drawing the matter in such
a lively way to the Government's attention. The Government will use all possible contact
with its counterpart in Canberra to bring the substance of this debate to attention.
The Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western Province)-I support the motion moved by Mr
Macey. I am relaxed about the amendment. I join with Mr Hunt in the view that, in the
name of unanimity and consensus-because the spirit of the motion is not affected-that
the House should pass the motion with the amendment as outlined.
Much of the ground I seek to cover has been covered by previous speakers. It is little
wonder that local government has come to regard its role within the tiers of government
as that of a poor relation. The question mark over the established funding allocation base,
which the motion seeks to redress, is another example of the shabby treatment that local
government attracts from the Federal sphere.
The effects of the change in the allocation mechanism will filter down through the tiers
of government, and will have a dramatic implication for local government. The fact that
the Federal Government is prepared to contemplate unilateral action and is able to take
unilateral action in practical terms must be bewildering for those in local government
circles. In addition, the timing of the announcement was inopportune, and that would add
to the bewilderment especially when received alongside the fact that the national finance
inquiry, which has a specific brief to investigate the revenue sharing arrangements, has
not yet handed down its findings and is not expected to do so until next September.
Many of the municipalities that have shown this bewilderment have lodged submissions
to that inquiry, and have argued not only that the as-of-right base of allocation be preserved,
but also that legislation should be introduced to protect local government from any shift
in reliance upon personal income tax as related to the total tax collection.
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In those circumstances, I suspect local government should be forgiven for believing that
the findings of that inquiry have not only been pre-empted but also perhaps prejudiced
and that the inquiry is a sham, if the Federal Government is prepared to consider a
fundamental change on a unilateral level. When foreshadowing the likelihood of an
amendment to the revenue-sharing arrangements, Senator Walsh is quoted as having
predicted that personal income tax would rise by 19 per cent in 1985-86. I make the point
that if that is put as an argument for a reduction in the allocation to local government,
municipalities can argue that the reverse should have been applied in previous years when
allocations clearly lagged behind inflation rates. In other words, municipalities were
expected to weather the storms in relatively lean years, and to their credit did so, and
when the fat years come along they are deprived of the benefits and must bear the brunt of
Government economies.
Local government represents the front line in the provision of a wide range of community
services and are most susceptible to community expectations on those services. They are
in no-man's-land and will be subject to the flak for any reduction.
Without communities having the opportunity of participating in the basic decisions
related to the funding allocations, it is ironic that many of their expectations are raised by
restructuring of Federal and State Government departments and some grandstanding by
politicians over which local government has no influence or control.
Budgetary control within local government is hard enough at the best of times, when it
has a broad range of responsibilities in community services and external ventures. That
brief becomes ultimately more difficult in the balance of a stable and predictable funding
source.
In the simplest terms, local government has two elementary choices: Firstly, it can cut
back its services or, alternatively, increase its reliance upon rate revenue. It is incredible
that the Federal Government can make an announcement of an economy on its part
knowing full well that local government will ultimately pick up the tab for that economy
either in the form of public criticism relating to any cutback in services or, alternatively,
by an increase in municipal rates. Add to that the insult that local government is unable
to be involved in such elementary decisions but learns such fundamental changes from
announcements in the daily press.
I turn briefly to some of the services provided by local government which local
government nominates as being most susceptible to any funding cuts. It is strange that on
two occasions when I contacted constituent municipalities they nominated in that category
the Community Employment Program youth training scheme grants, which provide
employment opportunities for persons under 25 years of age who qualify as a result of
being unemployed for more than nine months. Those municipalities are providing 25 per
cent to 33 per cent of the funds involved. Is it any wonder that those municipalities are
rather jaundiced when they hear Federal politicians making political mileage out of the
impact the training programs are having upon employment levels when the municipalities
are subsidizing the costs involved?
I am not suggesting for 1 minute that those municipalities would put that scheme at the
top of a hit list for any reduction in funding. Those municipalities would not mention the
scheme in terms of retaliation, but view it as one of the schemes that would be most
susceptible to any funding cuts.
The other services in the human sector which have been nominated by my constituent
municipalities-and I mention especially the City of Warrnambool-include child care,
which the City ofWarrnambool regards as extremely important and one of the programs
that the city will, unfortunately, have to put at the top of the list. The city notes that the
day care centre in Warrnambool provided the opportunity for single-parent families
especially to place 50 children, and that it had a family day care program which provided
resources for nearly 200 children.
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The City ofWarrnambool mentioned that it was providing a 20 per cent subsidy for the
family day care program. It also mentioned home help; a handyman service, which had
attracted enormous support; meals-on-wheels; senior citizens' meals and youth programs.
Many country municipalities have been providing recreation officers whose job it is to
ease the burden of those who unfortunately find themselves on the list of unemployed.
Laudable as that scheme may be, that is one of the human service areas which would be at
risk. The list went on to include performing arts and the dissemination of those sorts of
services, especially to country locations.
In canvassing the alternatives of holding the service levels and recognizing the need to
raise rate revenue, the point should be made that that would apply to all property owners,
including such groups as pensioners. One could well have the perversity of disadvantaging
the very people that should be assisted. There is no argument in the name of equity to
move towards greater reliance on revenue which has no relevance to profit or the ability
to pay.
Municipal rates are a standing charge on the business community. It is hard to justify
taxes on profits in favour of a discriminatory charge against landholders to fund community
services.
The announcement is inopportune in two other areas. A special problem is currently
confronting municipalities in the curtailment of costs. Wage increases are running well
ahead of inflation, due especially to the fact that an annual review of class categorization
of those employed in local government is now mandatory. That has led to a substantial,
almost inevitable, hike in wage costs which will become clearer in the coming years. It
seems to be a clever mechanism to skirt around the guidelines of the much quoted wages
and incomes accord.
Another problem facing councils is the responsibility for road maintenance. The
consternation within local government about road maintenance by municipalities has
arisen because funds have simply not been sufficient. In the electorate that I represent, a
shire has in the past few days made a serious announcement indicating that, due to funding
constraints, a major road that had been sealed for many years will revert to having a gravel
surface. That occurred before the latest round of substantial increases in fuel costs. With
petrol costing nearly 60 cents a litre,problems that were being experienced previously will
be expanded alarmingly. Therefore, I submit that local government has every right to be
concerned about the implications of any amendment to the revenue sharing arrangements,
particularly when an inquiry into those arrangements is currently being conducted. I am
pleased to support the motion.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-It is my pleasure to support the motion so
ably moved by my colleague, Reg Macey, that this House urges the Commonwealth
Government to refrain from making any alteration to any aspect of the present revenuesharing arrangements as they affect local government, until the national inquiry into local
government finance has reported and its recommendations have been considered jointly
by the Commonwealth, the States and local government.
When the personal income tax-sharing arrangement was made by the Fraser Government,
I am sure the intention was to give due recognition to the three levels of government in
Australia. The arrangement made particular reference to the role of the Commonwealth
Government, State Governments and local government towards the well-being of the
community. When the arrangements were established, the entitlement of all levels of
government to a proportion of the Commonwealth tax revenue was recognized.
It appears that the Commonwealth Minister for Finance, Senator Walsh, has enunciated
the intention of reducing the personal income tax share for local government from the
previously agreed percentage funding level to 1·9 per cent. This would have a tremendous
impact on Victoria alone. A shortfall of more than $13 million would result. Municipalities
are already feeling the strain of the imposition of increased economic pressure upon them
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to contribute to many areas. Honourable members will be aware that municipalities have
undertaken many additional responsibilities in the human services area, which they have
provided to the community for a long period.
Municipalities throughout Victoria have expanded their human services programs and
have provided extremely worth-while services to the community, particularly home-help
services which require additional manpower, and also handyman services, meals-onwheels, and so on. As has already been mentioned, councils have made a tremendous
input into the development of training schemes operating under the Community
Employment Program. All of those responsibilities fall squarely on the shoulders of local
government, and councils are required to make available financial contributions and
physical resources to provide human services to the community.
It appears that the Commonwealth Minister for Finance, Senator Walsh, has preempted the findings of the National Inquiry into Local Government Finance. It is not
anticipated that the inquiry will complete its program of work and investigations until
September 1985. It is unfortunate that the Minister for Finance has made certain statements,
because they have sent a tremor through local government in Victoria. I have received
numerous representations about various aspects of the inquiry. There is concern that
municipalities will be placed under further economic stress by any change to the personal
income tax sharing arrangements. The proposal by the Federal Minister or by the
Commonwealth Department of Finance that the personal income tax arrangements should
be dismantled has pre-empted the decisions of the committee of inquiry.
I am pleased that the Government party has moved an amendment to Mr Macey's
original motion. The amendment moved by Mr Pullen is quite appropriate. It states:
Omit all the words after "refrain" and insert "from any action which would reduce the share of income tax
passing to local government under the Local Government (Personal Income Tax Sharing) Act 1976; further,
since the National Inquiry into Local Government Finance has not yet completed its task ...

The index of the 1983-84 annual report of the Municipal Association of Victoria shows
the wide range of services that the association and, through the association, the
municipalities of Victoria are providing.
I refer the House to the additional responsibilities with which municipalities have been
burdened, particularly in the fire prevention area-a subject with which I am familiar.
Most municipalities in rural Victoria are having difficulty in meeting fire prevention
needs.
I have received much correspondence from municipalities on the financial implications
of requiring the removal of fire hazards from roadsides and the clearing of trees, which
requirements resulted from the passage of the State Electricity Commission (Clearance of
Lines) Act. The responsibilities for tree clearing and fire prevention work are now falling
squarely on the shoulders oflocal councils. Recently I had discussions with representatives
of the Bendigo City Council who outlined some of the difficulties that council will face.
Bendigo is famous for its tree-lined streets. They are a magnificent picture at present
with the changing colours of the leaves and so on. However, the responsibilities conferred
on councils under the Act in removing fire hazards, whether they be on the roadsides, on
council land or on parkland, are creating additional costs.
The Bendigo City Council advised me that, if changes to the revenue-sharing
arrangements are made, in its first year of operation the council will be responsible for an
expenditure increase of approximately $264 000. Honourable members will appreciate
that this is a considerable amount of money for one municipality to find and that example
will be repeated in every municipality throughout the State.
In the first year of operation, the Bendigo City Council believes its annual expenditure
on the tree clearing program will be in the vicinity of $150 000 with the same amount for
each year thereafter. It is not a one-off situation; it will be an ongoing commitment for
which municipalities will have to pick up the tab. Obviously municipalities can ill-afford
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any reduction in the income tax-sharing arrangements under the Commonwealth scheme.
Any increases in expenditure by councils will present a further burden to ratepayers.
A second issue I should like to canvass concerns the increased road maintenance costs
that will arise if the Commonwealth Government reduces the allocation of funds for
capital works for road construction. Many benefits accrue from increasing expenditure on
roads, and municipalities have learnt with horror that they will receive lower allocations
in real terms for road construction programs in the coming financial year.
In a direct savings sense, the many benefits achieved through new road construction
include reduced operating costs, reduced accidents, reduced fuel usage and reduced
travelling time. The direct benefits are also reflected in economic growth and most
honourable members who represent rural communities would be well aware of the
employment opportunities that are created with capital works involving road consruction.
Road construction also provides ongoing employment. For each $1 million spent on
capital works for road construction, 88 new jobs are created. Significant economic
stimulation is provided to small rural communities when major capital works programs
for road construction take place. The flow-on benefits from road· construction are the
highest of any industry.
If expenditure for new road construction is cut, obviously municipalities will have to
pick up the burden of providing additional maintenance to keep existing roads in good
condition. Road maintenance programs are an ongoing cost for municipalities. Other
honourable members spoke about the increase in labour costs. Since the labour input is
high in country road maintenance, it will become a major expenditure item for all rural
municipalities because of the need to keep roads in good condition. Rather than being
able to commence total new road construction programs, municipalities will have to
provide regular road maintenance programs which will be expensive and will place
increased economic pressure on them.
I am pleased that Mr Macey moved the motion. I have spoken on two aspects of
increased costs in municipalities. There are many more, and I have referred to some in
the home help area-the handyman service, meals on wheels, and so on. These human
services are provided to the community through municipalities. I am sure that this motion
will focus the attention of the Commonwealth Government on that issue. It is a major
issue. I support Mr Macey's motion.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-A tug of war is being
conducted at present between the Federal Government and local government authorities,
and this House is throwing its weight on the side of local government authorities. It is a
mystery as to why the Federal Government should choose to take on local authorities at
this time.
There are 211 municipalities in Victoria and there must be a larger number in New
South Wales, so that I would guess throughout Australia there must be 600 or 700
municipalities. Each one is a centre of influence and each has the ear of local taxpayers
and represent a large and influential bloc of political power for the Federal Government
to take on at this time.
Senator Walsh, the Minister for Finance, has suggested that the grants made from
personal income tax sources should be taxed, which shows a measure of desperation by
the Federal Government and its need for cash even to suggest such an action.
The mystery is doubly mysterious when one realizes that Professor Self is engaged on a
Federally-funded study of financial arrangements between local government authorities
and the Federal Government's grants. This very day he is completing hearings in the
Melbourne metropolitan area and will then move on to other States. By the time he and
his committee have finished moving around Australia they will have visited each State
and heard submissions from local councils in all areas.
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He will return to his office at Queanbeyan with an enormous fund of knowledge and
information and with evidence that will have to be sorted and sifted and put into perspective
in a report to be submitted to the Federal Parliament. For some reason that is not clear,
Senator Walsh has cut across these activities and has suggested that the whole scenario
should be altered and that Professor Selfs work should be thrown away.
Mr Pullen mentioned the imminence of a tax summit that will alter the taxing base
applicable in Australia and, once again, will alter relations between local government and
the Federal Government. In the meantime, we can only support local government in its
effort to retain for the time being at least the status quo which is so important to it because
any changes would be catastrophic to local government services until well thought out and
viable policies on Commonwealth funding is ready to be put in place.
Yesterday, as honourable members are aware, a meeting was held at the South Melbourne
Town Hall at which 500 councillors and council officers protested about the proposed cuts
and iatified a hardline list of options. Among the suggestions made at the meeting was a
proposal to slash 500 municipal jobs, using Commonwealth funds to support retrenched
workers, and a refusal to increase rates. These and other retaliatory measures will have a
serious effect on municipal services as well as harming relations between the two tiers of
government.
Together with my colleague, Mr Connard, I bring to the attention of honourable members
the grants made to the various councils which we represent. Sandringham council receives
$502 000 from personal income tax grants from a total budget of $10 million. That
represents 2 per cent of the total budget. Caulfield council receives $1·29 million from a
total budget of$24·25 million; Brighton council receives $425 000, which is 3·67 per cent
of the $11·577 million of the total budget; and Moorabbin council receives $1·185 million.
I have been informed by representatives of the Moorabbin council that if the grant were
to be cut, it would to be replaced by a 9 per cent increase in rates and/or a reduction in
services.

It is disgraceful for the Federal Government to even suggest that it will abolish the
personal income tax contribution to local government because of the effect that it will
have on ratepayers. However, ratepayers will pass judgment on the Federal Government
at the next election.
As honourable members are aware, over the past few years a large increase has occurred
in the provision of human services by local government. That has been funded mainly by
the 2 per cent allocation from personal income tax. As has been pointed out, it is quite
proper to pay for the construction of roads and drains from the general and normal
revenue of a council, but the 2 per cent allocation from personal income tax could rightly
be spent on the provision of human services. No changes should be made in the relationship
between Federal and local government until the tax summit has been completed and
Professor Self has finished his report.
Throughout Australia, in 1974-75, local government spent 32·5 per cent of total outlay
a year on final consumption items compared with 41·4 per cent in 1980-81. One can see
the effect the subsidy from the Federal Government has had on local government spending;
it has led to extra expenditure which cannot be met if the funding is taken away.
Virtually without exception, member councils of the Municipal Association of Victoria
have reported that the most significant change of later years has been the tremendous
increase in the demand for and the provision of human services. Even in municipalities
that are predominantly rural in nature and probably regard construction and maintenance
of roads as their main priority, councils have implemented additional human services
programs. For example, rural councils have received applications for the introduction of
a family day-care service. Several years ago, that type of service would not have been
seriously considered by councils.
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General revenue grants should remain untied, and there must be no requirements for
local government to provide matching funds. Without the security of the grants, forward
planning and proper budgeting will not be possible.
A suggestion that has been put forward involves a weighted per capita grant. Under a
weighted per capita formula, a municipality would receive an allocation which took
account of the number and proportion of children, aged persons, and so on, who resided
in the municipality and who would place demands on specific human services.
According to the Commonwealth Treasury predictions, personal income tax for the year
ended June 1985 is likely to increase by 20 per cent. The collection for local government
involves 2 per cent of personal income tax, which means that $5·28 million is available
for municipal councils throughout Australia and Victoria's share would be $1·48 million.
The Federal Government does not plan to give this windfall in increased taxation to local
government authorities. Its present intention, from what Senator Walsh has said, is to
reduce that amount.
Local government authorities in Victoria initiated a letter to the Prime Minister
requesting that no action be taken on taxation-sharing arrangements until the national
inquiry has handed down a report. This is a reasonable request to make.
A meeting of councillors at the South Melbourne Town Hall was called to consider and
to resolve proposals which seek to maintain local government statutory entitlements to a
known percentage share of national taxation; and to consider options open to councils if
the Commonwealth Government changes the law of the land, to discontinue general
revenue-sharing arrangements, and to diminish local government entitlements thereunder.
No honourable member would disagree with what has been stated.
The Northcote City Council, among others-and I pluck this example at randomstands to lose more than $1·5 million a year if the Federal Government goes ahead with
its plan to cut personal income taxation. The Northcote City Council has an alternative
proposal which seeks a percentage of over-all taxation, including indirect tax and capital
gains tax ifit were introduced, for local government revenue.
The Federal Government can do a number of things rather than slash the 2 per cent of
personal income taxation and it should examine all these options, including, first, studying
the report from Professor Self and the report that will come from the taxation summit
before it does anything so rash as has been outlined today.
I commend Mr Macey for his initiative in bringing the motion forward and I also
commend Mr Pullen for his amendment. I do not have any difficulty if the Opposition
decides to support the amendment. However, it is important that this House should
express to the Federal Government its disquiet about the proposal to fund local government
less than 2 per cent of personal income taxation.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern Province)-I support the motion moved by Mr
Macey. I also join with Mr Hunt in acknowledging the work done towards the acceptance
oflocal government as a third partner in the Governments of Australia. I acknowledge the
work undertaken by the Federal Minister for Local Government and Administrative
Services, Mr Tom Uren, and I acknowledge the work of the former Federal Government
in increasing the amount of revenue to 2 per cent of personal income taxation to assist
local government. There is no doubt that the awareness of the importance of local
government was created by Mr Uren and, in a material sense, was pushed by the Federal
Government that succeeded the Whitlam Labor Government.
Mr Hunt covered the history behind the revenue-raising operation and the matters that
really determined the rationale of Federal Governments of the past. I envisage
complications arising from the establishment of mere collections from personal income
tax, and I will mention those later.
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Mr Hunt also covered the necessity for extra sharing of personal income tax. The
Minister for Community Services stated that there was no excuse for uneasiness about
this whole business under discussion, that we should push forward and alert people to the
importance oflocal government.
No one will deny that in the Federal sphere hard times are ahead for us. The Australian
dollar is accepted overseas merely as a box of confetti; it ranks at about the same standard
as the Italian lira. However, we must approach this on the basis of its effect on Australian
people. The times of big spending, big deficits and major public employment by Federal
and State Governments will soon come to an end. It will be interesting to examine the
approach of the Federal Government to this matter in its economic statement to be
announced in the next few days.
One must be concerned about the change in taxing methods. A catalogue of propaganda
is being amassed by the Federal Government as to future income tax-raising and the
methods to be employed in that tax-raising. One must consider the interpretation by the
Federal Government of its tax collection. If direct personal income tax-collecting is to be
reduced or replaced by indirect or consumer tax, one must be concerned about the
interpretation to be placed on the collection of taxes and how it will affect local government.
The services provided to the community by the Department of Community Services
are facing total demolition. That is a serious matter that faces the Minister for Community
Services because all the services that should be maintained, provided or supervised by the
Minister and her department are facing the axe.
If ever bipartisanship were needed, it is needed now and it should be demanded now in
support of local government, because in this area everyone is affected, from babies to
grandparents, from unemployed to the wealthy, from meals-on-wheels services to homes
for the aged and disabled. These are the areas that are under attack. .
A problem that faces local government is the lack of assistance from the Federal
Government for the maintenance of arterial roads. Municipalities in the province I
represent suffer more than other areas of Victoria because of the nature of the terrain with
regard to the maintenance of arterial roads. It seems to be in order to collect petrol tax to
enable major highways to be maintained, but arterial road maintenance is missing out.
Arterial roads in south Gippsland are badly affected, particularly in the shires of Buln
Buln, Mirboo, Woorayl and Korumburra, because of problems with the terrain. The Shire
ofCranbourne is affected because of the rapidly changing nature of the shire from rural to
urban, particularly the areas of Langwarrin and Hampton Park. The roads in those areas,
which ought to be arterial roads, are being declared as urban roads and so the shire suffers
that change.
In addition, there is a lack of concern about the maintenance of people services. Mr
Reid mentioned a number of those services which include pre-schools, services for elderly
citizens, youth services, social welfare, meals on wheels and the move to have emergency
housing made a responsibility of local government. There will be cuts in funding for
performing arts centres, local regional galleries and museums which ought to receive local
government assistance.
It is hard to expect a number of shires that are facing problems, such as the drought
problem in the north of Victoria, to cope. Our friends in the National Party have mentioned
the drought which has also received a fair amount of publicity in the newspapers. Other
shires are having troubles connected with the dairy industry. These shires will be asked to
collect more to obtain services in the cultural area.
Increased urbanization is a major problem particularly in four municipalities in the
electorate I represent, namely, Cranbourne, Pakenham, Mornington and Hastings. Those
municipalities face increasing problems as urbanization moves into those areas.
I contacted some municipalities to obtain their opinions about the problems they would
face if there was a change in the amount of money provided from the Federal Government
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under the present structure. The Shire of South Gippsland fears a loss of $52 000 would
cause it to review its programs. It would have to cancel the community employment
program that would cost around $30 000. That would result in some degree of
unemployment. The shire stated that an increase in rates was impossible because of the
dairy crisis. That is what faces the Shire of South Gippsland which must also maintain
social welfare and people services programs.
The Shire of Mirboo referred to similar problems. Last year that shire received $144000
as part of the grant. Now all it receives is revenue from the collection of rates and the
Federal grant. Services provided in that shire would also be cut.
The Shire of Korumburra is one of those shires experiencing problems because of
deteriorating arterial roads being declared urban roads. The shire stated that the only way
it could cover the loss of Federal money was by increasing rates. Complaints have already
been received in that municipality about the problems associated with increasing rates.
The Shire of Korumburra relies a great deal on the dairy industry. The crisis in that
industry would affect that shire just as it affects the shires of South Gippsland and Mirboo.
The Borough ofWonthaggi is a growing borough because more people are moving there
as a result of changed circumstances in the old mining town. The town clerk has advised
that people and property related services will have to be cut.
In other words, it would mean that rates would increase, spending cuts would occur and
jobs would disappear. Recently, newspaper stories have appeared about the budgeting
problems that exist in the Borough ofWonthaggi.
In 1984-85 the Shire of Hastings received grants of $342 000 and I am advised that if
cuts occurred in local government allocations the following projects would be reduced or
stopped a1to~ether: The extension of the Somers pre-school and extension of the Balnarring
and Somervllle senior citizens' clubs. The Youth Outreach Worker project would probably
cease and the project involving approximately $30 000 on the Hastings foreshore would
cease with the loss of fourteen jobs.
The municipality of Hastings is an industrial area and problems in that area are associated
with the loss of jobs. It also has a new housing area in Westpark which requires the same
services that are provided in new areas in other municipalities. The shire does not want to
forego the responsibilities that have devolved upon it because of changing circumstances
over the years and through the progress of society. However, services will not be maintained
if a reduction occurs in the amount of money provided to the shire. The shire of Hastings,
along with all other shires, has a right to expect that grants will be maintained at a certain
level and will increase slightly with inflation.
In 1984-85, the Shire of Flinders received $760000 from the Federal Government in
grants. It is estimated that a reduction of 1·9 per cent would mean a loss of $38 000 in
revenue. Rate revenue collection is restricted because of the number of people on fixed
incomes, 44·5 per cent of the people who live in the Shire ofFlinders are on fixed incomes
and that is the highest ratio for any area in Australia of aged persons, people on other
pensions or unemployed.
Services for people are very important in the Shire of Hastings because of the number
of people on fixed incomes. A loss in money could mean a reduction in the meals-onwheels service, community bus services, pre-school services and senior citizens' club
services that are now looked upon as necessary facilities for the maintenance of society.
The motion put forward by Mr Macey requires a bipartisan approach to the problem
that exists and which will be exacerbated if the Commonwealth Government cuts back on
the percentage of money that it provides through the collection of income tax to local
government.
All honourable members acknowledge the importance of local government and those
who have served in local government appreciate the changes that have occurred in that
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area. It no longer is providing just for the making of private street schemes and health and
drainage services. Its services have been expanded greatly and they need to be maintained.
Unemployment is one of the tragedies of society, with many people not knowing how to
handle it. It is easy to be critical when one does not have to face those sorts of situations.
They are people who need services and support. Local government faces this problem on
its doorstep and supports these unfortunate people.
I join with other honourable members in calling on honourable members to be bipartisan
and support the motion.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province)-I support the motion and the
amendment. This is one of the more important motions that the House has debated.
Three questions are involved: Firstly, the question of equity; secondly, the honouring of
an agreement, and, thirdly, the likely effects, if the strong rumours that are circulating
prove to be correct.
Other speakers have canvassed the matter of principle-that local government, being a
partner in the three tiers of government, has a right of access to part of the national wealth
to allow it to carry out its functions and provide services, which, over recent years, have
continued to expand. Long gone are the days when local government was concerned
simply with roads, drains and footpaths. It was a recognition of that fact which led to the
introduction by the Commonwealth Government of a guaranteed share of personal income
tax for local government. Under successive Commonwealth Governments that has been
increased to the current rate of2 per cent.
The basis of its introduction was a recognition that the role of local government extended
far beyond the servicing of property and involved it in providing services for people. The
income structure of local government had previously been based solely on a tax on
property, which was equitable when its role was to service that property. As local
government expanded into additional fields and became more involved in the provision
of services for people, the income structure was inappropriate and inequitable to support
that increased range of function. Having introduced the principle of local government
having access to a fixed share of personal income tax, Federal Governments on both sides
of the political fence have honoured that undertaking.
A Labor Government introduced the measure and a Liberal Government increased the
percentage. Local government and the community generally had expectations that the
Federal Government would continue to honour that undertaking. Mr Hallam made a
valid point when he said that, in those years when the increase was less than the rate of
inflation, local government "copped" it and cut its cloth accordingly; but now, because
the increase will be at a rate greater than that of inflation, local government is expected to
have its share reduced. That is inequitable. It will create in local government a lack of
confidence in participating in agreements and arrangements with Governments in the
future. It will remember unhappily that it had an undertaking from the Commonwealth
Government on this issue but that it was broken, despite the fact that an inquiry was
already under way to consider how the base might be extended.
Mr Ward has already indicated that, apart from this issue, local government has some
difficulty with the present Government's plan to transfer the taxation debate away from
direct personal income tax to an indirect tax base. Under the present arrangements, that
would have a significant impact on the financing oflocal government. However, to change
the arrangements arbitrarily without notice would create uncertainty and fear on future
agreements between local government and the Federal Government.
My greatest concern is the effect that any change would have on communities throughout
the State. Other speakers have made the point that it would adversely affect human
services. It is rather incongruous that earlier today the Minister for Community Services
tabled the Carney report, which is a thorough review of child legislation and the whole
area of support for families and children in the community. One of the points that has
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arisen from the report is the need to provide far more support for families and children.
The report has identified local government as one of the key areas to provide that service.
Yet it is that service which is likely to suffer the consequences of the suggested cut in
Commonwealth funding. It is not hard to understand why that will occur. It is a more
recent initiative of local government and, therefore, it will be one of the first areas where
cuts will have to be made. It is also an area which local government was encouraged to
enter by both State and Federal Go-vernments, but unfortunately they then withdrew the
financial support which was offered to encourage local government to enter that field.
That is a criticism not only of the present Government but also of previous Governments
under which programs were developed and a carrot was held out to local government to
encourage it to participate in those programs, but subsequently either the Commonwealth
or State Governments did not maintain the financial support for the programs.

If the threat by the Federal Minister for Finance, Senator Walsh, is carried out, it will
have a disastrous impact on the whole range of human services provided for those in need.
I shall quote a simple example of how significant the access to personal income tax is to
municipalities. Last year the City of Ballarat received almost $1·5 million, which was
almost its budget for welfare and community support services such as meals-on-wheels,
home help, programs to make contact with young people in the community who were
considered at risk and needed support and participation in the Community Employment
Program to provide short-term jobs and training.
It would be ironical, given that Federal Labor members have been only too willing to
make political capital out of any Commonwealth funding going to those programs, if the
Federal Labor Government were to reduce the resources available to local government to
provide those programs.
The Commonwealth is moving in the wrong direction. Tbe earney report has suggested
a need for more resources to be made available by all levels of governmentCommonwealth, State and local-simply to restore resources to their previous level to
support families and children. The line su~ested by the Federal Minister for Finance,
Senator Walsh, is a move in the opposite drrection and will only worsen the situation.
That matter is of concern for the whole community and does not augur well for the
recommendations contained in the Carney report.
The Minister for Community Services indicated how importantly the State Government
regards the role of local ~overnment. I suppose local government sometimes questions
that commitment, especlally as the Minister for Local Government is one whom the
Premier did not want in that position and as the department has been dismayed at what
has happened. Mr Henshaw is interjecting. I thought it was even clearer in the Geelong
area, that the attitude of the Government towards focal government is a farcical disgrace,
particularly its approach to the inquiry into municipal boundaries.
I am pleased that all honourable members support the motion. I hope it will have some
impact at the national level so that the Commonwealth Government recognizes that it is
heading in the wrong direction. The direction in which it is currently moving will have
the opposite effect from its claimed underlying policy of providing increased support for
families and individuals and of providing for those in need.
If the proposal of the Federal Minister is carried out, it will, in the end, hit the poor the
hardest, because the cuts will occur in the services provided by local government to those
in need. Few municipalities will opt for increasing rates to obtain the funds required. It is
much more likely that local government will choose to curb its services, if the Federal
Minister, Senator Walsh, has his way. I am pleased to support Mr Macey's motion and
the amendment moved by Mr Pullen. I trust that its unanimous carriage by this House
will have the desired effect in Canberra.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBEIUAIN (Western Province)-I have pleasure in joining the
debate and in supporting the motion so ably moved by my colleague, Mr Reg Macey. On
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this issue, the House has the opportunity of real experience from all sides of the House.
For instance, the Minister for Community Services was formerly the mayor of a
municipality. Mr Ward was mayor of the City of Mordialloc at one stage and other
honourable members on both sides of the House have had considerable local government
experience.
Therefore, the issues of which honourable members speak are issues about which they
also have considerable and close knowledge. The Opposition is not going on a frolic of
fancy. It is aware of the role that local government has played, particularly in the delivery
of human services.
In recent years, governments at all levels have bestowed on local government more and
more responsibility for the delivery of human services. Whether they be services in the
areas of kindergartens, home-help services or associated assistance for the young or the
old, local government is being asked more and more to take on the responsibility.
Everyone says that local government is the arm of government that is closest to the
people. It is an arm of government which Parliament recognized in the State Constitution
when the Honourable Alan Hunt was Minister for Local Government, and Victoria was
the only State in which that occurred.
Local government has been given increasing responsibilities and there is always concern
that, having given that responsibility, governments will then withdraw funds or reduce
the level of assistance that councils require. All governments have shown that they like to
initiate new programs. It is great to be able to offer people new programs. However,
governments forget about the programs that they initiated on previous occasions which
are running reasonably well, but they believe they can make more mileage out of a new
program. The tendency is for the level of support for existing programs tQ be reduced and,
consequently, local government is being asked more and more to bear the burden of
delivery of human services.
That is the very reason that Mr Hunt, when he was Minister for Local Government,
and other people, worked very hard to secure the original agreement with the
Commonwealth, an agreement that has worked for the benefit of local government and
given it the ability to deliver the services which all honourable members would regard as
being important.
It is clear that if the Commonwealth Government proceeds with its decision to reduce
its deficit in this way as part of an over-all package, it will be transferring that deficit, debt
or liability to the pockets of every ratepayer in Australia. Therefore, it will not get rid of
the debt or save on expenditure; it will Just pass it on to all Australians. One wonders
about that sort of tactic.
The Commonwealth Government has an interest in having local government deliver
services for it because local government is able to do so more cheaply than the
Commonwealth and, because local government is closer to the people, it can provide those
services more efficiently and effectively.

In Hamilton, where I live, the council received an allocation of$495 000 for the current
}'ear. It has been calculated by the town clerk that if the proposed reduction is made, some
$25 000 less will be available for that municipality, or an increase of about 1-25 per cent
in the general rate. It could have a greater impact for other councils throughout Victoria,
but the cost in Hamilton is $20 per household. However, it is not just a cost of $20, but it
is $20 on top of the other charges, such as gas, electricity and rates, which have increased
considerably in recent years.
Perhaps, to some extent, I am echoing views that have already been put to the House,
but I believe these are the elements. Firstly, local government is better placed to deliver a
whole range of human services more cheaply and more efficiently than are other levels of
government. Therefore, it is important for the other levels of government to allow local
government to continue with its work. Secondly, having cajoled, if you like, local
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government into delivering those services, it is completely unfair if the levels of fundingin this case supplemented by general revenue grants-are withdrawn. It that occurs, it is a
fraud on local government. As I said before, the Commonwealth Government is trying to
reduce its deficit at the expense of every ratepayer in Australia.
About ten days ago, I wrote to the Federal Treasurer, Mr Keating, on these issues and
pointed out to him that the agreement in place at this stage was hammered out at great
length between governments, individual councils and the Commonwealth. Everyone
thought that a set of rules existed that would operate indefinitely, and that local government
would receive 2 per cent of a particular pool of funds, which would increase in size and
therefore give local government the continuing ability to meet any cost increases that
occurred.
I hope Mr Keating has his way over his colleague, Senator Walsh, on this issue. As my
colleague, Mr Knowles, mentioned, the alternative approach for local government, apart
from increasing rates, is to withdraw services. However, this would be at a time when the
community expects not only a continuation of services, but also consideration of cases of
special need. No doubt honourable members will spell out the areas in which they seek
some type of increase during the Committee debate on the Supply Bill tomorrow. If the
proposal before the Commonwealth Government is accepted, it will be a retrograde step.
I have pleasure in supporting the motion moved by Mr Macey and the amendment moved
by Mr Pullen.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-I suppose one could say that
everything that could have been said, has been said, but I speak on behalf of the
municipalities in the Central Highlands Province. Almost every municipality within the
province has contacted me about the issue, and some municipalities have been more
urgent in their requests than others.
I join with other speakers in congratulating Mr Macey for moving the motion. He
moved a most important motion and acquitted himself well. He is well versed in local
government and, as Mr Chamberlain pointed out, a number of other honourable members
in this place are also well versed in local government and realize the need for local
government to continue to participate in the tax sharing arrangements with the
Commonwealth and State Governments.
I cannot believe the Commonwealth Government will take away the tax sharing
arrangements from local government. The Commonwealth Government may endeavour
to reduce the allocation and probably that is the great fear of the Municipal Association of
Victoria and Australian local government. The tax sharing arrangements have been fought
for and possessed by local government for many years and have provided a welcome
addition to its funds.
Many of the small shires within the province I represent need the funds perhaps more
than the larger shires. However, as was pointed out by Mr Chamberlain with respect to
the City of Hamilton, larger shires also need this form of assistance. The small shires of
Mclvor, Kilmore, Pyalong and Broadford welcome the additional funding as of right. If
they do not receive the funds, they will have to either make other provisions or cut
services.
Honourable members have heard today about numerous services, including meals on
wheels, library services and welfare services, which are likely to be cut down. The
municipalities that have contacted me have summarized the cuts that are likely to take
place in welfare services, as well as the decreases that are likely to take place with capital
works and maintenance programs.
.
Perhaps their last thought would be to cut down on the work force. That is something
we do not want to see happen in country municipalities, especially when there is such a
high unemployment rate. Similarly, we do not want to see any increase in rates. For many
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municipalities this would be an impossibility because rate increases have been in the order
of 6 per cent, 7 per cent or 8 per cent and, in many cases, even higher.
A boost was given to local ~overnment when Mr Hunt and the then Premier, Mr Hamer,
fought so hard for a tax-shanng system to provide funds for local government.
Everyone, municipalities and the general public alike, has experienced cost increases in
many ways. Electricity charges have increased. Recently the price offuel increased 3·9 per
cent and is likely to be increased again. Increases have occurred in the cost of anything
anyone can name.
Municipalities are concerned about their road grants and the need for increases in those
grants, which are not likely to be met. The increases are necessary simply to maintain the
road network throughout municipalities. Although the Calder Highway, the Hume Highway
and others have been upgraded and improved, arterial roads within shires have not been
improved.
The suggestion from Canberra that local government tax-sharing arran~ements are
likely to be decreased has been made to prepare local government for something that may
happen. I do not think anything will happen to any extent after the protests that have been
made to Federal members of Parliament representing Victorian areas alone.
I cannot understand Senator Walsh even thinking along the lines of this suggestion
because of the effect it will have on all municipalities and on all ratepayers. It is wron~ in
principle for the Federal Government to reduce moneys being made available for muniCIpal
purposes. I can only say that I hope it will not happen. I do not believe a reduction will
happen to any extent and I do not believe it should happen, even of the smallest amount.
When a shire receives a grant of $175 000, for instance, that is not a l~e amount
overall but it is a considerable amount in relation to the shire's revenue, which is used
only for the benefit of the people of the municipality in providing welfare assistance such
as meals-on-wheels, library services and other services that municipalities are expected to
provide these days. Local sovernment is expected by both State and Federal Governments
to provide more communIty services. In that event, local government revenue should not
be reduced.
I congratulate all honourable members who have supported the motion moved by Mr
Macey and I congratulate the parties for accepting the motion and the amendment to it
which was moved by Mr Pullen. I hope the amendment and the motion make some
impact on the Federal Government, especially on the Treasurer and on the Minister for
Finance. Like other honourable members, I commend the motion to the House.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo Province)-I congratulate Mr Macey on
moving the motion. This issue appals anyone who has any association with local
government. Local government is unanimous in its sense of betrayal by the Federal
Government making its intentions known while a committee of inquiry is investigating
the matter. The sense of betrayal is even greater in that it was so unexpected.
As previous speakers have indicated, councils have expanded their services in many
areas, such as the provision of meals-on-wheels and home help for the aged. The 2 per
cent allocation from personal income tax is seen by the Federal Government as a way for
services to be provided to the community at a low cost. Who will be affected when the
cuts take place? Obviously, the cuts will have a severe effect on special services provided
to needy people, such as those who have been receiving home help and the many services
provided for young children, such as kindergartens.
Many councils have contacted me about the matter and they have indicated that the
reduction in allocations will have an effect on staff and the amount of work councils will
be able to perform. One shire mentioned that jobs will be lost. In that case, the shire will
not only sack people but also will be unable to create new work. As members of Parliament,
we often hear the cry for more funds to create work and to help alleviate unemployment.
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However, the Federal Government is adopting a contradictory attitude that will severely
affect the labour situation not only in large centres but also in small centres throughout
Bendigo Province and other country areas. The reduction in allocations will also have a
severe effect on areas such as Maryborough, Clunes and Avoca, which were severely
damaged by bush fires. Those councils will be faced with large costs to repair the firedamaged facilities.
The reduction in allocations to local government in conjunction with the recently
announced increase of 3·9 per cent in the price of fuel will have drastic effects on the
budgets of local government for roads. Astronomical increases in road-making materials
will occur and the cost of moving machinery and materials to and from construction sites
will also be affected. It is disappointing that the reduction in allocations to local governments
will cause substantial burdens unless services are cut.
The situation has arisen where, this year, personal income tax is expected to increase by
20 per cent, but the Federal Government is attempting to weasel its way out of the 2 per
cent contribution from personal income tax. The Federal Government has disappointed
Labor supporters in country areas who look to it for support and leadership.
Earlier in the sessional period I referred to a protest meeting held in the Shire of East
Loddon regarding the increase in rates. The meeting was successful, as ratepayers-many
of whom were dairy farmers-gathered to bring to the attention of the shire the areas
where they believed cost cutting could occur without significantly affecting the services
provided.
I suggest that if the Commonwealth Government proceeds with the proposal, there will
not only be meetings in the Shire of East Loddon but right across Victoria because
ratepayers will be appalled at the consequences of this 2 per cent reduction in grants from
personal income tax collections. In line with the increase in fuel prices, affecting roadmaking works and other cost flow-ons, some of which will be above the consumer price
index, local government will consider increasing rates further next year to cover the
proposed action by the Federal Government.
One council described the proposed action as a breach offaith by the Hawke Government
because it believed municipalities were guaranteed a 2 per cent contribution of personal
income tax. That certainly has been the theme in the response that I have received from
many councils. Councils have contacted Federal members representing their electorates,
the Prime Minister, the Minister for Finance and the Federal Minister for Local
Government and Administrative Services expressing their concern. At this very time there
is a meeting in Canberra of a breakaway municipal group covering some metropolitan
councils protesting about the proposed action. The effects of this meeting will not only be
confined to metropolitan areas but also across the State.
I am pleased that the Minister for Health is paying some attention to my contribution
because the Federal Government's action will cause the Minister and his colleagues some
trouble when next they commence drawing up the Victorian Budget. Local councils will
be making strong pleas to the State Government for funds to help alleviate the problems
created by this drastic move.
I congratulate Mr Macey, who is also a South Melbourne city councillor, for introducing
this motion. Mr Macey can speak from authority because he is on the South Melbourne
City Council and is aware of the feelings of ratepayers in that area. I had been involved in
local government for eight years and in view of the latest representations from councils, I
suggest that the Federal Government should change its mind because this proposed move
is a drastic one. I urge the Federal Government to reconsider the matter and to decline to
go ahead with this proposal.
The Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat Province)-I have received a number of
representations from shires and municipalities within the province I represent expressing
concern about the lack of funds for road maintenance and about the announcement by the
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